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ABSTRACT 

This study of Ezra Pound explores the locus of the fluidities in his poetic writings 

through the lenses of gender and sexuality Rather than fixed categories of the feminine 

or the masculine, I attempt to find the locus of the blurring of gender in Pound's poetr\ 

and poetics, and this blurring appears to be an ambivalence or ambiguity 

Chapter I introduces the fluidities into a critical tradition of Pound that considers 

him contradictory. I argue that his gender representation is fluid, somewhat ambiguous 

or ambivalent, in that he appropriates and deploys the feminine fluidities. In Chapter II, I 

argue that Pound's transition from soft to hard, rather than a real transition or e\ entual 

evolution, is an oscillation between the binaries of soft/hard, fluid/solid, 

feminine/masculine, 3.nd yin/yang. In the first section of Chapter III, psychoanalysis is 

presented as about the unconscious, sexuality, and, above all, the body which has been 

repressed, and the second section mainly discusses Pound's fluid experiments with 

gender (his use of personae) in terms of English and French feminist approaches 

In the first section of Chapter VI, I broadly explore androgyny in the modernist 

period, in order to discern and confirm the fluidities of gender in Pound, and these 

fluidities are examined in Pound's poetics, economics, and politics in the second section 

Chapter V is about his connection of the feminine with the Orient, seeing Pound's 

objectification of the feminine and Oriental Other as a paradoxical combination of 

absence and excess Pound's anti-Semitism is also explained as a mother sacrifice in 

terms of Kristeva's notion of the abject and Freud's totem Yet, as several critics note, 

this nothing and excess belong, rather than to the feminine or the Orient, to Pound, 

i \ 



because he presents his own ambivalence and ambiguity through these mirrors of the 

Other. 

Chapter VI is about gender issues in Pound's scientism, the interrelated 

mechanisms of science and poetics in the vortex, the ideogram, and Pound's mysticism 

In Chapter VQ, citing Irigaray's notion of fluids, I conclude that Pound's appropriation of 

the fluidities results in his own nothing/excess, because these fluidities blur the 

boundaries of fixed categories such as poetics, economics, and politics. This blurring and 

transgression ultimately create his own marginalization and victimage 
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CH.APTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Let us say quite simply that light is a projection from the luminous fluid, from 
the energy that is in the brain, down along the nerve cords which recei\e 
certain vibrations in the eye. {NPL 305) 

In dealing with Pound's poetics through the lenses of gender and sexuality, the 

notion of the fluidities is very crucial, because the fluidities indicate the locus of blurring, 

mixing, and transgression in Pound's writings. These fluidities may be seen as signifying 

the indefinitely changing realm of the in-between, similar to what Kristeva calls the 

maternal,^ semiotic chora, or to what Lacan has termed the realm of the Imaginan' 

Kristeva's semiotic chora signifies heterogeneity in which the mother/child dyad is 

retained, and gender identifications do not occur, and the realm of the Imaginar>' can also 

mean the locus of subversion and disruption, in which the heterogeneous, subyersnc, and 

undivided self can be maintained. Actually, the notion of fluidities can be found in Luce 

Irigaray's essentialist, yet subversive conception of feminine sexuality— lrigara\ asserts 

that feminine sexuality is fluid, multiple, and plural in terms of her metaphor of 

indefinitely touching two lips—as well as in Pound's poetic writings Pound states that he 

is a male "who has attained the chaotic fluidities" {TS 26-9. "Doggerel" ">63) This 

curious coincidence between Irigaray and Pound regarding the notion of the fluidities uds 

one of motivations to start my project of interweaving Pound's poetic text into Ircnch 

feminist discourse Further, the appropriation, deployment, and retainment of the 

fluidities offer the possibility of going beyond the current hetcrtisexual matrix of gender. 

in that the appropnation and depknment of the fluidities can indicate the indefiniteK-



changing fluidity of gender and blur static gender identifications. This blurring and 

transgression may also be said to subvert and disrupt the current heterosexual matrix, 

while the blurring and transgression of boundaries of poetics, politics, and economics can 

also result in victimization and marginalization as in the case of Pound. In a sense, the 

fluidities may be viewed as part of a pluralistic ideology, which prevails in the academic 

atmosphere. However, what is important is that the appropriation of the fluidities 

themselves can liberate man and woman to some degree from the matrix of gender 

imposed by the normative heterosexual ideology, even though the fluidities can be seen 

as feminine-gendered. The fluidities in Pound, thus, seem to show his soft feminine, 

heterogeneous self, rather than his hard masculine totalitarian pursuit of bonding of the 

signifier and the signified. 

Pound's appropriation and deployment of the fluidities are curiously intertwined 

with mystical sexuality. As he accepts the old gods from his paganism, his appropriation 

of the fluidities can be traced in his mythical metamorphoses Although some critics find 

his appropriation of the fluidities coming from several sources—for instance, Remy de 

Gourmont, Allen Upward, and Taoism—I think Pound's appropriation of the fluidities, 

themselves, can explain the origination of these several sources However, above all, it 

seems to me that his fluidities may derive from his paganism through \yhich he could 

embrace the old patriarchal gods as well as the matriarchal myth of Eleusis Ihe 

Eleusinian myth of immortality from spiritual death and rebirth is the core ot I\)und's 

mystical sexuality, and his appropriation and depknment of the fluidities are 

overdetcrmined with a paradoxical combination of nothing-'exccss 
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Instead of the fluidities, some Pound scholars point out his doubled or 

contradictory notion of the feminine, and I will discuss this topic in terms of Mar>' Ellis 

Gibson's argument in the sixth chapter. As another typical example. Timothy Materer 

also observes in a rather insipid and cold tone that, through the hysteric \ oice of Sophie 

Brzeska, Pound did have a contradictory point of view on women. Borrowing some 

passages of the Diary (1910-4) of Sophie Brzeska, Materer tells us that Pound was 

attacked by Sophie's abrupt questions, she asks if Pound would like to have a mother, 

sister, or wife with Mazoria's character, which symbolizes a dominant, manipulating, and 

powerful woman—the wife of three powerftil Italian rulers— because Pound states that 

he admires her very much, about whom he once planned to write an epic (Materer 72 3) 

In this dilemma set up by the hysteric, middle-aged, and aggressive woman, he tactfijlK 

answers: "Oh, I do not take things personally 1 admire that woman's genius We vyere 

going to leave, weren't we"̂ " (cited in Materer 73) This woman, Sophie Brzeska,' 

according to Materer, had some intelligence and literary talent, because she barely vyrote 

her own novel in French, yet, she couldn't finish it, for she ended the rest of her life in an 

asylum after Gaudier's death in Worid W ar 1 (68-9) This episode about Pound and 

Sophie Brzeska is intended to show Pound's hypocrisy or contradiction betuecn his 

public and personal appearance, for instance, he, in fact, admires Cunizza de Romano, 

the wife of Sordello—who gave her slaves freedom— yerv much in his Cantos 

Despite Pound's contradictory viewpoint of the feminine, hovvcver, a female critic 

even implies that Pound may not be antifeminist, in that he ardently praises social and 

active women and shows the feminine \irtu through \thena in Canto 2 '̂ (Will 141-2) 

Certainly Pound himself says in his re\ieu ofCiourmont's book that he is "neithei 
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writing anti-feminist tract, nor claiming disproportionate privilege for the spermatozoid. 

for the sake of symmetry ascribe a cognate role to the ovule. . "(NPL 297). In this 

case, then, it is clear that he is fairly aware of the voice of the feminist and consciously 

endeavoring to avoid being boldly stamped as anti-feminist. However, in his poetic 

writings, he is constructing his own masculine initiated discourse, and his discrepancy 

between his awareness of the feminist and the old values from the late \'ictorian seems to 

weave an apparent contradiction into his attitudes towards the feminine and woman 

Many critics have noted, thus, Pound's gender representation is \ er\- contradicton' as is 

his Orientalism: on the one hand, he adapts China into his poetic technique as the kind oi' 

new Greece; on the other, stating the oriental and African vagueness as to time, he places 

the Orient as the inferior to the West Nevertheless, even though we do not know if he 

finally comes to terms with the feminine that he has repressed since his early period, bv 

means of appropriation and deployment of the fluidities, he surely expresses some 

positive remarks on the feminine 

On the other hand, seeing this feminine as tending to be associated with the image 

of the woman as (m)other in the male/Pound's psyche, Helen M Dennis notes that 

"Pound's Homeric nostos is gendered feminine" ''In the poetr\' of Pound, woman 

represents the permanent and the divine, but man's access to this is fYagmentary," and, 

thus, "Pound, despite all the masks and \oices he assumes, or symptomaticalK through 

them, is unable to sustain a stable sense of a unified wholeness" (280) Theretore, "his 

relation to the symbolic order is also arguably unstable'" (Dennis 280) .-Xs 1 ctni Surctte 

obser\es, "Pound has reinterpreted Odysseus's descent in the light of Eleusinian 

models"^ "the Cantos require of the reader a reinterpretation of the Odwscv it the 
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parallel between the two works is to be properiy understood" (4. 55). The arguments of 

Dennis and Surette both show that they are describing Pound's acceptance and 

appropriation of the mysterious feminine ritual into his poetr\'; yet. they present some 

differences. Specifically, it appears to me that Dennis underscores Pound's unstable 

entry into the symbolic, because he could not completely succeed in repressing the 

feminine in him. In this case, my use of the term, "the entry into the symbolic." is deeply 

influenced by the dissident daughters of Lacan, such as Irigaray, to the extent that she 

criticizes Freud and Lacan's psychoanalysis for their masculinism in Speculum 

Generally, for Lacanian psychoanalysis, "the entr>' into the symbolic" means the child's 

entry into language and subjectivity. Rather than the child's entr\ into the symbolic, in 

my use of this term, I will emphasize the exclusion of woman and her objectification in 

terms of her becoming a mirror for masculine subjectivity However, Surette seems to 

emphasize the coexistence or harmony of feminine and masculine in terms of myth and 

mystical sexuality "^ And this mystical sexuality is deeply ingrained in Pound's discourse, 

even though his gender representations are rather contradictory, and, sometimes, 

conftised. 

First, my study of Pound's notion of gender and sexuality starts from the 

discovery of the floral symbol both in a so-called masculinist Pound, and a feminist 

poetics or writings such as Emily Dickinson's or her critic's. Paula Benette's In other 

words, the masculine is presented in the very feminine s\ mbol, flowers, such as petals or 

crocuses in Pound's early poem, "Coitus " Rather, in my study, it does not mattci 

whether Pound is anti-feminist or not 1 would )ust like to reveal Pound's curious but. 



sometimes, very contradictory gender representation and its mechanics, because Pound is 

writing about "the mechanics of solids" without excluding "the mechanics of fluids " 

By way of my impressions from Pound's poems as well as French feminist 

theories, I have also found the Western tradition of mirroring through the glass For 

French feminism and psychoanalysis, this reflecting mirror is woman, and. through 

mirroring practice, man can enter into the symbolic. From this given ground. Ingaray 

suggests that the inverted, concave, and burning glass will be a subversi\ e tool opposed 

to the reflecting mirror of the feminine in patriarchy Yet. concerning this mirror 

metaphor, what seems crucial is that mirroring can also connote the miming, mimetisme^ 

The miming can become a subversive and transgressive strategy to masculine 

logocentrism, and the mirroring is also presented as the miming masquerade in Pound's 

poems. 

Familiar with Freudian psychoanalysis, H D rather seems to anticipate Irigara\ 's 

burning mirror. H D writes: 

It perhaps helps to clarify the cloud of memories It is the emotional 
content that matters I vyrote, "The perfection of the fiery moment can not be 
sustained—or can it'̂ " Erich says of himself that he is the Spiegel, the mirror, 
the burning-glass that "catches the light all around " Nes, he gets the situation 
ms rechte Licht, but I can not explain to him how painful it is to me at times to 
retain the memory of the "fiery moment " 

Maybe Erich catches it in the Spiegel—but he has only to reflect it 1 ha\ e 
to substantiate it. (End24) 

Somewhat different from Irigaray's mimetic, concave, and burning mirror to subvert the 

patriarchal, freezing mirror, H D describes the masculine burning glass that "catches the 

liuht all around " Perhaps, in H D 's context, because 1 rich, her psvchoanalyst. foiccd 

her to recover her painful, but fier\ moment \yith Pound, she seems to express P.rich as a 
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convex mirror, which catches the light in order to make a fire. This fire on a convex 

mirror may represent the fiery moment of light of memories that have been repressed in 

her to free herself from Pound. However, seeing Erich merely reflecting in this mirror. 

H. D. notes that she, woman, is the material base for this reflective glass. Her 

observation of the mirror might, then, be said to belong to Western tradition of mirroring 

practice, for the mirror can be the patriarchal frame by which woman has been penned 

• 7 
in. 

As a Pound critic argues, men can also be "^penned in' by the 'male defined 

masks and costumes' with which women have long contended" (Goldblatt 38) If woman 

can subvert patriarchy by the miming—the inverted use of mirroring practice—man may 

also break down and go beyond his own frame in terms of mirroring or masquerade 

Pound's use of personae as a part of mirroring practice can, therefore, be understood as 

his attempt both to enter into the symbolic and to unconsciously subvert and disrupt the 

matrix of gender through miming. And this subversive practice of gender, I think, 

inevitably accompanies the fluidities 

In my study, I have tried to look for the locus of the fluidities in his poetic 

writings through the lenses of gender and sexuality Since Foucault has unearthed and 

included sexuality in Western discourse, sexuality and gender are a dominant discourse in 

the current academic atmosphere However, I think, this newly included sexuality and 

gender into the discourse are, perhaps, the feminine that has been long excluded from 

Western masculine logocentrism Actually, in my study, rather than fixed categc^ries of 

the feminine or the masculine. 1 attempt to find the locus of the blurring of gender in 



Pound's poetry and poefics, and this blurring appears to be an ambivalence or ambiguity 

in Pound's gender and sexuality. 

In the second chapter, I argue that Pound's transition from soft to hard is, rather 

than a real transition or eventual evolution, an oscillation between the binaries of 

soft/hard, fluid/solid, feminine/masculine, and yin/yang. In the third chapter, seeing that 

"gender is performative," I divide this chapter into two parts because I need the Pound 

scholars' psychoanalytic approaches as a background work to the psychoanahiic 

methods of French feminism in the second section. In the latter part of the third chapter, 

I try to employ Irigaray's strategy of mimetisme; hence, I mainly discuss Pound's fiuid 

experiments with gender (the use of personae in Pound's early poems) in terms of 

English and French feminist approaches. Further. I try to focus on the revelation of the 

body in Pound's poetic writings by means of psychoanalytic discourse, because 

psychoanalysis is about the unconscious, sexuality, and above all, the body, which has 

been repressed. 

In the fourth chapter, in order to dravy the kind of semi-conclusion to my fluid but 

sometimes seemingly digressive and repetitive strategy. I broadly explore androgyny in 

the modernist period, particularly noting H D 's interaction with Pound. 1 examine her 

androgynous metaphor of the jelly-fish opposed to Pound's spermatozoid brain 

However, I don't make a static, definite settlement for Pound's sexuality and gender, for 1 

just try to discern and confirm the fluidities in Pound These fluidities are examined in 

Pound's poetics, economics, and politics in the second section of the third chapter In 

continuity vyith the exploration of gender issues, the fifth chapter is about the connectK)n 

between the feminine and the Orient, especially seeing Pound's obiectification of the 



feminine and Oriental Other as from their contradictory features of nothing'excess Yet. 

as several critics note, this nothing and excess belong, rather than to the feminine or the 

Orient, to Pound because he is confused and, then, presents his own ambivalence and 

ambiguity through these mirrors of the other. In addition, mainly borrowing Robert 

Casillo's argument, I employ Kristeva's notion of the abject and Freud's totem in 

discussing Pound's anti-Semitism as a mother sacrifice. 

Chapter "VI is about Pound's scientism, the interrelated mechanism of science and 

poetics in terms of the vortex, the ideogram, and Pound's mystic, mythopoetic awareness 

of gender issues. Perhaps, this chapter may be viewed as about the Far East Orientalism, 

which is not discussed fijlly in the fourth chapter. Pound's China seems to be somewhat 

irrelevant to his anti-Semitism or objectification of the feminine in that, rather, this Far 

East was, for him, a living history to revive the forgone Greek tradition, a "new Greece in 

China" (Chen 101). Moreover, China also provides Pound with Confticianism imbued 

with Chinese native Taoism. Hence, it is no wonder that his adaptation of China and 

Confucianism is permeated with the Taoist fluidities .At any rate, overall. Pound's 

poetry and poetics evidently manifest the appropriation and deployment of the fluidities 

in his early as well as later years. 

In Chapter VII, through the comparison of H D s. Pound's, and Irigaray's use of 

floral images, I discuss their differences and similarities, these floral symbols can be 

extended to the symbols of feminine sexuality in irigaray, while in Pound the floral 

images can connote his appropnation of the feminine Chapter \'ll also di.iws trom 

Irigaray's definition of fluidity, that fluids can neither be enclosed m form noi possess 

motive force, and thus, the appropriation and deployment of fluidities themscKes create 
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the nothing/excess. Eventually, I conclude that his gender representation is blurred, and 

he is marginalized by his own nothing/excess due to his appropriation and deployment of 

the fluidities. 
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Notes 

^ Actually, borrowing from Humphrey Carpenter, Helen M Dennis points out. 
"Miss [Olga] Rudge was clearly the sea in which he [Pound] floated. " (cited in 
Dennis 282). In his interview with Grazia Livi, Pound—five months after his seventy-
seventh birthday—also confessed that he had arrived at ultimate uncertainty (Carpenter 
881). Unlike his earlier days, the old Pound chose to be silent and, in his silent rest, he 
was rather unconsciously floating on the maternal sea—reminiscent of the creative but 
protective amniotic fluid from external reality—which was represented by Olga Rudge 

Yeats notes an essential quality of Sophie-Brzeska: "I think she must have had 
(sexual) experience, have thought herself wronged perhaps and developed an hysterical 
dread of experience, and that (Gaudier) must have desired her An hysterical 
woman has sometimes a strong fascination, she is a whirlpool—such a problem to herself 
that everybody within reach is drawn in. She rouses an ungovernable pity and pity soon 
touches the senses" (cited in Materer 69; Materer's ellipsis) 

Surette says, "Pound's decision to begin the Cantos \yith a translation of 
Homer's nekuia involves the adoption of the Eleusinian ritual of spiritual death and 
rebirth in the form of a journey to the Underworid" (55) 

"* Perhaps, it appears that Surette tries to inscribe the Eleusinian matriarchal myth 
into the Homeric patriarchal nostos. 

^ Irigaray's This Sex Which Is Not One has a chapter, "The 'Mechanics' of 
Fluids." 

^ For the definition, see the fourth note of Chapter II 

^ For the details, see my discussion of Gilbert and Gubar's argument about the 
Grimm tale of "Little Snow White" in the second section of Chapter 111 
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CHAPTER II 

FROM SOFT TO HARD^ 

As most Pound scholars point out. Pound is anti-Semitic and fascist, and Pound's 

masculinism or anfi-feminism would be less odious than these two aspects of his thought 

These aspects of Pound draw some attention from critics who argue the necessity of 

historical and factual research on Pound. For instance, some critics such as Tim Redman 

argue that particularly in studying Pound's anti-Semitism and fascism, rather than a 

psychoanalytic approach, what is needed is a historical account (Redman 4). In fact. 

Pound's anti-feminism or masculinism, anti-Semitism, and fascism are interrelated to 

each other Certainly, the historical background for these issues cannot be ignored 

because Pound is explicitly influenced by and bound to his time, moreover, Redman 

observes that both Pound and his wife, Dorothy Pound, were anti-Semitic which was not 

uncommon, for some intellectuals of their class and time were also anti-Semitic C^) 

Then, Redman persuasively explains. Pound was raised "during a period that uitnessed a 

resurgence of anti-Semitism in the United States" (5) Somewhat hvperbolicallv, 

Massimo Bacigalupo in The Formed Trace claims that Pound's Cantos is "the sacred 

poem of Nazi-Fascist millennium" (x). To some extent. Pound's (^antos seem 

persistently to pursue one of the most masculine mottoes from Confucianism, iF Y\ , 

chmg mmg,^ even though Pound abandons his nasty politics after his imprisonment 

However, 1 think, while we have to acknowledge Pound's anti-Semitism and fascism. 

Bacigalupo's claim seems to be too exaggerated to persuade a large audience 
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Meanwhile, the interrelations between racism, homophobia, and misogyny— 

especially between racism and misogyny in Pound —pointed out b>' several critics, will 

be discussed as a main topic in this study. In particular, in Bodies That Matter Judith 

Butler writes on these issues: 

It seems crucial to resist the model of power that would set up racism and 
homophobia and misogyny as parallel or analogical relations. The assertion of 
their abstract or structural equivalence not only misses the specific histories of 
their construction and elaboration, but also delays the important work of 
thinking through the ways in which these vectors of power require and deploy 
each other for the purpose of their own articulation. (18) 

Butler sees these interrelations as "contemporary power in its complexity and 

interarticulations", however, the demand to think the complex and interarticulated power 

structures still remains "incontrovertibly important even in its impossibility" {Bodies 19) 

Here, Butler notes that the interrelation between racism, homophobia, and misog\ ny is 

apparent in contemporary power politics, and yet, Butler seems to try to avoid their 

"parallel or analogical relations" In a real world, an author or a text cannot offer a whole 

reflection of the world, but just a partial picture because "the production of texts can be 

one way of reconfiguring what will count as the world" according to its own political 

uses {Bodies 19). Seemingly, Butler resists the complexities of power because of its 

political problematic However, as she acknowledges, by taking the heterosexual matrix 

or heterosexual hegemony as a point of departure of her book. Butler dares to "run the 

risk of narrowness, but it will run it in order, finally to cede its apparent prioritv and 

autonomy as a form of power" {Bodies 19) In some ways, Butler's tactic of her book 

appears to be reminiscent of Irigaray's "mimetisme""* even though Butler doesn't mention 

Irigaray here 1 \yill discuss Irigaray's main tactic of "mimetisme," in the followinu 
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chapter, because that tactic would be Bufler's as well as mine in this study Employing 

Irigaray's tacfic of miming, I will also run the risk of narrowmess to the extent that from 

the heterosexual matrix I will set up Pound as showing a significant part of the 

interrelations of racism, homophobia, and misogyny. 

A typical critic among others who have noted that racism and sexism are 

interrelated, Sulamith Firestone in her Dialectic of Sex sees racism as the sexism of the 

family of man. She says, the race relations in America indicate a macrocosm of the 

hierarchical relations within the nuclear family 

The white man is father, the white woman wife and mother, her status 
dependent on his; the blacks, like children, are his property, their physical 
differentiation marking them the subservient class, in the same way that children 
easily become a servile class vis-a-vis adults This power hierarchy creates the 
psychology of racism, just as, in the nuclear family, it creates \\\Q psychologv of 
sexism. (123; emphasis added) 

Firestone makes a successfijl, notable sketch of Marxian analysis of the interrelated 

class structure between racism and sexism through the family structure and provides the 

way to the psychological one in this interrelated class structure of racism and sexism In 

other words, in terms of the traditional Marxian class structure, Firestone offers a 

material background for the psychology of sexism and racism as well In this regard, 

though Butler warns us of the analogy of "racism, homophobia, and misogyny," it is, 

because of its logically irresistible power, impossible for us, in fact, to resist the power of 

analogy in this interrelated structure of the heterosexual matrix It is, thus, true that 

Firestone's analogy sheds a light to the relation between racism and sexism in this 

heterosexual matrix, however, particularly, in the case of analysis of Pound" s anti-



Semitism, because Firestone's Marxian analysis seems important, comprehensive, but not 

complete, there needs to be a more complicated and psychoanalytical approach 

Indeed, Pound's anti-Semitism starts from his own view of the Orient and is one 

of the nasty and extreme representations of his Orientalism. Especially Jacques Derrida 

and Edward Said among others have noted, the Orient and the Western image of the 

feminine have much in common in that they both signify a lack and are represented rather 

than self-representing.^ For instance. Pound mentions in Guide to Kulchur the 

'"feminine' lack of punctuality" and the "African and oriental vagueness as to time" as a 

lack of the idea of a "MEASURE" of value, moreover, saying this idea of a ME.ASURE 

of value having taken shape slowly in human consciousness. Pound directly relates the 

feminine and the "African and oriental" to the primitive who is inferior to the European 

(162-3). At this point, Derrida's observation of a "lack" of the Orient suggests the Orient 

as the feminine, and, here. Orientalism is signifying the site of excess and nothing, or in 

other words, a lack, and, then, locating that lack outside of the Western "logocentrism" 

(79). Contradictory notions of female sexuality, nothing and excess, originated from 

Lacan, which respectively designate two meanings nothing indicates, on the one hand, 

the exclusion of the feminine, in that Lacan denies woman as the categorized sex (Lacan 

says that "There is no such thing as The woman, "), and, on the other, excess as a 

supplementary7oz//55a//c^ represents "something over and above the phallic term which 

is the mark of sexual identity" (144) In this way, Pound's statement, "'feminine' lack of 

punctuality" of "African and onental vagueness as to time" can be analy/ed in light of 

Demda and Said's notion of the Orient In Pound's poetic writing, hovsevei, there exist 
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two disparate Orients, the Far East and the Near East. Here, China produces Pound's Far 

East, while the Near East is sfill associated with his obnoxious anti-Semitism What 

attracts Pound toward the Far East, in particular, Confucianism and Chinese characters, 

embodied in the ideogrammic method, then, might be "my otherness to myself* termed 

by Allan Stoekl; moreover, Stoekl accounts for "the otherness of all others to 

themselves—as impotence becomes an inward-turning violence" (130) .As Robert Kern 

explains Westernized Orientalism through the metaphor of mirror—as in mirroring back 

to myself through the differently colored glass— "what is supposed to be a window 

looking into another culture, or even a darkening glass" becomes "something more like a 

mirror giving us back ourselves" (175). While the Far East is for the Western the 

reflecting mirror in which the subject looks different but the same, the Near East is the 

"heterogeneous, utterly repulsive" Other who is "refiised and rejected, or killed the 

scapegoat" (Stoekl 118). As a third, the victimized and abject Near East will be 

discussed in the fifth chapter, "Orientalizing and Objectifying the Other" 

Along with the interrelations between Pound's misogyny and racism (anti-

Semitism), Pound's transition or evolution from soft to hard appears to draw much 

attention. Quoting Wyndham Lewis' remark. Pound's "evolution from soft to hard," 

Paul Smith argues that this transition's final point is marked by the fascistic speeches 

made for Radio Rome during the war years As Wyndham Levyis notes, in truth. Pound's 

Imagism begins with the pursuit of the hard core of poetr\' in opposition with the 

sentimentalism of the Nineties Levyis describes in detail "The main character of this 

renaissance (the term he would use in writing to John Ouinn) vyas an eyolution IrtMii soW 



to hard. 'Imagism stands,' he [Pound] writes, 'for hard light, clear edges. .And Imagism 

was the official name of his doctrine'" ("Rock" 199). Pound insists that poetn- "must be 

as simple as de Maupassant's best prose, and as hard as Stendhal's" (cited in "Rock" 

199). Pound's nofion of the simplicity and hardness of poetry from the attributes of the 

best prose is mainly composed of the strong rejection of the sentimentalism of the 

Nineties in which young Pound once quite indulged. Therefore, what Pound pursues in 

his life, though it seems inconsistent, is to avoid sentimentalism. and this sentimentalism, 

a root for Pound's romanficism, originated with the decadent spirit of the Nineties 

However, Pound's romanticism is not a temporary feature for him. but rather, one of the 

major aspects of his life. Pound's contradiction lies, after all, in this impossible efTort to 

avoid sentimentalism, for he is, even though he pursues the hardness of "objectiv ism," 

deeply rooted in sentimental, romantic subjectivism. 

According to The Bedford Glossary of Critical and Literary Terms, subjective 

experience, innovation, imagination, and the individual vyere emphasized in romanticism 

(350). Romanticism's emphasis on subjective experience includes the "self 

centeredness," "sentimentalism," and "improbability" which were attacked mainly by 

realism (Bedford 352-3). As realism developed in reaction to the various excesses of 

romanficism. Pound's pursuit of "objectivism" of hard realism may indicate his ovyn 

rebellion from romantic excesses. Above all, in romanticism, rather than external reality. 

the inner-self and personal feelings or perceptions are explored Underscoring 

individualism, thus, romantic writers "highly valued the exploration and evaluation of 

inner self {Bedford 352) Accordingly, "(lassie is associated vyith the rational, the 
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unified, the orderly, the stately, the long-lasting or finite, whereas romantic is associated 

with the emotional, the energetic, the changing, the improbable, the visionary, the 

supernatural, the infinite, even the chaotic" {Bedford351)). 

Despite his somewhat inconsistent shiftiness, therefore. Pound's romanticism 

manifests his life-long coherence in that his gradual transition from soft to hard is 

fundamentally based on Pound's romantic exploration. The mad poet, pariah, and 

expatriate Pound sometimes seems schizophrenic; nevertheless, his life has coherence, in 

his continuous and persistent romantic explorations of the process of "making it nevy " In 

this regard, I would argue that Pound is quite romantic. In the line of her mocking poem^ 

about Pound and Eliot, Amy Lowell says, "Pound believes that he's a thinker but he's far 

too romantic." Although Lowell's tone is seriously mocking, pejorative, she is 

effectively pointing to Pound's most distinct feature in his career For instance, despite 

his hard effort to get "scientific objectivism," his scientism serendipitously turns out to be 

a mystified implosion of the subject and the object, and his economics cannot go beyond 

the level of amateur, his scientism and economics are seriously imbued vyith his own 

subjectivism and romanticism 

Specifically, Pound's scientism is associated with mysticism Certain critics note 

that his scientism can be viewed as a "polemical allegory" or a "signifier", these critics 

point out, despite its impersonal, factual, and objective notions. Pound's scientism 

retains personal, mystical values (Clarke, Dora 112, Kayman. "Model" SO) lurthei. 

Pound's application of scientific objectivism to poetrv from the basis of composition of 

the Chinese letters, the "ideogrammic method," also appears to Cieorge Santayana to be 
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just a "romantic metaphysics," for Santayana wished to know more about the Chinese 

signs (Stock 373). Thus, Pound's ideogrammic method indicates one of his romantic 

explorations through which he looked for "the new." and, then, "the exotic." In this 

regard. Pound's Orientalism can be also seen as his own romantic, subjective version of 

the Orient, the Far East; as Eliot claims. Pound is, perhaps, "the inventor of Chinese 

poetry." His final and irredeemably romantic, naive folly is fascism, as in his fascist 

broadcasting for Rome Radio during the War. Nevertheless, in the attempts to combine 

literature or poetics to science, economics, and politics, what we need to see is that these 

attempts resuh from his romanticism. Perhaps, his madness, which attracts 

psychoanalytic theories, can be said to show a romantic explosion of inner self His 

madness seems to come from his romantic attempt to realize his inner self in the real 

world; rather than the implosion, this might indicate the explosion from the outside, his 

political reality. His endless itinerancies until getting to Italy, therefore, begin vyith his 

romantic exploration towards an endless "make it new," a perpetual search for the nevy 

and the exotic. 

Again back to Lewis' remarks, Lewis has noted that Pound's "evolution" from 

soft to hard is the main character of Pound's Imagism Paul Smith, in citing Lewis' 

remarks, says that this transition from soft to hard is, after all, realized in the fascistic 

speeches made for Radio Rome during the war years Moreover, Lewis vyrites 

Elsewhere he [Pound] speaks of the "hardness bred by reading Dante, or 
Aquinas." Add this indication of the source of his own hardness, at all eyents, 
and with the above catalogue vou have the core of his teaching How today" s 
great novelty is tomorrow's commonplace' For every injunction you have lust 
read was extremely necessary at the time it was vyritten, but today they 
represent a since qua non [sic] of every vyriter's equipment, although natuiallv 
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the disciplines imposed, more especially the hardness enjoined by Pound and 
others, have been rejected by many People always tend to sink back into the 
"slush" from which they are periodically dragged with so much difficulty 
("Rock" 199; Lewis' ellipsis) 

According to Lewis, Pound's injunction of the "hardness" as the beginning of Imagism is 

the hard core of his teaching, but this novelty, which seems to somewhat resonate with 

one of Pound's mottoes, "make it new," would soon fade away, because today's novelty 

becomes tomorrow's commonplace. Lewis' sarcastic observation on both Pound and 

every writer's fate is quite right, for Pound himself continuously and persistently creates 

and abandons literary movements. Lewis' remark on the "slush" also provides a final 

twist in his long, breathless harangue because, although Lewis indirectly refers to people, 

the "slush" usually comes back not only to every writer but also to Pound instead of the 

"hardness," Pound's own novelty. It is certain that Pound cannot escape every writer's 

or, more generally, people's fate, although he is the creator of "great novelty " Rather 

than escape, ironically. Pound appropriates the "slush" in the form of the feminine 

fluidities. In "Doggerel Secfion of Letter to Marianne Moore" (1918), Pound says "Vou, 

my dear correspondent, / are a stabilized female, /1 am a male who has attained the 

chaotic fluidities" (363). Even though Pound's tone is as mocking as Amy Lowell's, 

which I previously mentioned. Pound shows an invened gender representation, Marianne 

Moore is presented as a stabilized, masculine female and Pound as a flowing, femim/ed 

male. This appropriation of the feminine fluidities, thus, indicates Pound's typical gendei 

dynamics of the feminine and the masculine and foreshadovys Pound's inevitable 

contradiction between subjectivism and objectivism 



Along with Pound's appropriation of the feminine fluidhies, Lewis' remarkable 

observation about the "slush," which Pound extremely abhors, offers some important 

meanings. In many ways, "slush" is quite close to the "marsh" or "excess" ̂ ° that Pound 

tries to terminate in order to get "hard lighf and "clean edges." This "slush" is 

associated with the vice of literature, economics, and politics, for it disturbs "precision." 

"objectivity," and the "hardness." However, as Lewis sarcastically notes, people— 

perhaps including every writer. Pound, and even Lewis himself—"always tend to sink 

back into the 'slush' from which they are [by Imagist injunctions or hygiene] periodicallv 

dragged with so much difficulty." This avoidance of the "slush" is. for Lewis, performed 

not only by Pound but also by Eliot: "In the case of Mr. Eliot, his critical writings 

switched the contemporary English mind back from the early nineteenth century to the 

seventeenth and eighteenth, ̂ om the emotional romantic lyricism of Shelley and Keats to 

the 'harder' rational texture of such as Dryden and Crabbe " ("Rock" 200, emphasis 

added). One of the "men of 1914," Eliot is also an advocate of "hardness" in poetrv, and 

Lewis' full detailed enumeration of Eliot's transition from soft to hard shows hovy the 

"slush" is different from the "hardness." That is to say, "the emotional romantic lyricism 

of Shelley and Keats" explicitly presents the "slush," and "the 'harder' rational texture of 

such as Dryden and Crabbe" is one example of precision, objectivity, and "hardness " 

In addition to this observation. Pound himself also mentions, Crabbe is "neyer absolute 

slush, nonsense or bombast" {LE 277, 279) Thus, "from soft to hard" is from subjective 

romanticism to objective rationalism, almost close to realism, and this transition implies, 

if we follow Smith's reasoning, the abandonment of romantic subjectivity In this 



transition, in Pound as well as in Eliot, what is interesting is that those two poets go back 

to the past so as to find a replacement for the "slush" of the Nineties. More seriouslv'. in 

Pound' case, in his own pursuit of hardness, he explores the past of Europe as well as of 

Asia such as China, and he becomes, after all, interested in Confucianism This 

Confucianism offers Pound a real final end to his wanderings, because Confijcianism 

represents a hard, masculine, patriarchal ideology, while Taoism and Zen-Buddhism 

assumes a soft, feminine, disorderiy universe.'^ In fact, as Pound's hero, Confiicius was 

certainly a patriarchal hero who had established Confucianism, a political philosophy as 

well as a ruling ideology, in the politically chaotic, turbulent period The discov erv of 

Confucius is, thus, of great importance to Pound, in that Confucianism, which has a 

strong misogynic tradition and is based on male superiority, appears to provide Pound 

with a static male-gendered identity both in poetics and politics 

However, if we look at Pound's early poems, rather than the contradiction of the 

subject and the object, we can easily find an ambivalence or ambiguity especially in 

gender and sexuality. In a relatively early poem, "Coitus," ' Pound employs a "crocus" 

as a phallic symbol; "THE gilded phaloi of the crocuses / are thrusting at the spring air" 

{Lustra 46). Pound links the "phaloi," "phallus," to "the crocuses," and, thus, the 

crocuses are presented as the symbol of phallic insemination In a way contrar\ to 

Pound's use of the crocuses as a phallic symbol, Bennett argues that buds, pebbles, and a 

crocus usually, because of their littleness, suggest the clitoris, the feminine, within the 

context of the Language of Flowers of the nineteenth century (2A}) In "Coitus," Pound 

obviously employs these floral languages and provides gender ambiguity, appropriating 



the feminine littleness in that he inspires both the feminine and masculine image in "the 

crocuses." In this way, sometimes. Pound shows an ambiguity or ambivalence towards 

gender, and it seems to me that this ambiguity demonstrates early Pound's embrvonic 

attitude towards gender and its interrelated issues. Apparently, just as Pound calls his 

Collected Early Poems, which includes some discarded or unpublished earlv poems, a 

collection of "stale creampuffs," his early poems also contain the sentimentalism and 

melancholy of the Nineties (vii).̂ ^ 

Contrary to this feminine sentimentalism. Pound's Image indicates an attempt to 

get a "hardness" with masculine dynamic "moving," not with feminine "flow" (Zach 

241). Natan Zach observes that the Image contains "the most flovy-resisting element of 

poetry" at its most "moving" and dynamic. According to Zach, Imagism aims for 

"hardness," "hard stone" or "hard bones" "as against mellow notes of music, soft hues, 

soft perfumes or softness of silk" from the melancholic and hedonistic spirit of the 

Nineties (238). Zach discusses "Imagism and Vorticism," but mostly "the Image" 

through 5 sections in his article. The most important observation of Zach is, above all, 

that Imagism is, as Lewis has observed, the poetics of hardness In fact, for Zach. there 

were three distinct Imagist phases, Hulme's 1909 group. Pound's "school of 1912." and 

the post-Poundian Imagists. Most importantly, in these three Imagist phases. Zach notes 

that even in the early phase which consists of obscure, non-combative poets, "a new "dry 

and hard' poefics" was discussed among them (229) "A Fevy Don'ts by an Imagistc" 

was, hence, an injunction to get "the kind of'harder and saner' poetr\ vyhich Pound vyas 

predicting, would be written 'during the next decade or so'" (Natan 2 > 1) 
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As Zach has termed the poetics of the Imagist as both "a new 'dry and hard* 

poetics" and "the kind of'harder and saner' poetry," in these terms, the hardness of the 

new poetics related with the "dryness" and "sanity" is emphatically mentioned twice 

The "dryness" and "sanity" of a kind of poetic hygiene are literally intended against the 

nineteenth-century aesthetics. Zach writes: 

As part of an all-out campaign against nineteenth-century aesthetics, he 
[Pound] arraigned Symbolism for its "softness" and arbitrariness, its ultimate 
renunciation of the ''de facto worid" and aspiration after infinitude, its 
experiments in synaesthesia, and the Satanic posturings associated with 
Symbolists and Decadents. Since Imagism aimed at genuine and "permanent" 
relationships, it was also set off, in theory if not always in practice, from the 
Impressionists' fleeting, fancifijl word-pictures. (235) 

The world of the Imagists starts from the very '"de facto world" renounced by the 

Symbolists, and the Imagist hygiene for Symbolists and Decadents is a "doctrine of 

hardness."' In other words, the sanity and dryness in the hardness of the Image mostlv 

aim at the abolishment of the "softness" of Symbolism of the nineteenth-century 

aesthetics. This "softness" of Symbolism, for Pound, then, accompanies its pathological 

symptoms, its renunciation of absolute reality and aspiration after the unreal, satanic 

These symptoms are, in fact, just the escape from harsh reality, and, in many vyavs. as 

Zach notes, the aesthetics of the Nineties is based on "softness," "convertibility." and 

fluidities: "Even the concentration on the Image may be interpreted in terms of the desire 

for a resistant hardness, the image being one of the least 'convertible' elements of poetr\' 

(Zach 238). The denial of convertibility is in a sense the denial of the fluidities and of the 

fluid world. Another aim of the Image is also its "genuine and permanent relationships" 

against the "Impressionists' fleeting and fanciful vyord-pictures " However, as in 
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the instantaneousness of the Image, the Imagist objection to the Impressionists seems. 

from the very first, impossible, and this ethereality and temporariness of the Image might 

also be a property of softness. This softness of late nineteenth-century aestheticism is a 

"reaction from a hardened world," and Imagism is also another stronger reaction against 

an even harsher reality (Zach 239). Therefore, the hardness of the new Imagist poetics 

would have to be seen as the result of an even harsher reality 

On the other hand, although we can acknowledge the hardness of the new poetics 

as an outcome of the new modern age, we cannot miss the fact that this hardness is 

grounded in a poetics of exclusion. The poetics of exclusion indicates the exclusion of 

the "softness," "convertibility," and, above all. "fluidities." "Mellow notes of music, soft 

hues, soft perfumes or softness of silk," the distinct features of the softness, are stronglv 

reminiscent of musicality, repetition, and touched with nostalgic melancholy, as in the 

primordial mother's soft voice, gaze, and breast. As Julia Kristeva suggests in "Women's 

Time," musicality, repetition, and eternity are the attributes of the maternal chora '"* The 

softness of the maternal, the feminine, is that of the Nineties of Symbolists and Decadents 

from which Pound meant to set himself off. In this context, the modernist injunction of 

the "hardness" is, if we borrow Lacanian terms, the entry of the symbolic, the name of 

the father, from the pre-oedipal symbiotic dyad of the mother and the child .Along \yith 

the psychoanalytic interpretation of Pound's from soft to hard, this modernist substitution 

of the feminine, maternal softness with the masculine, paternal hardness is rephrased as 

the '^transition from soft to hard" from Lewis' original remark, an "eyolution from soft to 

hard" It seems to me that this change of the vyord, from Lewis' evolution to Smith s 
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transition, indicates Smith's attitude towards Pound's gender matters. I think, 

eventually, it is of no importance whether Pound's substitution of softness with hardness 

is an evolution or transition, because from a longer perspective Pound does not make an 

evolution or transition in terms of his appropriation and deployment of the feminine 

chaotic fluidities. His substitution of "soft" for "hard" presents his shiftiness between the 

ambiguously chaotic gender fluidities and a phallic hardness, not a final evolution or a 

transition from soft to hard. Pound's gender-fluidity or shiftiness between "soft" and 

"hard" is, thus, not a finalized form nor a passage, but a consistent oscillation. 

The analogy of "from soft to hard" to "from the fiuid to the solid" may be easily 

set up as the result of my discussion, for the soft aspect of Pound as a gender 

representafion implies his fluid gender mechanics that enable him to appropriate and 

deploy metamorphic feminine fluidities. Yet, his hard facet offers his persistent pursuit 

of masculine solidity at the expense of the feminine soft and fluid, and its culmination 

might, as Smith suggests, be his fascism. After all, his evolution or transition from soft to 

hard ended with fascism. Meanwhile, as the other facet in his gender and sexuality. 

Pound ambiguously and ambivalently reveals his gender and sexuality through the 

masquerade of the feminine and the masculine which is obvious in his early period '" \s 

an example, early Pound, when he experiments with personae and masks, explicitly 

manifests gender-fluidity or shiftiness between the feminine and the masculine, and this 

gender-fluidity is rather one of extended forms of romanticism vyhich shovys the self 

divided between the soft and the hard 



Later, m Jefferson and or Mussolini {\936) Pound mentions the fluidities, once 

again, in rather a different tone: 

[Jefferson's ideas] weren't idee fixes, and because Jefferson was incapable of 
just that form of stupidity. An idee fixes is a dead, set. stiff, varnished "idea" 
existing in a vacuum. The ideas of genius, or of "men of intelligence" are 
organic and germinal, and the "seed" of the scriptures. (21) 

Reminiscent of his translator's postscript to Remy de Gourmont's Natural Philosophy of 

Love, in opposition with fixed ideas and thoughts. Pound suggests, the intelligence or 

brain is organic, germinal, and spermatozoid. The organic and germinal "ideas of 

genius" or of "men of intelligence" might originate with Pound's initial statement in his 

translator's review to Gourmont's book because Pound says, the brain is "only a sort 

of great clot of genital fluid held in suspense or reserve" {NPL 296). Particularly, the 

"seed" of the scriptures furthers Pound's phallic language through a way in which the 

"seed" of the scriptures is directly associated with the spermatozoid image Certainly, in 

this context. Pound's spermatozoid brain is phallic, but curiously retains some trace of 

gender-ambiguity, because "clof seems to indicate an ambiguous state between solid and 

fluid. ^̂  In a way reminiscent of Irigaray's remark, "a teleology of reabsorption of fluid in 

a solidified form," this phallic brain, at any rate, appears to be endowed with primacy or 

precedence to "solids" {TS 110). It is true that Irigaray criticizes the precedence of the 

solid, phallus, to the fluid in the above-cited phrase, however, it seems to me that, as 

Irigaray suggests in "The 'Mechanics' of Fluids," the fluid can comprise other fluids and 

a solid (T '̂ 111). Pound ambivalently retains this gender-fluiditv or ambiguity despite his 

apparent male supremacy to the female Thus, despite the obvious masculinity in his 

Cantos and later works, his metamorphic fluidities embrace the feminine, "other fluids." 



and the masculine, "a solid." Even after the most flow-resisting poetics of the Image. 

Pound sfill maintains his fluid gender dynamics, and these derive from Pound's romantic 

exploration of self 

As Michael Levenson has pointed out, the hardness and the softness in poetic 

writing were directly discussed in Pound's "The Hard and the Soft in French Poetrv " 

(1918).^^ Considering the date of Lewis' article (1951), the discussion of hardness and 

softness explicitly derives from Pound. Describing the use of the terms, the hard 

and the soft, as metaphorical, in "The Hard and the Soft in French Poetry." Pound's 

definition of hardness and softness appears to be reluctant to give primacy to hardness 

Rather, Pound seems to maintain a midway between the soft and the hard: "By 'hardness' 

I mean a quality which is in poetry nearly always a virtue—I can think of no case vyhere 

it is not. By softness I mean an opposite quality which is not always a fault" ("Hard" 

264). Moreover, as he draws an example of the hardness from Theophile Gautier, Pound 

calls Gourmont "soft." Gourmont is, for Pound, almost the only writer who seems good 

in French prose; Gourmont's "soft" is a "peculiar and personal medium" ("Hard" 268) 

As I mentioned regarding Pound's review of Gourmont's Natural Philosophy of Love, 

Pound's appropriation of the feminine fluidities to the phallic brain seems to begin \yith 

his translation of Gourmont's book. In Pound's statement, Gourmont is "good" and 

"soft," and the soft is acknowledged as not a fault but a "peculiar and personal medium " 

While the soft is related to the personal and peculiar, not the universal. Pound strangely 

poses a balance between the soft and the hard This ambiguity and ambivalence o\ 

Pound's gender issues as androgyny will be explored in detail m the fourth chapter, "The 
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Economics of Metamorphic Fluidities." But, first of all. Pound's oscillating balance 

between the soft and the hard will need psychoanalysis because this oscillation is from 

"the unconscious" discourse of sexuality and the body. 
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Notes 

^ In my discussion of soft and hard, the binaries can be extended to fluid solid, 
matter/form, body/spirit, yin/yang, and feminine/masculine. 

According to Pound's own definition in his Cantos, zheng ming mean "Call 
things by names" (261). Pound also says: "An attempt to set down things as they are, to 
find the word that corresponds to the thing, the statement that portrays, and presents. 
instead of making a comment, however brilliant, or an epigram" {ABCR 74). In his own 
terms, perhaps, the bonding of the signifier and the signified may be said to be that of the 
word and the thing, and his totalitarian pursuit of this bonding is represented in the 
ideograms, zheng ming. Mary Paterson Cheadle says, the ideograms, ching mmg or 
zheng ming mean "right name" or "right terms" (36); for a further discussion, see 
Cheadle 251-4 and Rabate 101-2. 

^ Redman reviews the scholasfic tradition about Pound's fascism such as Nevy 
Critics who "divorced Pound's works form his life" and presents two split critical models 
such as Julia Kristeva, "maintaining that the poetry of the Cantos undermines and 
overcomes the fascist ideology," and Massimo Bacigalupo, "the fascist ideology 
irremediably contaminates the poetry" (2). In addition to this review. Ronald Bush, in his 
introduction to the selection of Pound's poetic writings for Bonnie Kime Scot's Gender 
of Modernism, succinctly expresses this issue: "Are the Cantos the work of Mussolini's 
follower or May Sinclair's friend? Or is there some way we can manage to think of 
Pound's epic as both—the product of contradictory impulses, competing ideologies"'" 
(357). 

"* Irigaray's "mimetisme" seems to be translated as miming or mimicry In my 
study to avoid this confijsion, I will use the original French "mimetisme " In Bodies That 
Matter, Butler translates this "mimetisme" into the miming and sees this as a tactic of 
repetition and displacement (32-55). For Lacan, the effect of mimicry (le mimetisme) is 
camouflage, and mimicry is "not a question of harmonizing with the background but, 
against a mottled background, of becoming mottled^Qxact\y like the technique of 
camouflage practised in human warfare" {Four 99. emphasis added) I think, the notion 
of mimicry as the military technique of camouflage, as for Lacan, for Irigaray, becomes 
military strategy to restore the female subject Ofelia Schutte show s a fine example of 
mimicry: "any woman philosopher adopfing the position of the transcendental subject is 
speaking with a male voice and articulating a masculine vision of the universe" (66) 

^ While making some valuable observations on the relation betvyeen feminism 
and psychoanalysis, Firestone is strongly against Freudian psychoanalysis in 
"Freudianism: The Misguided Feminism" in her Dialectic of Sex 

^ Derrida sees the Orient as outside of all logocentrism, and Said defines the 
Orient as the Other. Said savs, "Orientalism is a style of thought ba.sed upon an 
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ontological and epistemological distinction made between 'the Orient' and (most of the 
time) 'the Occident'" (2). 

^ Suggesting the first appearance of the word "romantic " in the English language 
about the middle of the seventeenth century, Praz concludes that—through the negative 
trace of the ridiculous, unnatural, and absurd to the positive meaning of "a subjective 
character, like 'interesting, 'charming,' 'exciting'"—the "romantic" comes to be 
associated with "magic," "suggestive," and "nostalgic" (11-4) Hence, as in the extreme 
cases of Keats, the "romantic" tends to merge into the mystical (Praz 15). Praz's glossary 
of the "romantic" will be useful in understanding the ever-changing, infinite feature of 
Romanticism: "It is true that in England, where the word 'Romanticism' only came to be 
used later, the antithesis between 'romantic' and 'classic,' German in its origin, was at 
first expressed by the contrasting of'magical and evocative poetry' with rhetorical and 
didactic poetry as exemplified by Pope. Magie der Einbildungskraft (Magic of the 
Imagination) is the title of the well-known essay in which Jean Paul defines the essence 
of the romantic sensibility. How does it come about—asks Jean Paul—that everything 
which exists only in aspiration {Sehnsucht) and in remembrance, everything vyhich is 
remote, dead, unknown, possesses this magic transfiguring charm"̂  Because—the answ er 
is—everything, when inwardly represented, loses its precise outline, since the 
imagination possesses the magic virtue of making things infinite. " (14) 

8 Gilbert and Gubar cite these lines of Lowell's ^ Critical Fable 
In order of merit, if not of publicity, 
I will take Eliot first, though it smacks of duplicity 
To award Ezra Pound the inferior place 
As he simply won't run if not first in a race. 
Years ago, 'twould have been the other way round. 
With Eliot a rather bad second to Pound 
But Pound has been woeftilly free with the mustard 
And so occupied has quite ruined his custard 
No poems from his pen, just spleen on the loose. 
And a man who goes on in that way cooks his goose 
T S. Eliot's a very unlike proposition. 
He has simply won through by process of attrition 
When Pound played the fool, Eliot acted the wiseacre, 
Eliot works in his garden. Pound stultifies his acre 
Eliot always engaged digging frTjit out of dust. 
Pound was bom in an orchard, but his trees have the rust 
Pound believes he \s a thinker, but he 's far too romantic: 
Eliot's sure he's poet when he's only pedantic 
But Eliot has raised pedantry to a pitch. 
While Pound has upset romance into a ditch 
Eliot knows what he knows, though he cannot digest it. 



Pound knows nothing at all, but has frequently guessed it. 
Eliot builds up his essays but a process of massing; 
Pound's are mostly hot air, what the vulgar call "gassing " 
Eliot lives like a snail in his shell, pen protruding; 
Pound struts like a cock, self-adored, self-adored, self-

deluding. . . 
Each despises his fellows, for varying reasons; 
Each one is a traitor, but with different treasons. {NoMan's \ 2\8-9, Gilbert 
and Gubar's ellipses; emphasis added) 

Though Pound's sense of the "romantic" may be somewhat different from my 
own, Pound says: "When England had a 'romantic school' it was said to join 
'strangeness' with 'beauty.' . . . the spells or equafions of'classic' art invoke the beauty 
of the normal, and spells of'romantic' art are said to invoke the beauty of the unusual" 
{SR 14). 

Robert Casillo, in terms of the swamps, marshes, and excess, discusses 
Pound's anti-Semitism as the interrelated issue between the feminine and the Orient: 
"The swamp is likewise a symbol not only of usury but of the parthenogenetic feminine, 
which ignores the priority of the phallus and threatens to overwhelm the masculine order 
of agriculture with its undifferentiated and proliferant confusion" ("Desert" 285) 

^̂  See Chapter 'VI's note 28 and 34 for the details. 

'̂  "Coitus" was inserted in 1913 edition of Lustra, and, because of its title's 
obscenity, in 1916 edition, the original title was changed into "Pervigilium" (Ruthven 
52). Espey notes that, indicating Gourmont's influence. Pound's use of flovyers as 
sexual symbols begins with "Coitus" (73-4) 

^^ Especially, in "Hilda's Book" (probably in 1907), Pound's early poems, 
inserted in Hilda Doolittle's End to Torment, surely show a kind of sentimental, romantic, 
and ethereal mood. 

^'^ Kristeva's maternal "chora" is, in a sense, equivalent to Lacan s Imaginar\' 
The term, "chora," comes from Plato's Timaeus. 

'̂  Freud and Merleau-Ponty have noted ambivalence and ambiguity as the human 
essence. In detail, Freud says in Totem and Taboo that human emotions are 
fundamentally ambivalent between love and hate especially tovyards the totem, Merleau-
Ponty also notes, the ambiguity is the essence and ever\lhing of the human in his chapter 
on sexuality in Phenomenology of Perception (169) 



^̂  I'm using the terms synonymously, and, therefore, I'm not using the term 
"mask" in the technical sense developed by Yeats, but rather as an English equivalent of 
the Latin sense of "persona." I am thankful to Bruce Clarke for this illumination 

^̂  I am indebted to William Wenthe for this discussion. 

^̂  See Levenson 154 for further information. 



CHAPTER m 

BODIES THAT MATTER^ 

Psychoanalysis 

Sea weed dried now, and now floated, 
mind drifts, weed, slow youth, drifts. 

Stretched on the rock, bleached and now floated (29/144)' 

Rather than either masculinism or feminism in Pound, my study will discuss the 

ambiguity or ambivalence of his gender representation because Pound shows, in a sense, 

intergender issues in his gender dynamics. In treating these intergender issues. I will 

mainly focus on early Pound, for in the eariy period Pound more obviously reveals an 

ambiguous and ambivalent attitude towards gender and sexuality As Pound 

acknowledges, this period is a "search for oneself; experiments with the search for 

oneself, for the real, thus, begin with his use of personae and masks, as in the title of his 

poems, Personae {GB 85). By employing Butler's main notion that "gender is 

performative," here, I would argue that for Pound gender is performed as a masquerade 

of the feminine and the masculine.^ Actually, in her article "Womanliness as a 

Masquerade," Joan Riviere, a woman analyst in the early twentieth century, has argued 

that "women who wish for masculinity may put on a mask of womanliness to avert 

anxiety and the retribution feared from men" (35) 

More interestingly. Riviere suggests that there is no radical or superficial 

difference between genuine womanliness and the masquerade In fact. Riviere's article 

was meant to blur the boundaries between the homosexual and the heterosexual in 

women. Thus, if we easily follow some analogy, homosexual men, like their female 

34 
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counterparts, may "exaggerate their heterosexuality as a 'defence' against their 

homosexuality" (Riviere 35). That is to say, as woman performs a masquerade of 

womanliness in order to hide her masculinity, man also does a masquerade of manlinei 

to hide his femininity. However, what seems more important to Butler is that the 

homosexual men might not be different from their heterosexual counterparts, just as 

genuine womanliness is the same as the masquerade. In this context, Butler ftirthers 

and redefines Riviere's analogy: "Femininity is taken on by a woman who "wishes for 

masculinity,' but fears the retributive consequences of taking on the public appearance of 

masculinity. Masculinity is taken on by the male homosexual who, presumably, seeks to 

hide—not from others, but from himself—an ostensible femininity" {Bodies 51) 

Bufler's nofion of gender as a masquerade can, in this regard, explain Pound's hidden, 

unexplored psychological motive for masks whereas the notion of the masculinity of 

homosexual men may, despite some hints of homosexuality of Pound, not be exactly 

applied to Pound except for his early period.^ 

Although some feminist critics generally consider Pound anti-feminist or 

masculinist, in my study, I would see Pound as having gender-ambiguity, because he 

does not exclude the binary, masculine/feminine, rather, assumes the coexistence of this 

binary in terms of his gender-fluidity ' Fortunately, among Pound scholars, in particular 

Christine Brooke-Rose and James J. Wilhelm observe that Pound is not anti-feminist nor 

masculinist. According to Brooke-Rose and Wilhelm, Pound was against the binary 

oppositions and the Chrisfian tnnity and redeemed the feminine from the exclusion ot 

Western discourse. First, James Wilhelm argues in The later (\intos of Fzm Found 

Pound is not anti-feminist Moreover, in A 7MC of Fzra Found Brooke-Rose asserts that 

file:///intos
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Pound's unwobbling pivot is the feminine because the feminine, despite Pound's 

persistent denigration such as hell and darkness with the feminine, represents the 

reproductive and creative power as in the Eleusinian myth of Dionysius, the god of the 

grape, Demeter, the goddess of the grain, and her daughter Persephone. Further, Brooke-

Rose notes that Pound is against the Western dualism and Christian trinity, and that 

Pound suggests ^ , chung, midway, balance, in Canto 84 (221).^ According to Brooke-

Rose, again, chung as an unwobbling pivot is gendered feminine. Especially, in the Pisan 

Cantos, Pound's references to the legendary, indestructible city, Wagadu, four-times 

constructed and each fime destroyed, and its four gates present quartemitv vyhich includes 

the mother goddess or female force, Santa Sophia, in opposition with Christian tnnitv of 

creator, spirit, and word; in Canto 98, Pound's own invented goddess, Ra-Set (the 

Egyptian goddess opposed to two male gods, an Evil and a Good) offers an example of 

his opposition to Western dualism (Brooke-Rose 140, 148). 

Surveying critical traditions of Pound scholars' reviews on Pound's notion of the 

feminine, Paul Smith, the third critic, also comments that Pound implicitly and explicitlv 

shows contradictory notions of the feminine, and, then, restates that Pound considers the 

feminine and the masculine one of binary oppositions such as matter and form Quoting 

some lines of Canto 47, Smith argues that for Pound the female is, although the feminine 

is indicated as a material base, against "the fixity of masculine rationality and 

'counting"'(54). The very lines in Canto 47 on vyhich Smith mainlv comments are that 

"The stars are not in her counting, / To her they are but vyandering holes" (237) Smith 

says, rather than "a brutal insult to femininity," these lines—especially for "wandering 



holes"—have to be read as the language of "the female perspective on the universe" with 

depth and profundity. 

As we have seen earlier, in fact, for Pound, the "feminine" lack of punctuality and 

the "African and oriental vagueness as to fime" are intertelated, and signifying that lack 

outside of the Western "logocentrism." However, in Smith's claim of "wandenng holes" 

as the language of the feminine, my argument of the "lack" of the feminine and the 

Orient seems contradictory to Smith's. Smith points out Pound critics' defense of the 

religious "suppression of multivalency as in language as in culture" (54). As Smith 

indicates, yet, it is possible to multivalently read Pound's poetic writings This 

multivalent reading of Pound is, in truth, of much importance in my tactic of this study, 

for my study is based on the possibility of a multivalent reading of Pound In this case, 

the multivalent reading can also comprise psychoanalysis in that Pound apparently 

shows, despite his totalitarian poetics, some discrepancy or contradiction in his 

representation of sexuality and gender In this psychoanalytic multivalent reading, as 

Foucault menfions. Pound's deployment of sexuality and gender will be explored, 

because the history of the deployment of sexuality can serve as an archaeology of 

psychoanalysis {History 130)^ 

Foucault cites Pascal's impressive phrase in Madness and Civilization "Men are 

so necessarily mad, that not to be mad would amount to another form of madness" (i\) 

In quoting the above-mentioned phrase, in effect, Foucault attempts to explore the 

history of the exclusion of madness since the Western classical age Indeed, in his book 

of history of madness, Foucault reveals that the exclusion of madness is based on the 

positioning of madness as the other Similarlv, considering arts function as the social 
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antithesis, m Aesthetic Theory, T. W. Adomo also notes the resemblance between the 

constitufions of the domain of art and of an inner space of ideas in the individual (11) 

Further, Adomo sees, "both areas intersect in the concept of sublimation" and, therefore. 

concludes, "it is natural and promising to attempt to conceptualize art in terms of some 

theory of psychic life" (II). Adomo says, then, from "the point of view of 

psychoanalysis, art is day-dreaming" (12). This assumption of an analogy between 

dreaming and artistic creation is strongly reminiscent of Freud's dream work, and at the 

same time, of psychoanalysis's opposition to vulgar idealism Even though vulgar 

idealism seems to provide art with an absolute sanctuary, for Adomo, this opposition of 

psychoanalysis is "part of the spirit of enlightenment," in that psychoanalysis is, by 

decoding the social character of a work and its author, able to illuminate the relation 

between art and society (II). We may assume that the relationship between art and 

psychoanalysis, thus, for Foucault and Adomo, respectively begins with art as the social 

antithesis to the normative society and madness as the other—with its subversive 

negativity upon the current society 

In the same vein with Foucauh's account of the madness in literature such as Don 

Quixote, King Lear, and Tristan the Hermit, in The Modernism of Ezra Found Kayman 

con-ectly cites Shakespeare, '"The lunatic, the lover, and the poet' are. in some ways, 'of 

imagination all compact'" (cited in Kayman 141, Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night '.s 

Dream vi). In this citation, "the lunatic, the lover, and the poet" succinctly represent the 

intertelationship between madness, sexuality, and art Saying, they are all involved in the 

workings of the Imaginary, then, Kavman writes "So the mechanisms of poetP. are 
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bound to bear some relation to certain psychopathological phenomena, operating by 

means of displacements, condensations, projecfions, idealization, catharses. and so on 

{Modernism 141). For Lacanian psychoanalysis, the Imaginary is the locus of subversi 

and dismpfion to the extent that before the SymboHc the heterogeneous, subversive, and 

undivided self can be maintained. As I discussed in the second chapter, Kristeva's 

matemal "chora" is, in a sense, equivalent to Lacan's Imaginary For Pound, in this 

Imaginary his fluidities, softness, is retained, and his entry into the symbolic seems to be 

incomplete from his persistent oscillation between soft and hard, the matemal and the 

patemal, and the Imaginary and the Symbolic. If we regard young Pound as producing 

the subversive and transgressive poems through which Pound's softness is revealed, thus. 

Pound's later works, especially, the Pisan Cantos, which was written by a madman, 

lunatic Pound, can also be viewed as the workings of the Imaginary, the locus of 

subversion and dismption. 

In dealing with art works as the product of the Imaginary from the imagination,'*' 

we would confront a risky question that all poets or artists are necessarily mad to produce 

their art works. In terms of myth, yet, Kayman solves this inevitable question as well as 

the conclusion that poetry may come from madness Once again, seeing poetrv and 

pathology as sharing the same mechanisms, Kayman defines such mechanisms as 

"condensation, displacement, idealisation, projection, introjection, the omnipotence of 

thoughts"—which are productions of the Imaginarv—and relates them to the production 

of myth, "totem and taboo" {Modernism 142) Rather than Freud's notion of totem and 

taboo in his Totem and Taboo, Kayman's terms, "totem and taboo," appear to contain 

more general meanings, because Kayman savs that the Image and the ideogiani aie 
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related to Cassirer's theory of totem like a symbol {Modernism 189 n. 14). Apart from 

this observation, as a conclusion of his analysis to modemism's pathological language. 

borrowing Freud's notion of taboo not as a neurosis, but as a social institution, Kavman 

eventually mentions this neurosis—taboo—as "characteristically anti-social" {Modernism 

154). After all, Kayman offers one solution for this inevitable dilemma, "To avoid the 

pathological, art must seek its social conditionality" {Modenusm 154). .\s Kayman 

suggests, the modemist pathological, neurotic language as the totem, the object of love 

and hate, would have to be considered as the negativity, the social antithesis, and the 

Other. 

Of Pound's madness, in particular, Kayman^' writes: 

We find ourselves bordered, then, by the two paradigms of a romanticism of 
the "mad" poet and the primal nostalgia of the poet of mvih Both are based 
on the incidence of similar mechanisms: a relation between the mechanisms 
of poetry and those of what we have come to call, in general terms, "the 
unconscious." {Modernism 143) 

Obscuring the boundaries between the myth and madness, bv introducing the 

psychoanalytic term, "the unconscious." Kavman is establishing the relationship of the 

mechanisms of poetry and "the unconscious." Adorno notes that there exists the 

resemblance between the constitutions of the domain of art and of an inner space of ideas 

in the individual (11). An "inner space of ideas in the individual" may be. rather than 

consciousness, viewed as the unconscious, because this "inner space of ideas" appears as 

day-dreaming in the constitution of the art Establishing the conyerging point of mvth 

and psychology as Jungian psychology, Kayman says, "for Pound, myth is preciselv a 

primitive psychological form for the expression of the delightful experience of the radiant 

vyorid" {Modernism 139) For Kayman, "the unconscious" of Pound is not the "inner 
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space of the ideas of the individual," but that of the primitive collective. With 

Jungian notion of the collective unconscious, thus, as Kayman argues, "the unconscious" 

is, for Pound, the "complex" {Modenusm 143). In this context. Pound's notion of 

"paideuma" seems to be, although Kayman does not discuss it here, exactly fit for 

Kayman's analysis. Pound's definition of "paideuma," bortowed from Leo Frobeniuss 

concept, is described as "the tangle or complex of the inrooted ideas of any period" ((;A' 

57). Quoting Gourmont's phrase in The Natural Philosophy of Love. Richard Sieburth 

redefines: 

Paideuma, then, is culture-as-instinct, the collectiv e accumulation of 
innumerable individual innovations into habits of mind—or as Gourmont 
phrased it, "the sum of intellectual acquisitions slowly cPvStallized in the 
species." (139) 

"Paideuma" appears as the crystallized form of the primitive, collective unconscious 

This "paideuma" is also an evolution from "innumerable indiv idual innovations ' to 

"habits of mind," that is to say, from the individual unconscious to the collective 

unconscious. Contrary to this evolutionary scheme from the individual to the collective, 

it seems absurd that the collective unconscious of Pound is ingrained in the past, not in 

the future—Jungian archetype is based on the primal, old inspirations of energies in 

that from the individual to the collective, in this context, explicitly indicates the ev olution 

from the past to the fiiture. Nevertheless, certainly Pound's "paideuma" is a 

psychological term, and this contradictor.' dilemma might be solved in terms of Jean-

Michel Rabate Rabate writes: "The past crystallises as "culture," a culture vyhich 

determines our behavior from the outside, preconditions thoughts and language and 
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points to the 'unconscious' quality required by Frobenius for his 'paideuma'" (210) 

Pointing to the "unconscious" quality of "paideuma," Rabate sees the past as giving the 

distance from which we can determine and judge our behavior. This past can produce a 

"culture" as the radiant, crystallized unconscious. Rather than to Jungian, Rabate refers 

to Lacanian psychoanalysis in that he maintains that the "past and the future must be 

synthesized by a law—what Lacan would call the place of the Other" which might show 

its symptoms as nothing/excess. 

While in Speculum of the Other Women Irigaray criticizes Freudian and Lacanian 

psychoanalysis for their phallogocentrism, in fact, some feminist critics have found close 

relationships between feminism and psychoanalysis. Perhaps, first Shulamith Firestone 

in Dialectic of Sex has noted, feminism and psychoanalysis have a common root in a vyav 

that they both are reactions against the centuries of "increasing privatization of family 

life, its extreme subjugation of women, and the sex repressions and subsequent neuroses 

this caused" (69). With her criticism of the Oedipus complex for the incest taboo, 

Firestone concludes that Freudian psychoanalysis, after all, is misguided feminism 

Firestone, yet, acknowledges that "Freudianism and feminism grew from the same soil", 

while she details several reasons for their similarities, it would seem that she finds 

Freud's rediscovery of sexuality as the most striking similarity with feminism in that this 

rediscovery of sexuality can lead to the resuscitation of the body which has been 

repressed in the Westem tradition. 

In Returning Words to Flesh, the Jewish feminist, Naomi R Goldenberg, cites 

Firestone's argument of the similarities between Freudian psychoanalysis and 

feminism as the ground for her combination of feminism, psychoanalysis, and the 



resurrection of the body as in her subtitle. According to (joldenberg, Freudian and 

current feminist emphasis on sexuality is just about the body which has been ignored for 

the sake of soul or spirit. Moreover, Goldenberg, as a former Jungian, criticizes the 

Jungian psychology, Plato's form, and Christianity for their intentional ignorance of the 

body, the feminine. In two ways, Goldenberg persuasively presents the salience of 

psychoanalysis; on the one hand, Freudian psychoanalysis reminds us that our 

mentality and physicality is the same piece of our lives—for Freud, an "instinct cannot 

be represented otherwise than by an idea"; on the other, subjectivity is explored in 

Freudian psychoanalysis and feminism as well—Freud says, "Where id was, there ego 

shall be."^^ In this seemingly disharmonious argument—because most feminists claim 

Freud as masculinist—what is important is that Goldenberg speaks highly of Freud's 

emphasis on the physical nature of instincts. By contrast to Freud, for Goldenberg, 

however, Jung underscores the spiritual nature of archetypes, and, thus, furthers the split 

between the feminine body and the masculine form. 

Precisely, the arguments of Firestone and Goldenberg are raising the issue of the 

resuscitation of the body in terms of psychoanalysis with regard to feminism Actuallv 

Firestone does not nofice, even though she notes their similarities, that the body is the 

feminine. The split between the spirit and the body, and the ignorance of the body, 

indicate that it is necessarily for the masculine spirit to have the matenal base, the 

feminine body. The resuscitation of the body is, thus, inevitably realized in the 

resuscitation of the feminine because the body, the matter, and the feminine haye been 

long excluded and ignored from the dominant discourse that gives primacy to the spirit 

As a final touch for this ar^ument, thus, the binar\' opposition of bodv, spirit seems to be 
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in close connection with that of hard soft and of solid'fluid in that these binary-

oppositions encourage that of the masculine and the feminine. In Pound, as I mentioned, 

this binary of masculine/feminine, hard;soft, and solid fluid, coexists, even though Pound 

manifests some evidence of masculinism, and the following discussion of some selection 

of 772̂  Cantos will show redemption and inclusion of the feminine maner^' 

In Pound's Cantos, his gender and sexuality based on the binary of masculine 

feminine are presented mainly in Canto 20. 29, and 47 In my studv. in particular. I will 

discuss the often-quoted lines of Canto 20 and 29. because those lines show some 

ambiguity or ambivalence of gender. While Canto 20 presents ambiguity of sexuality. 

Canto 29 is "one of the most complex of Canto I-XXX". Guy Davenport even says. 

"What we can see clearly is that the poem's pervasive dichotomies of hard-soft, 

light'dark, form/chaos, and all others in which organization and claritv are contrasted to 

formlessness and obscurity are here brought to culmination" (247) 

In detail. William Cookson notes that Canto 20 has several chief themes such as 

Provence, the Italian Renaissance, the Lotus Eaters of the Odysse\ (25) As Pound 

glosses, after the execution of his wife and son because they are lovers. Nicolo d'Este 

suffers from delirium {L 210). In this canto, sexuality is depicted as highly dangerous 

because the ambiguity of the jungle-civility imagery evokes overplus and overtipeness 

This overplus and ovenipeness of the jungle are out of feminine matter obviously 

opposed to the "clear shapes" of'"Lozenge of the pavemem" of the city 

Linking manertothe feminine, a Jungian psychoanalyst, Mane-Louise yon Fran/ 

notes that the spiritual aspect of matter "surMved in hidden form in alchemv '" although i: 

was not recognized in Christian culture, the "Goddess actuallv survived in alchemv 
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where she appears as the mother Goddess Materia, or a feminine anima mundi, the soul 

in matter, and other mother goddess forms. . ."(171). The survival of feminine matter 

as the Goddess in alchemy is, above all, the anima mundi, the soul in matter, that is the 

metamorphic, transformational, and then, flowing fluid. The feminine is materialized as 

the over-flowing excess: 

Jungle: 
Glaze green and red feathers, jungle. 
Basis of renewal, renewals; 
Rising over the soul, green virid, of the jungle. 
Lozenge of the pavement, clear shapes. 
Broken, dismpted, body etemal. 
Wilderness of renewals, confusion 
Basis of renewals, subsistence. 
Glazed green of the jungle; (20/91-2) 

The jungle is signifying over-flowing excess in terms of showing heterogeneous, chaotic 

force of life as in "Wilderness" and "confusion." The pictorial description of this jungle 

is also reminiscent of the green, opaque, glaring, and subversive feminine gaze '" By 

contrast to the "Lozenge of the pavement, clear shapes"—which seem to allude to the 

masculine force of order—the soul of the "green virid" jungle, soul in matter, is 

transformed into the "Broken, dismpted, body eternal" Above all, this jungle is the 

material base for continuous renewals and signifies Pound's literary banner, "make it 

new, " ff in the Dionysian chaos; the chaotic jungle can be a signifier for "Wilderness 

of renewals." The "Wilderness of renewals" is, thus, the over-flowing excess of the 

chaofic fluidities which blur and subvert the boundanes of fixed categories Moreover, 

this heterogeneous, yet "body-etemal" jungle can be said to indicate the very feminine 

representation of the chaotic confusion as well as the material base for renevyals In this 

regard, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar's claim of Pound's -make it neu' as a gendei 
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neutral facet of literary modernism, does not seem a case in point, for this dismptive. 

subversive jungle as the feminine excess, overflowing, is suggested as the locus of 

heterogeneity, transformation, and transgression.^^ 

The dismpfive excess or overplus of the feminine, according to Sieburth. is. thus. 

in connection with Gourmont's luxuria, and Pound's Usura is the malign perversion of 

this luxuria (137-8). Gourmont's luxuria signifies natural increase, abundance, and 

surplus against usury, self-denial, and this luxuria might also be interpreted as over-

jouissance. Here, the term, luxuria, is also a link to the objet a'^ because, according to 

Bmce Fink, the objet a as interest might indicate the surplus value which circulates 

outside of the subject in the Other (96): "The employee never enjoys that surplus product 

he or she 'loses' it. The work process produces him or her as an 'alienated' subject (S), 

simultaneously producing a loss, (a). The capitalist, as the Other, enjoys that excess 

product, and thus the subject finds him or herself in the unenviable situation of vyorking 

for the Other's enjoyment, sacrificing him or herself for the Other's7<';///.s.sa//6f— 

precisely what the neurotic most abhors" (96). Similarly Jean-Joseph Goux savs. monev 

can "symbolize/ooi/as a primary exchange-value, excrement as a secondarv exchange-

value, and finally the penis (becoming the phallus) as a tertiary exchange-value" (.>0) 

Most importantly, in this context, the circulation of the substitutes is governed by 

"supplementary (superfluous) elements", generally, therefore, "the universal exchange-

value is linked to excess," overflowing, overplus, surplus value, and, after all, the objci a 

The objet a is, thus, the feminine overflowing excess which enables the substitutes to 

circulate Above all. this objet a is signifying the feminine matter vyhich has been 

excluded from masculine discourse 



In Canto 29 Pound paradoxically says through his poet persona. Lusty Juventas. 

a personification of the spirit of youth (Cookson 36): 

" Matter is the lightest of all things, 
" Chaff, rolled into balls, tossed, whirled in the aether. 
" Undoubtedly cmshed by the weight, 
" Light also proceeds from the eye; 
" In the globe over my head 
" Twenty feet in diameter, thirty feet in diameter 
" Glassy, the glaring surface— 
" There are many reflections 
" So that one may watch them tuming and moving 

" With heads down now, and now up. (29/143) 

Pound is, now, opposing the Aristotelian apposition of "male vyith active form" and 

female with passive matter by way of a strain of Neoplatonism (Sieburth 144) 

Influenced by Plotinus in terms of John Heydon, Pound describes, "matter is the lightest 

thing," and John Heydon, a seventeenth-century mystic, also says, "The visible is a 

signature of the invisible" (cited in Baumann 306), While light has proceeded from the 

masculine eye and has been male property, light is presented as being appropriated bv the 

feminine. In a similar way to matter and light, the mirror in the feminine, maternal earth 

("globe"), does not reflect the same. Rather, this specific mirror multiplies myriad 

reflections on the "Glassy," glaring surface of the turning and moving mirror with the 

movement of the head. Here, it seems to me that the fantastic storv of the mirror m the 

globe over his/her head nartated by an allegoncal Juventas, "youth." is that of Pound s 

inclusion of the feminine, and its heterogeneitv is represented in the disrupted, fluid, and 

multiple reflections (Tertell 116). In terms of this paradoxical, supplementarv leyersion, 

in the above quoted lines, therefore, juxtaposing opaque matter and transparent light. 

Pound redeems and reinstates the feminine 
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As a female response to Pound's phallic brain, for H. D., there are two kinds of 

vision, and these are vision of the womb and vision of the brain (7V7'94-5) While vision 

of the brain seems reminiscent of Pound's sperm brain sexed as masculine, this vision of 

the womb reminds us of the concave mirror of the speculum, "burning glass" of Irigaray 

Indeed, accordingly, H. D.s article, "Notes on Thought and Vision," appears as a kind of 

a female response to Pound's review to Gourmont's book which somewhat ambiguously 

but persistently presents male supremacy. Then, as a counterpart for this spermatozoid 

brain, H. D. suggests the "over-mind"; this over-mind "seems a cap, like vyater 

transparent, fluid yet with definite body, contained in a definite space It is like a closed 

sea-plant, jelly-fish or anemone" {NT 93). Like Irigaray's strategy of the mimetisme to 

restore the female subject who is excluded from the realm both of the Cartesian thinking 

subject and the Lacanian speaking subject, H D employs the masculine solid mechanics, 

as the supplementary mean of a container of the feminine fluid 

For Pound, the feminine is the primordial fluidities represented in "Sea 

weed" 

Sea weed dried now, and now floated, 
mind drifts, weed, slow youth, drifts. 

Stretched on the rock, bleached and now floated, 
Wein, Weib, TAN AOIDAN 
Chiefest of these the second, the female 
Is an element, the female 
Is a chaos 
An octopus 
A biological process 

and we seek to fulfill 
TAN AOIDAN, our desire, dnft (29/144, Pound's ellipses) 

Similar to H. D 's over-mind with definite pattems represented as a sea plant or a lellv-
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fish, correspondingly. Pound says, in this quotation, the female is an octopus, a biology. 

and, then an element. However, the element of the female is, for man/Pound, a chaos, as 

George Dekker maintains, there's "a kind of male stupidity" "inherent in any cmde 

version of the Platonic theory of form applied to matter or chaos" because "Mere 'chaos' 

or 'matter,' however elementally necessary, if of course incapable of significant response 

or participation" (95). "Sea weed," a representafion of H. D.'s over-mind, over-plus, and 

the feminine revision of the objet a, is, now, dried, floated, and bleached. With this 

floating of the object, the desire of Pound is drifting, floating in the deep sea of the 

unconscious. And, in the unconscious of Pound, the mechanism of gender dynamics is 

ambiguously hidden, but waiting its deciphering through subversive, dismptive, and 

transgressive forces.̂ ^ 

The issue of the body is, after all, as we have seen, then, broadly, that of sexuality 

and gender, and, in Pound, this issue is still undiscovered due to Pound's and his critics' 

hard totalitarianism. Pound's ambiguity or shiftiness between the softness and the 

hardness can, thus, be illuminated by psychoanalysis and feminism, for these tools are 

about the body and the fluid, soft gender and sexuality Therefore, through my 

discussion of the feminine matter of the body in the following section, I'll explore Pound 

within the terms of English and French feminisms 
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Notes 

' I borrow this title from Butltf s Bodies That Matter 

References to 77?̂  Cantos give the number of canto and page 

^ In her dissertation. Masculinity and Gothic, Cyndy Kay Hendershot argues both 
masculinity and femininity as a masquerade. 

Daniel Tiffany argues, "the instability of gender associated with the Image 
serves more importanfly in Pound's case to disclose the homoerotic dimension of some of 
his most influential poefic and political positions' (43). Perhaps, for instance, 
considering Sophie Brzeska's jealousy. Pound might probably be "in love" to some 
degree with Gaudier-Brzeska, if we see this as one of his fluid explorations of gender. 

My discussion of Pound's gender-fluidity is bortowed from Butler's notion of 
bisexuality in Gender Trouble, for a more detailed explanation see Butler 54 

The ideogram chung or zhong is mentioned and discussed in the first note of 
Chapter W s second section and in Chapter "VI. 

Smith says that seeing Pound's actual writing practice and extra-literary causes 
as integrated, he "set about trying to prove that Pound's writing and language are 
intrinsically totalitarian" (1). Smith also notes that "throughout the Cantos sexuality is 
prominent but only under the shadow and constraint of duty and property" (55) I think, 
this shadow and constraint of duty and property in The Cantos may come from Pound's 
totalitarian poetics of hardness. Thus, it is natural that, in his early poems when he didn't 
develop the poetics of the hardness. Pound presents gender-fluidity 

^ Foucauh says, "The history of the deployment of sexuality, as it is evolved 
since the classical age, can serve as an archaeology of psychoanalysis " 

^ Roy Boyne says that Foucault's history of madness is based on the notion of the 
social Other and intended to show, "by analyzing the economic, political, and cultural 
context, how particular groups came to occupy, at various times, the position of the 
Other" (9). 

'̂  J. Laplanche and J.-B. Pontalis suggest that the Imaginary is somewhat related 
to the usual, literal meaning: "Lacan's use of the term 'Imaginary' is highly idiosyncratic. 
yet it is not entirely unrelated to the usual meaning, for he holds that all imaginary 
behaviors and relationships are irremediably deceptive" (210) 

" Employing Jungian, Freudian, and Lacanian psychoanalysis for the analysis of 
the pathology of the modemist language, in Ihe Moderni.sm of Fzra Found, Kavman 
explores Pound's (and modemist's) poetics 
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The first citation is from Freud, Standard Edition of the Complete 

Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, ed. James Strachey. 24 vols. (London: Hogarth 
Press, 1953-74), 23:300 cited in Goldenberg 87 The second is from Freud. Standard 
Edition, 22:80 cited in Goldenberg 153. 

'̂  Citing some lines of Pound's later Canto (Essentia / feminine / Immaculata 
105/750), James J. Wilhelm claims that these lines are "one of the strongest cases for 
redeemed femininity from the pen of a man" {Later 32). 

"̂̂  See ¥\ory's Ezra Pound and "The Cantos" 130; Davenport 207-8 

See next section's note 19. 

'^ Suggesfing Pound's Imagist banner, "make it new' as "gender free," Gilbert and 
Gubar claim that Pound "linked modemity with masculinity" for, in his translators' 
review of Gourmont's Natural Philosophy of Love, Pound believes the brain as 
spermatozoid {No Man's 2: xi). However, while Gilbert and Gubar don't develop the 
conception of the gender-free, Irigaray among several feminist theorists says, this notion 
is linked to the neuter, masculine. In Sexes and Genealogies, Irigarav savs that there are 
three genders, the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter, but the neuter is just another 
form of the masculine. In detail, Irigaray says, as the origin of the masculine gender, that 
man "gives his own gender to the universe as he intends to give his name to his children 
and his possessions"; "the feminine is a marker of secondariness, of subordination of the 
principal gender"; the ''neuter is reserved for specific and variable areas in different 
languages" (173). However, as in cosmic phenomena such as weather once attributed to 
"gods" and "goddesses'' (it rains) and the Roman law (it is necessary), the neuter (it) is 
used both as the eradication of sexual difference and an indication of the masculine 

'̂  In fact, the Lacanian subject is split out of the alienation or separation from the 
breast, gaze, and voice of the mother, and these partial objects are the objets petit a 
"the objets a—the breasts, the faeces, the gaze, the voice It is in this new term that 
resides the point that introduces the dialectic of the subject qua subject of the 
unconscious" {Foi4r 242). In this context, therefore, the objet cr is a link to the 
unconscious for the subject, the objet a elicits desire and is responsible for the advent of 
desire; the desire comes from the gaze (Fink 91) Lacan, then, notes, "The subject is 
strictly speaking determined by the very separation that determines the break of the a. 
that is to say, the fascinatory element introduced by the gaze" (Four 118) In this vyay, 
the objet petit a is related to "vision," and Irigaray comments 

Besides, the only relation desired would be to the mother to the conceuing-
nourishing "body" of signifiers. Anatomy, at least, no longer encumbers the 
distribution of sexual roles . With one exception since there is no possible 
woman for man's desire, since woman is defined only through the fact that he 
makes her uphold discourse, and especially its gap, "for that pleasure in vyhich 
she is not-all, that is, which makes her somewhere absent from herself, absent 



as subject, she will find the cork in that little a that will be her child" {TS 
102; Irigaray's ellipsis). 

Quoting some of above-mentioned passages, Kelly Oliver says that Irigaray "criticizes 
Lacan's notion that the mother's body operates as a kind of partial object for the child, an 
objet a, and that the child operates as what he calls a 'pleasure cork'" (168) Although 
Oliver concludes that the mother-woman's body is, rather than absent or lack, "full of 
excess sexuality and indeterminate erogenous zones," she doesn't pay attention to 
Irigaray's intention or signification of separation of the matemal from woman In temis 
of giving the matemal body sexuality, therefore, Irigaray attempts to demystify the sacred 
image of the reproductive mother goddess without sexuality 

According to Irigaray, on the other hand, the category of the objet petit a would 
include "Milk, luminous flow, acoustic waves, . not to mention the gases inhaled. 
emitted, variously perfumed, of urine, salvia, blood, even plasma, and so on" {TS 113. 
Irigaray's ellipsis). Moreover, Irigaray criticizes Lacan for tuming the fluid to the solid 
in the case of "variously disguised" feces of the objet petit a. "The object of desire itself 
and for psychoanalysts, would be the transformation of fluid to solid^ Which seals—this 
is well worth repeafing—the triumph of rationality. Solid mechanics and rationaiitv have 
maintained a relationship of very long standing, one against which fluids have never 
stopped arguing," {TS 113). As a sort of challenge to Lacan, once again, Irigaray 
questions why sperm is never treated as an objet a, and in doing so, Irigaray undermines 
one of layers of the "phallogocentrism" of Lacan {TS 113), 

Rather than the unrepresentable, woman is, for Irigaray, the "representative 
representing negativity (death)" for the "subjecf (5141). In the scopic, visible 
dimension, the objet a as the partial object, the body of the mother, is defined 

The objet a is something from which the subject, in order to constitute itself, 
has separated itself off as organ. This serves as a symbol of the lack, that is to 
say, of the phallus, not as such, but in so far as it is lacking It must, therefore, 
be an object that is, firstly, separable and, secondly, that has some relation to 
the lack. . (Lacan, Four 103) 

As a symbol of the lack, the objet a becomes a missing part of the subject in the mother-
child dyad that is the breast. The breast as an objet a is the desire of the subject, and 
this break from the breast of the mother's body incurs the alienated and split subject 

18 Pound tells us an osmosis of body and soul or feminine and masculine 
The emotions are equal before the aesthetic judgement He does no\ grant 

the duality of body and soul, or at least suggests that this medieval duality is 
unsatisfactory; there is an interpretation, an osmosis of body and soul, at least 
for hypothesis. . Sex, in so far as it is not a purely physiological 
reproductive mechanism, lies in the domain of aesthetics, the junction of 
tactile and magnetic senses, {LE 341) 
She is submarine, she is an octopus, she is 
A biological process. 
So Amaut tumed there 
Above him the wave pattern cut in the stone 



Spire-top alevel the well-curb 
And the tower with cut stone above that, saying: 

" I am afraid of the life after death." 

And I, " But this beats me, 
" Beats me, I mean that I do not understand it; 
" This love of death that is in them." 

Let us consider the osmosis of persons (29/145) 



English and French Feminist Approaches 
to Pound's Poetics 

In this section, I will explore the theories of gender in Pound's poetic wxitings 

mainly in light of the French feminist theorists such .s Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray 

In effect, as I discussed in the second chapter, the whole scheme of my study will follow 

the tacfic of mimetisme, a useful tool for Pound's gender issues comprising the masculine 

and the feminine. Moreover, in this heterosexual matrix, the gender issues are inev itablv 

influenced by current heterosexual gender ideology, and my study might have a risk to be 

a mere repetition of this ideology. In terms of repetition and displacement, yet. this study 

is initially intended to be dismpfive, subversive, and transgressive to the current gender 

ideology in that I will try to find the locus of blurting of the heterosexual normative in 

Pound's poetic writings through his appropriation and deployment of fluidities 

In this process, the survey of the strategies of English and French feminists vyill 

work as a background for critical traditions; Irigaray's mimetisme vyill be the analytic 

tool for the gender issues of Pound; this psychoanalytic approach to Pound particularly 

leads to French theorists such as Lacan, Kristeva, and Irigarav Even though mv 

dissertafion's scheme will follow Irigaray's tactic of repetition and displacement, 

"mimefisme," Kristeva's nofion of the subject in process will be fit tor early Pound's 

search for self, as in his use of variable and multiple masks In Bodies that .\ hitter. But lei 

has indicated that this tactic of Irigaray is repetition and displacement ot the patriarchal 

discourse from the outside (44-45). 

>4 



Looking at a Mirtor 

she suddenly began again. "Then it really has happened, after all!' And now, 
who am I? I will remember, if I can! I'm determined to do it'" But being 
determined didn't help her much, and all she could say. after a great deal of 
puzzling, was: "L, I know it begins with L " 

Through the Looking-Glass (cited in TS 9) 

There be thy mirrour in men. (85/554) 

Carolyn Burke has quoted and discussed the above-cited paragraph both from 

Irigaray's first page of This Sex Which Is Not One and Lewis Carroll's third chapter of 

Alice 's Adventures Through the Looking Glass. While in Speculum of the Other Woman 

Irigaray manifests her aim—her introducing a concave and inverted mirtor to women as 

in the title—in This Sex Which Is Not One she suggests her consistent logic of the 

multiplicity of feminine sexuality Burke writes: 

The original Alice finds herself alone in the wood where things have no name 
The mles of logic do not yet prevail, for no name-bestowing Adam is present 
This is Alice's question about her identity, and her observation that "it begins 
with L." There is no answer, other than her self-renaming. "L" is, of course, 
multiple in Irigaray's reading: Alice, "Alice," Luce, and for a French speaker, 
elle/elles—the third person feminine, both singular and plural To begin with 
elle(s) means to learn that the female self is multiple. (299) 

Actually, Irigaray's This Sex Which Is Not One begins with a film revievy entitled as "Le 

Mirror, from the Other Side," and Alice is the name of the heroines both in a recent film, 

"The Surveyors" and in Lewis Cartoll's novel (Burke 297) The "original Alice" in 

Wonderiand finds that the wood is free of "name-bestowing," man's mle, though the 

first man/Adam is endowed with naming since the beginning of the vyorid Beyond 

man's logic, Alice in Wonderiand is the determiner of her vyood, and, she says, "1 1 

know it begins with L " Then, this "L" has plural meanings especially in the teminine 

third person in French and signifies the multiplicity of feminine sexuality 



This multiplicity of the feminine has also been noted in Virginia Woolf s .-̂  Room 

of One's Own. At the beginning of^ Room of One's Own, Woolf says that the nartator. 

her alter ego, may be called by several names because h is not a "matter of any 

importance" (6). It appears that, through the plurality of names. Woolf shows vyomen's 

fluidities opposed to the phallic, assertive, and solipsistic singular T." However, in mv 

reading, Woolf s implied purpose of plurality of names, in particular, sumames. not only 

indicates the emphasis of women's fluidities, but also is literally no "matter of 

importance," which becomes a somewhat overt defiance of the patriarchal system, that is. 

male genealogy in terms of hereditary family names. In fact, the nartator's sumames can 

be Beton, Seton, and Carmichael while her first name still remains Mary, a generic 

female name. In patriarchal societies, for both Woolf s aker ego and her self, women's 

sumames are, in some ways, of no importance because their original sumames are 

removed by men, indicating patriarchal genealogy, and also replaced by other men's with 

their marriage. In this way, Woolf s nartator's plural surnames can represent this reality 

of patriarchy, and Woolf s disregard of patriarchal surnames presents her intentional 

challenge to patriarchy 

As Woolf s intentional ignorance of the surnames of her heroine is a challenge 

to patriarchal genealogy, Irigaray's heroine, Alice, also indicates the disruptive. 

subversive force of feminine multiplicity opposed to patnarchal self-same economy, in 

that patriarchal self-same economy produces the same through the looking glass of the 

feminine. According to Lacanian psychoanalysis, the mirtor stage is yerv important to 

the child because, through that stage, the child can enter the symbolic, "the name of the 

father" Once a^ain, for Woolf. "\\ omen have served all these centuries as looking-



glasses possessing the magic and delicious power of reflecting the figure of man at twice 

its natural size" {Room 60). Pointing to this male specular economy. Irigarav also notes 

that this male specular economy is based on man's eye; by this masculine eye. woman is 

objectified, and "the interior" of her dark continent can be penetrated {S 144) 

Consistent with this argument, Shoshana Felman notes that Honore de Balzac's .4J/f// ' 

shows the "specular recognition" through male/female relation (148-9). According to 

Felman's reading of Adieu, Stephanie's restorafion of identity, femininity, and reason 

depends on her specular recognition of Philippe, on her reflection of his own name and of 

his own identity. For Philippe, as in Woolf s mirtor, his pursuit of woman is just a 

mirtor, which reflects his own image, and, thereby, he acknowledges his narcissistic self-

image (Felman 148). In this regard, Felman states that Philippe's therapeutic design is 

"to restore her not to cognition, but to recognition" (149). 

Male recognition, the entry into the symbolic, begins with the mirror stage, and, 

for Lacanian psychoanalysis, this reflecting mirtor becomes woman By the way, in 

reality, woman herself is described as looking at a mirror In Gilbert and Gubar's The 

Madwoman in the Attic, a mirror is presented as the metaphor for male images of w oman 

Having been "penned up" or "penned in" by man, woman seems to have two opposite 

images, "angel" and "monster." For Gilbert and Gubar. these two aspects of woman are 

well depicted in the Grimm tale of "Litfle Snow White", they find Snow White and Her 

Wicked Stepmother as identical because the binary opposite, angel/monster, comes from 

the male imagination.^ More interestingly. Gilbert and Gubar sav, the first queen. Snow 

White's mother, and the second queen, the Wicked Stepmother, are both penned in the 

^lass in that the first is penned by the vyindow and the second by the mirror (\{ad\umhin 



37). As in the title of the chapter, "The Queen's Looking Glass," after all. this selt'-

reflection of woman is a male imagined femininity 

The Queen's husband and Snow White's father (for whose attentions. 
according to Bettelheim, the two women are battling in a feminized Oedipal 
stmggle) never actually appears in this story at all, a fact that emphasizes the 
almost stifling intensity with which the tale concentrates on the conflict in the 
mirror between mother and daughter, woman and woman, self and self .At 
the same time, though, there is clearly at least one way in which the King is 
present. His, surely, is the voice of the looking glass, the patriarchal voice of 
judgement that mles the Queen's—and every woman's—self-evaluation He 
it is who decides, first, that his consort is "the fairest of all," and then, as she 
becomes maddened, rebellious, witchlike, that she must be replaced by his 
angelically innocent and dutiftjl daughter, a girl who is therefore defined as 
"more beautiful sfill" than the Queen. To the extent, then, that the King, and 
only the King, constituted the first Queen's prospects, he need no longer 
appear in the story because, having assimilated the meaning of her ovyn 
sexuality (and having, thus, become the second Queen) the woman has 
intemalized the King's mles: his voice resides now her own mirtor, her ovyn 
mind. {Madwoman 37-8) 

In this context, female sexuality of the first Queen, the second, and Snow White is 

penned in by the man, the King, and he is absent in this story. Rather, the King is present 

in the voice of the looking glass. This looking glass as a judge for female sexuality, 

beauty, evaluates and is intemalized in the woman who is looking at the mirror Thus. 

the mirror in this story seems to fijnction as a tool for patriarchal manipulation to 

women. 

This mirtoring practice in Westem literary tradition still continues in Peter 

N'lcholWsModernisms. Citing Baudelaire's "To a Red-haired Beggar Girl" as an 

introductory example of modem ironies, Nicholls suggests that the objectification ot this 

beggar girl expresses "the poet's separateness from the social vyorid of which he writes" 

(3) Pointing out the fear from '1he spectre of the Double by the appearance of an other 

who somehow mirtors oneself," Nicholls notes that this threat can be overcome only by 
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thoroughly "objectifying" the other and that the effects seem most impressing vyhen the 

other is woman (15). At the same time, Nicholls explains that "Baudelaire's 

identification of Woman with a failed sociality" indicates women and their language as 

"a degraded form of representation" lacking in the virile energies of modemity (62) 

Here, eventually, what Nicholls suggests is that literary modemism can be viewed as 

masculine-gendered. As Gilbert and Gubar argue,"* a typical modemist poet. Pound, can 

be said to be a masculinist at least in that he also emphasized the virile energy 

Furthermore, his masculinism appears to be related to the pun, eyeA, which can explain 

his use of masks or personae as the kind of mirtoring practice as well as a masquerade of 

manliness and womanliness. 

As Philippa Berry notes the pun, eye/I, this mirtoring practice is criticized as 

based on "specularization" and male subjectivity in Irigaray's Speculum (234) ' 

Irigaray's Speculum is, in effect, challenging to the Westem oculocentric tradition in 

which the subject is man and the objectified other is woman.^ However, Irigaray's 

strategy in this book is the mimetisme by which she turns the obstetric device for seeing 

woman's interior, the speculum, into the burning inverted, concave mirror 

According to Irigaray's reading in Speculum of Lacanian psychoanalysis, vyoman 

has no possibility of subjectivity, for she cannot find the reflection in an other and is 

reduced to being the other, the mirtor, for the self-representations of men (Lortaine 70) 

For Irigaray, the male subject can sustain himself only by reflecting himself to some 

objectiveness in the narcissistic sameness This "object" is, "not massue, as resistant, as 

one might wish to believe" {S 134) Irigaray notes, however, that the subject"s desire to 

appropnate her is "another of his vertiginous failures," because he confionts another 
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specularization of the inverted min-or, the concave mirtor of the feminine. Thi 

mirt-or is the mimetic invention of the min-or stage. Irigaray. here, explains the 

min-or: "Whose twisted character is her inability to say what she represents The 

amorphous with regard to ideas, the most obviously ^thing,' if you like, the most opaque 

matter, opens upon a mimor all the purer in that it knows and is known to hav e no 

reflections. Except those which man has reflected there but which, in the movement of 

that concave speculum, pirouetting upon itself, will rapidly deceptively, fade" (.S" 134) 

Against the male self-reflective economy, thus, Irigaray declares that the most opaque 

matter without reflections is an altemative for the male specular economy 

As I have stated eariier, the importance of the mirtor seems to be deepiv based 

the Westem philosophical tradition. In my study, the meaning of mirtonng practice is 

also leading to the notion of feminine plurality and mukiplicity Actually, Simone de 

Beauvoir has acknowledged the fluidities of tmth, for she notes, "Woman does 

not entertain the positive belief that the tmth is something other than men claim, she 

recognizes, rather, that there is not any fixed tmth," and "It is not only the changing 

nature of life that makes her suspicious of the principle of constant identity " ((ri 2) 

At this point, certainly, Beauvoir is taking a role of the pioneer for Kristeva and 

Ingaray in the notion of fluidities and multiplicity, though de Beauvoir cannot go 

beyond her existentialistic frame; Beauvoir suggests that women's free subjectivity is 

coming through transcendence in immanence In Pound, his appropriation and 

deployment of multiplicity and fluidities are presented in his minoring practice, in other 

words, mimetisme, because his use of masks or personae furthers his flexible and 



variable metamorphoses of the self, which are not constricted within the fixed gender 

identification. 

Miming—Assuming Masks 

As Eli Goldblatt points out, borrowing Gilbert and Gubar's terms, "men can 

be 'penned in' by the 'male defined masks and costumes' with which women have long 

contended" (38). As Butler says, gender is performative; actually, the masquerade of the 

masculine and the feminine is required of both sexes in the heterosexual matrix Quoting 

Rachel Blau Duplessis's remark, "strong male bonding relations," in Pound, Goldblatt 

explains in detail George and Mary Oppen's meeting with Pound: "When they met Pound 

in Rapallo in 1930, the Oppens were 'bothered' by the way Pound seemed interested only 

in talking to George, and so together they resisted Pound as a 'father'" (52-3) Duplessis, 

again, says more: "There were two of us [the Oppens], and in Pound there is no 

feminine" (cited in Goldblatt 53).̂  Avoiding a psychoanalytic reading of Pound's gender 

dynamics, Goldblatt, rather, suggests "a cultural investigation" (35) Although 

Goldblatt's scheme of his article is quite skewed from my study, some of his obseryations 

are cortect and useftil. First, Goldblatt notes that "Perhaps there vyas a feminine in Fzra 

Pound that even his close associates could not see"; moreover, for Goldblatt, the 

Eleusinian Mysteries frinction as the>7>/ to the Confucian yw;^. and these mv stenes 

"represent a female element in the Cantos and as such form the center of Pounds Muse 

worship as well as his misogyny" (53) 

Whereas Goldblatt suggests gender as "a cultural conception that Pound exploied 

with ferocious care," Paul Smith offers a more broad range of psvchoanalvtu leading ot 



Pound in gender issues, not restricted to "gender as a theme to be found in a particular 

canon" (Goldblatt 35). Comparing Pound to Joyce, Smith writes: 

In setting the idea of the speaking subject with an identity fixed w ithin a frame 
of a social institufion which is recognised by that subject as the support for his 
identity, against the idea of a process that the speaking subject enjoins and is 
enjoined by in the actual articulation of that fixed position, Kristeva is led to 
posit a distinction between the activity of the symbolic stmcture of the first 
position and the semiotic of the second. The two continually cross, and meet 
with a certain excess in language. Together the symbolic, as a structure, and 
the semiotic, as 2i process, involve a constant production and generation of 
excess which is experienced by the speaking subject as pleasure (a sort of 
transgressive appreciation of excess). (96) 

Seeing Pound's poetics as totalitarian. Smith argues that "the radical heterogeneity that 

the crossing of the symbolic with the semiofic entails"—Joyce's practice of si gnifiance 

is obviously opposed to "the simple (Poundian) fixity of position that the bonding of 

signifier and signified entails"; moreover, this Poundian practice, in terms of Kristeva, as 

"an act of signification," is in conflict with the process of what Kristeva calls signifiance 

(96).^ Presenting Joyce as opposed to the Poundian practice, signification. Smith argues 

that Joyce "is more concemed with the dismpting of that coincidence within the actual 

process, the theatre perhaps, of language" and is "for process against fixity, for language 

against sight" (96-7). 

Certainly, Smith is quite cortect in that later Pound was the ardent pursuer of the 

bonding of signifier and signified. As Smhh points out, yet. Pound began his career with 

the impassioned concem for poetry "as an art of verbal music" (7) "Svyinburne 

recognized poetry as an art, and as an art of verbal music" {LE 292) In Smith's 

introduction of early Pound, young Pound was interested, at that time, in the autonomv, 

pnmacy, and reflexive quality of poetic language from the influence of the Decadents 
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such as Swinburne. Thus, eariy Pound's concem for poetry as "an art of verbal music." 

as Smith properly defines, is the soft of Pound, and Pound's transition from soft to hard 

is, in other words, "the move from the melopoeia of the eariy poems" to "the issuing of 

priestly directives in the later work"; "Pound acts as the patemal Moses-figure, a law

giver who is proprietor to a certain tmth and morality which must be made available 

(monumentally) to the erring masses" (42). Even though Smith argues Pound's poetics 

as totalitarian, here, he sees Pound's early poems not as totalitarian but as refiexiv e and 

musical. Considering Pound's division of poetry into three aspects {melopoeia, 

phanopoeia, and logopoeia),^^ early Pound's interest in poetrA- as an art of verbal music 

can be defined as melopoeia. Moreover, as in Pound's frequent use of refrains in his 

early poems, his repetition and musicality is reminiscent of Kristeva's notion of the 

subject because, for Kristeva, the becoming subject goes beyond the fixed identity bv 

way of repetition, etemity, and musicality 

Moreover, the early Pound's experiments with masks and personae can be seen as 

miming itself Actually, the controversial notion of mimetisme and masks originates with 

Lacan. Lacan writes: "This fact is observable in the variously modulated scale of what 

may be included, ulfimately, under the general heading of mimicry It is this that comes 

into play, quite obviously, both in sexual union and in the stmggle to the death " {I-Our 

107). Furthermore, Lacan writes of masks: 

The lure plays an essential function therefore It is not something else that 
seizes us at the very level of clinical experience, vyhen, in relation to what one 
might imagine of the attraction to the other pole as conjoining masculine and 
feminine, we apprehend the prevalence of that which is presented as travesn 
It is no doubt through the mediation of masks that the masculine and the 
feminine meet in the most acute, most intense vyay 
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Only the subject— t̂he human subject, the subject of the desire that is the 
essence of man—is not, unlike the animal, entirely caught up in this 
imaginary capture, he maps himself in it. How"̂  In so far as he isolates the 
ftinction of the screen and plays with it, Man, in effect, knows how to plav 
with the mask as that beyond which there is gaze. The screen is here the 
locus of mediation. {Four 107) 

Considering masks as the screen that enables the masculine and the feminine to meet in 

"the most acute and most intense way," Lacan notes that "Man" controls and manipulates 

the masks, and the screen becomes the "locus of mediation." In this way. for Lacan. the 

masks become the screen, the "locus of mediation," in so far as "Man knows how to play 

with the mask as that beyond which there is gaze." In other words, the mask may 

function as the mediating screen between the masculine and the feminine While Lacan 

seems to define the mask and masquerade as playful from a male point of vievy, Ingaray s 

own conception of the masquerade is based on a female one: 

Or rather, they [women] find themselves there, proverbially, m 
masquerades. Psychoanalysts say that masquerading cortesponds to 
women's desire. That seems wrong to me I think the masquerade has to be 
understood as what women do in order to recuperate some element of desire, 
to participate in man's desire, but at the price of renouncing their own In the 
masquerade, they submit to the dominant economy of desire in an attempt to 
remain "on the market" in spite of everything But they are there as objects 
for sexual enjoyment, not as those who enjoy. 

What do I mean by masquerade*^ In particular, what Freud calls 
"femininity." The belief, for example, that it is necessary to become a woman, 
a "normal" one at that, whereas a man is a man from the outset He has only 
to effect his being-a-man, whereas a woman has to become a normal vyoman. 
that is, has to enter into the masquerade of femininity In the last analysis, the 
female Oedipus complex is woman's entry into a system of values that is not 
hers, and in which she can "appear" and circulate only vyhen enveloped in the 
needs/desires/fantasies of others, namely, men ( 7'.S' 1 ">3-4) 

According to Irigaray, the masquerade of the feminine is, not the most intense and nuvst 

acute mediation between the feminine and the masculine, but rather, a necessity tor 

becoming a woman, "a normal woman " Woman's masquerade, thus. be.cMnes the en:rv 



into Freudian femininity as in the female Oedipus complex through which woman can 

enter into the symbolic, a system of values, which I discussed in the story of "Little Snow 

White." In fact, Gilbert and Gubar also note that a feminized Oedipal stmggle exists 

between Snow White and her Wicked Step Mother, daughter and mother, and. by this 

stmggle, women can have a male-imagined femininity {Madnvman 37). Here, unlike 

woman, who needs the mask or masquerade to become "a normal woman." for Irigarav, 

man does not, because man is a man from the outset. 

Yet, this masquerade is imposed upon woman as well as man, because man also 

needs to play the masquerade of manliness at the expense of womanliness A Pound 

critic, Goldblatt, has noted both man's and woman's masquerade as a sort of restriction 

enforced from the curtent heterosexual society Indeed, the masquerade of manliness and 

womanliness appears to be the ritual to "normal" sexuality both of the masculine and the 

feminine imposed by the heterosexual matrix. However, in Pound's eariy poems, his use 

of masks or personae seems to show a playflil masquerade of the feminine and the 

masculine and, sometimes, an ambiguity of the feminine and the masculine For 

instance. Pound's eariy poem "Histrion" presents the fusion of the histrionic and the 

historical, for Pound's masks are usually bortowed from the dead poets of the past \s 

Gibson points out in Epic Reinvented, however, there's something else, a gendering 

process, because Pound's poetic "I" in his poem "Histrion" is a "clear space, taking the 

forms of others' spirits" and is, in turn, signifying some locus or receptacle for the dead 

poet's language (10). Through his receptive and melting "1" in "Histnon," Pound 

declares that the souls of great men such as \illon, Dante, even Christ and his own 

individuality meh into each other "'Tis as in midmost us there glows a sphere 
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Translucent, molten gold, that is the T / And into this form projects itself {CEP ̂ 1) 

For Gibson, thus, in Pound's "Histrion," "history and the histrionic are closely related, 

the poet or historian, through contemplation of the past, is at once filled with its 

malleable spirit and becomes a curiously malleable mold through which the past projects 

itself into the present" {Epic 6-7). The curiously malleable mold can be seen as feminine 

matter, and, then, in terms of the passive and receptive poet persona. Pound appropnates 

feminine matter in order to project masculine forms of the past, dead, and histoncal 

heroes. 

This malleability can be attained by feminine fluid identities leading to the use of 

multiple personae in Pound. Pound's use of personae symbolically makes the poet lose 

a stafic self-identity when he artives at the exact point of "self-annihilation." This point 

of "self-annihilation" or "self-extinction" is cleariy described in Pound's "On His Own 

Face in a Glass." The poet in this poem confesses a somewhat confiising experience 

when he encounters his strangely alienated and split face "in a Glass" In "Histrion," the 

poet melted into historical figures and transformed him/herself into the malleable mold, 

"matter," for the projection of the form, while the persona in "On His Own Face in a 

Glass" is faced with a question about "self-identity" between the object ("And ye"*") and 

the doubtful, split, and multiple subject ("I '̂ ") by wearing myriad personae, 

"historical masks." This doubt about "self-identity" seems to be settled as recognition ot 

"self-extinction." "Self-extinction" or "self-annihilation" comes from the Decadent spirit 

of Nineties, and, in some ways, is the attribute of the soft because this is close to the 

notion of fluid, transient, not static self Moreover, it seems to me that "self-extinction" 

can be viewed as the nothing or lack of the feminine, while multiplicitv appears to come 
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from the excess of the feminine. In fact, for Leopold von Ranke, aesthetic "self-

extinction" or "self-forgetfiilness" is an answer for the nineteenth-centur\' discussion of 

the subject and the object (Gadamer 211, 215). This "self-extinction," from Rankes 

critical historicism, which Robert Browning, Pound's poetic mentor, employs as his 

contemporary discourse in his poetic writings, in the dramatic monologues, is also 

realized, in particular, in Pound's early poems such as "Histrion" and "On His Own Face 

in a Glass." ^̂  

While Browning considers the poet as a seer, for Pound, especially in his early 

days, the poet is a transformer. As Carol T. Christ says. Pound's personae "build upon 

the discoveries of Browning's dramatic monologues" (3). In History and the Prism of 

Art Gibson points out that Browning's aesthetic theory and poetry contain the nineteenth-

century discussion of individual subjectivity and objective historical knowledge, echoing 

some of the theories of his contemporary historians such as Leopold von Ranke or his 

friend Thomas Carlyle (56). For Browning, the ftision of the subject and the object is that 

of the present interpreter and the past historical facts Like Browning who finds a 

solution for his contemporary discussion between the subject and the object—an 

individually subjectified objectivity—Pound, from Chinese written characters, seeks a 

natural language, according to natural suggestion, which represents the subject and the 

object with exact cortespondence, Chinese language is close to "things" (Fenollosa \9) 

The Victorian dramatic monologue giving the poet a distance also provides, in some 

ways, the inevitable split in the voice as in "On His Ovyn Face in a Glass," for the words 

of the poem belong both to a persona and to the poet Thus, Robert l.angbaum points 

out, in the dramatic monologue "there is at work in it a consciousness, whether 



intellectual or historical, beyond what the speaker can lay claim to. This consciousness is 

the mark of the poet's projection into the poem; and is also the pole which attracts our 

projection, since we find in it the counterpart of our own consciousness" (94) Hence, the 

ancient poet persona comes to have a historical consciousness, which the poet persona 

might not have, by the modern consciousness of the poet. In this context, if we can see 

the consciousness of the poet as the malleable mold, feminine matter, the consciousness 

of the persona split from the poet would belong to the masculine form of the past 

However, after all, the inevitable split or gap between the persona and the poet will also 

be filled in by the malleable mold, the transforming matter of the feminine In Personae. 

there are several dramatic monologues such as "Cino" and "La Fraisne," but Pound feels 

the exhaustion of the dramatic monologue mode. In the first of the Ur-Cantos, the fluid 

and metamorphic Three Cantos, Pound says: "Semi-dramatic, semi-epic story, / 

"What's left for me to do? / Whom shall I conjure up? / Whom shall I hang my 

shimmering garment on?" (cited in Bush, Genesis 56). Nevertheless, despite his o\yn 

feeling of exhaustion of the dramatic monologues in the Ur-Cantos, by conjuring up and 

resuscitating the dead poets or historical heroes. Pound's experiments with his 

shimmering garment, persona or mask, still continue and finally are consummated in Ihe 

Cantos. For Eliot, Pound's later Cantos shows what "the consummation of Mr Pound's 

work could be: a final fusion of all his masks" (cited in Bush, Genesis 5) 

Ranke's term "self-extincfion" or "self-forgetftilness" is closely related to 

Pound's use of personae, because through "self extinction" he achieyes his nothingness 

self-annihilation—to receive and reflect other men's voices The poet employs a persona 

that speaks its own voice behind which the poet hides As Morse Peckam and Mary I llis 
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Gibson have argued. Browning was familiar with nineteenth-century historiography and 

its discussion of the subject and the object under the influence of the Victorian tradition. 

and, thus. Pound's historicism can also be best understood in "the context of histoncal 

speculation that begins with Ranke and Cariyle and finds a moment of relative coherence 

in the poetry of Browning."'^ In addition, Christ sees the nineteenth-centur\' histoncism 

as existential relativism in that particularly Ranke "urged a similar existential 

understanding of past experience" and was aware of the distortion in which his own 

personal bias imposes upon his evaluations (III). A nineteenth-centurv historiography 

and its discussion of the subject and the object are realized in Pound's early poems, 

especially in the use of personae, masks, because, by wearing masks, the subject can be 

ftised into the past objective. The Romantics see "the activity of the perceiving mind not 

as a mirtor reflecting the extemal world but as a lamp projecting its light, creating as it 

sees, and thus unifying subject and object" (Christ 4-5).'^ In this definition of the 

function of the mind as a melting, unifying vehicle between subject and object, perhaps, 

the masks, screens for subject and object, can be said to be unifying mediators for subject 

and object. These mediators are not only reflecting but also receiving the historical 

objects, and, thus, become receptacles. Since Pound presents his disillusion from the 

romantic fiision of subject and object as well as his "paradoxical combination of absence 

and excess,"''* one of Pound's eariy poems—"On His Own Face in a Glass" is opposed 

to the traditional male specular economy. 

Indeed, this traditional male specular economy is inverted in Pound"s "On His 

Own Face in a Glass" because in this poem the male reflection cannot proyide the entr\ 

into the symbolic, male self-same economy If the flux of identities against the detiniiuMi 
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is embodied in Pound's "search for oneself through masks, after wearing myriad masks. 

how does Pound feel? Pound's describes: 

O strange face there in the glass! 

O ribald company, O saintly host! 
O sortow-swept my fool. 
What anwser'̂  

O ye myriad 
That strive and play and pass. 
Jest, challenge, counterlie, 

I ? I 7 1 " ^ 

And ye'^(C£P 34-35) 

Here, the poet persona is wondering if the muhiple, alienated mirtored faces are his If 

the mirror-stage is served as the "narcissistic self-image" of the male specular economy, 

in these above-quoted lines, this traditional metaphor of a mirtor becomes somevyhat 

absurd, because Pound confesses the mirtoring practice as a conftising, alienating, and 

multiple experience.'^ In other words, the use of myriad personae leads to "extinction" as 

well as "multiplicity" of self as in "nothing" and "excess." Despite Pound's apparent 

reference to a masculine gender (the word "His" in the title), this male poet persona has 

appropriated the feminine multiple and fluid identities. The nothing/excess in terms of 

the feminine multiplicity and fluidities provides woman both with transcendence and 

with immanence and, thereby, woman can get "free subjectivity" outside the heterosexual 

relation. Yet, in his case, instead of free subjectivity, in terms of metamorphic fluidities 

Pound ironically proceeds to pursue "phallic hardness" in the flux, vyhich blurs the 

binaries such as masculine/feminine and creates the nothing/excess '' This paradoxical 

pursuit of masculinity through the nothing/excess seems to be presented as historicism. 
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however, his pursuit is doomed to failure, for he cannot completely leave the soft of the 

Nineties. 

Moreover, according to Walter Ong, by worshipping historical figures or 

by leaming classic languages such as Latin or Greek, historicism or classicism can 

indicate the leaming or acquisition of the "civilized"/?a/r/z/5 sermo of the father's speech 

(cited in Gilbert and Gubar, "Sexual Linguistics" 91). As Gilbert and Gubar suggest, 

thus, translafions of classical literature mean a feminization from the father's speech to 

the mother tongue, materna lingua (92). In this process, historicism may be understood 

as the masculinist oedipal pursuit of the past, the father's speech, but, at the same time, 

the "ftision" of the past and the present, interpretation or translation—this is one of 

metamorphoses—would assume a feminization through this process of the dialogue 

between the past object and the present interpreter, because the flision creates the blurring 

as well ^s the unifying between subject and object. In his attempt to write a historical 

epic. Pound develops "the method of luminous detail" which means choosing "something 

that would tmly illuminate a work of art or a historical event, rather than offering mere 

multitudinous detail'" (Carpenter 169). While Pound's "luminous detail" signifies a 

historical pursuit of masculine identities, Irigaray's concept of the "luminous" related to 

the radiant white which "gives back as much as it receives" is associated vyith the 

feminine and mukiplicity {TS 207). Associating the white with the luminous, Ingaray 

explicitly appropriates the traditional masculine metaphor, light, that is, gaze Pound's 

ideogrammic method can be also taken as the masculine version of a feminine ritual His 

ideogrammic method "consists of presenting one facet and then another until at some 

point one gets off the dead and desensitized surface of the readers mind, onto a pan thai 



will register" (GA: 51). Unlike his "luminous detail," Pound's ideogrammic method, as a 

sort of collage, seems to show the feminine ritual of making a quilt with historical 

patches through the mystic rebirth or revitalization; despite the apparent allusion of 

masculinity to historicism. Pound's historicism is, here, ultimately feminized 

Further, this split, alienated, and multiple I in the mirtor is strongly reminiscent of 

Kristeva's becoming subject. Kristeva writes: 

The matrix of enunciation in narrative tends to center on an axial position that 
is explicitly or implicitly called "F' or "author"—a projection of the patemal 
role in the family. Although axial, this position is mobile, it takes on all 
possible roles in intra-and inter-familial relations, and is as changeable as a 
mask. Correlatively, this axial position presupposes an addressee who is 
required to recognize himself in the multiple "I" 's of the author. {Revolution 
91) 

The phallic and assertive "F' or "author" is "a projection of the patemal role in the 

family" whereas this position is mobile and "as changeable as a mask " Reciprocally. 

this axial position in the family relation incurs the multiple "I" of the author Kristeva 

also notes that "a subjectal space" is signifying the space of no unique and fixed subject 

and showing "as a series of identities, which are infinite to the extent that material 

discontinuity is projected there, but locked in place to the extent that parental and social 

network is applied to it" {Revolution 91). Similar to Irigaray's notion of the feminine 

fluidity and multiplicity, Kristeva considers the speaking subject the multiple positing 

this subject as an in-between both of the axial and the mobile This axial yet mobile 

subject is indicated in Pound's "On His Own Face in a Glass" and can also be said to 

show "self-indeterminacy " 

Indicating Pound's early poetry as a search for the self and the real, Thomas I 

Grieve observes that "The self is seen above all as a construct fraught with 



indeterminacy" and "Expression of that self is a frustrafing task doomed to inevitable 

failure since such a protean entity will always escape the confines of any constraint or 

integral voice" {Early Poetry 34). "Such a protean entity" is also well described in 

Pound's "On His Own Face in a Glass." Hugh Kenner even says. "The title of the 190^ 

Personae, Pound's earliest collection of verse to achieve general circulation, implies not 

merely masks but a man donning them" ("Broken" 3). Pound writes in Gaudier-Brzeska 

In the "search for oneself," in the search for "sincere self-expression." one 
gropes, one finds some seeming verity. One says "I am" this, that, or the 
other, and with the words scarcely uttered one ceases to be that thing 

I began this search for the real in a book called Personae, casting off. as it 
were, complete masks of the self in each poem. I continued in long series of 
translations, which were but more elaborate masks. (85) 

If Pound's search for the self or the real is realized in his use of personae or masks, his 

search for the real can be viewed as the attempt to enter into the symbolic. Pound's 

attempt, then, accompanies the mimetic method of the mirtoring practice in order to get 

the "sincere self-expression," the father's language, and his translation of present 

interpretafions of the past, dead father's language is just an attempt to resuscitate the 

father's language, the phallic signifier. However, this symbolic father is already dead, 

and the phallic signifier is just "an index of its own impossibility " Slavoj Zizek vyrites 

The phallic signifier is, so to speak, an index of its own impossibility In its 
very positivity it is the signifier of "castration"—that is , of its own lack The 
so-called pre-phallic objects (breasts, excrement) are lost objects, while the 
phallus is not simply lost but is an object which gives body to a certain 
ftindamental loss in its very presence. In the phallus, loss as such attains a 
positive existence. (157) 

The pre-phallic objects, in other words, are the objets> a signifying a lack Like these 

objets a, the partial objects, the objectified and reified phallus is a loss, a lack of the 

si^nifier of "castration" even vyith its presence In this context, Lacan also writes 



How, indeed, could Freud fail to recognize such an affinity, when the 
necessity of his reflexion led him to link the appearance of the signifier of the 
Father, as author of the Law, with death, even to the murder of the Father-
thus showing that if this murder is the finitful moment of debt through which 
the subject binds himself for life to the Law, the symbolic Father is. in so far 
as he signifies this Law, the dead Father. {Ecrits 199) 

For Lacan, the child's entry into the symbolic is occasioned with the dead Father as in 

the first victim of father sacrifice in the Oedipus complex in Freud's Totem and Taboo, 

seeing the Oedipus complex as a sacrificial ritual in sharing of the power of the father, 

God, Freud ultimately says that the Father is the first sacrificial victim; in this process. 

God is totem and the exalted father (146). The Father is always dead since he gave his 

power to his revolting sons through the father sacrifice. Although Pound attempts to find 

the dead father's language or the symbolic order in the past, his quest only results in the 

impossibility of the phallic signifier. Therefore, Pound's love of the past in terms of his 

use of personae of the dead poets tums out to be his recognition of the dead father 

The current age is feminized, the masculine and dead father's age existed in the 

forgone past. This modem age is usurped by the phallic mother who is presented as a 

sterile old woman in Pound. Of the phallic mother, Lacan writes: 

But what I do wish to insist on is that we should concern ourselves not only 
with the way in which the mother accommodates herself to the person of the 
father, but also with the way she takes his speech, the word {mot), let us say, 
of his authority, in other words, of the place that she reserves for the Name-
of-the-Father in the promulgation of the law {Ecrits 2\%) 

The father is dead, yet, for Pound, the past and its language is of much importance, for he 

can identify himself with the phallic signifier only through the fusion of the past and the 

present. However, the present is the unpoetic and feminized age In the line, "for an oKi 

bitch gone in the teeth," of Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, Pound describes that the age 



demanded" is the abominable and decrepit feminine {HSM 176). Here, as in the 

pejorafive term, an old bitch representing a botched civilization, which takes voung 

artists' life, is sexed as female. Pound's abhortence to the old woman is also, in 

particular, manifested in his article, "Suffragettes." Even though he proclaims that "their 

[women's] demand is irrevocably just," in this case. Pound paradoxically notes that 

"Politics is unfit for men," and that "it may be good enough for women, we doubt it" 

(369, 370). Pound concludes, thus, "The Male mind does not want a state mn bv vyomen. 

or by 'old women'" (370), and one of the old women is the "old bitch," "a botched 

civilization." Here, as Bmce Clarke defined, this crone figure, "an old bitch gone in the 

teeth," is similar to "woman transformed by fertility and motherhood, metamorphosed bv 

natural commerce with an aging and procreating body, and then, thrown awav, rejected 

from the house" {Allegories 146). Then, in his endnote, Clarke details this logic of the 

crone as the abject mother who "shares the lost landscape of metamorphic allegors' vyith 

the phallic mother" {Allegories 177 n. 31). However, in this context, even though, by 

using the very pejorative term, indicating some victimization, "an old bitch," seems, 

rather than the abject mother, to imply the omnipotent, phallic mother In The Freudian 

Mystique, Samual Slipp defines the "omnipotent preoedipal mother" as follows 

To cope with its helplessness in very eariy childhood, the infant needs to 
empower the mother by projecting a fantasy of omnipotence and merging vyith 
her. We could hypothesize that this merged symbiotic relationship vyith the 
preoedipal mother, which occurs during each person's childhood, was 
extemalized onto the goddess in early societies to provide a sense of security 
Like the omnipotent preoedipal mother, the great mother goddess was 
perceived as all powerftil over life and death (29-30) 

For Lacanian psychoanalysis, "the imaginary" means to describe "the preoedipal 

identification of the infant with its mirtor image", at this stage in its development, the 



child is neither feminine nor masculine (Weedon 51). The child's helpless dependence 

on its mother at the preoedipal stage without distinct sexual identifications renders the 

omnipotent mother as "the great mother goddess perceived as all powerftil ov er life and 

death." In Pound's poetics, the omnipotent phallic mother is abhortent, vet persistently 

present in that he cannot break from the tie with the mother, and. in this instance, the 

mother—perhaps preoedipal—can represent his softness rooted in the Nineties In 

addition, the blurring of gender is also occasioned with the preoedipal mother, for in the 

preoedipal mother-child dyad gender identifications cannot occur. The Eleusinian 

myth—which seems dominant in later Cantos—may indicate Pound's inability to enter 

into the symbolic in terms reminiscent of Demeter, who can represent the omnipotent 

preoedipal mother; she brings Fall and Winter which symbolize the spiritual death and 

seems to have the power over life and death. 

Perhaps, Pound's masks are devices for escaping the reign of the phallic and 

hostile mother. However, these masks are definitely indicating the locus of the in-

between of the subject and the object. Of masks, young Pound writes: 

Therefore, asking you to pardon what is yet imperfect, looking rather to what I 
have striven to express than to the technicalities and minutiae of that 
expression, I give you that part of me which is most real, fartherest distilled 
most removed from the transient personality, (Persona, a mask), most nearly 
related to things that more [sic] permanent than this smoke wraith the earth 
("Letters to 'Viola Baxter Jordan" 109) 

Quoting this paragraph, Maud Ellmann notes that "Pound begins to advocate 

impersonality as early as 1907, at the same time that he clings to a subjectiv ist aesthetic 

(139) The poetics of the in-between of subjectivity and objectivity may be, then, said to 

be presented in the use of the persona While the persona or mask can be a methtnl ot 



impersonality to get objectivity, at the same time, this masquerade is, for Pound, surelv 

the expression of the inner self A sincere expression of the self, the mask, is implicating 

the myth as strange, unfamiliar, and, moreover, hostile: 

These tales of old disguisings, are they not 
myths of souls that found themselves among 
Unwonted folk that spake an hostile tongue. 
Some soul from all the rest who'd not forget 
The star-span acres of a former lot 
Where boundless mid the clouds his course he swung. 
Or camate with his elder brothers sung 
Ere ballad-makers lisped of Camelot? 

All they that with strange sadness in their eyes 

Ponder in silence o'er earth's queynt devyse"̂  ("Masks," CEP 34) 

In particular, on the first three lines, Ellmann comments that "Pound speculates that 

myths like these evolved as masks to screen their own creators" (142). The masks— 

myths—as screens or disguisings are, thus, alienated, split from their own creator, and 

they are intricate forms of "queynt devyse." With "strange sadness," Pound's mythic 

metamorphoses of personae show the distance between masks and their own creator 

Originally, as Donald Davie says, the mask is a Yeatsian term (82). Such critics as Christ 

and Marianne Kom consider Pound's masks as deriving from his Romanticism Christ 

argues that the "mask serves both Pound and Yeats as a defense against those limitations 

which they feh the age placed upon the voice and the tradition to which the artist could 

lay claim" (41). In other words, as a method to escape from the hostile, limited world, 

personae and the search for masks provide the creator vyith an unbounded, unlimited 

possibility of going beyond through multiplicity and fluidities of identities in terms of 

wearing masks. Consistent with Christ, Kom places Pound in the continuity of Romantic 

tradition from Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Shelly, for Pounds Masks" sliows a 



portrait of the artist as a social outcast, alienated by his very nature from the verv world". 

moreover, Kom says that young Pound's attitude is rather a romantic Bohemian's (14) 

Kom writes: 

It is this kind of statement that has led critics to comment on the passivity of 
the poefic experience which is described in these eariy years, as opposed to an 
energetic, form-making imagination which becomes central to Vorticist theor\' 
five years later. (15) 

According to Kom, Pound's experiment with the masks seems to be passive, but opposed 

to the energy-seeking poefics of'Vorticist theory. While we can see later Pound's poetics 

as seeking for hardness, in this respect, eariy Pound's poetics of passivity might be 

seen as the poetics of softness in terms of the Decadent. 

In "Und Drang," the last lines of section 'VTII, "The Flame," Pound 

describes the self as eluding a fixed identity: 

If I have merged my soul, or utteriy 
Am solved and bound in, through aught here on earth. 
There canst thou find me, 0 thou anxious thou. 
Who call'St about my gates for some lost me; 
I say my soul flowed back, became translucent. 
Search not my lips, O Love, let go my hands. 
This thing that moves as man is no more mortal 
If thou hast seen that mirror of all moments. 
That glass to all things that o'ershadow it 
Call not that mirror me, for I have slipped 
Your grasp, I have eluded. {CEP 172) 

Ellmann notes, "Rather than endangering the self. Pound revels in its gateway, as il 

its slippage were the source of its resilience," and 'Tt seems that he denies the self only 

to restore it elsewhere, in another guise" (143) Ellmann also sees Pound's self-denial or 

annihilation in his use of persona as a method to get his resilience to become a vehicle toi 



his variable and muhiple idemifications with "you" the mvihical and past masculine 

heroes; self-annihilation becomes the restoration of the elastic self In Pound's 

"Histrion," this self becomes a receptacle or receptive vehicle. 

No man hath dared to write this thing as yet. 
And yet I know, how that the souls of all men great 
At times pass through us. 
And we are melted into them, and are not 
Save reflexions of their souls. 
Thus am I Dante for a space and am 
One Fran9ois Villon, ballad-lord and thief 
Or am such holy ones I may not write. 
Lest blasphemy be writ against my name; 
This for an instant and the flame is gone. 

'Tis as in midmost us there glows a sphere 
Translucent, molten gold, that is the "F' 
And into this some form projects itself 
Christus, or John, or eke the Florentine; 
And as the clear space is not if a form's 
Imposed thereon. 
So cease we from all being for the time. 
And these, the Masters of the Soul, live on. (71) 

The Eyes Tum Topaz 

The mirtor almost always serves to reduce us to a pure extenority -of a yery 
particular kind. It ftmctions as a possible vyay to constitute screens betvyeen 
the other and myself In a way quite different from the mucous membranes ol 
the skin that serve as living, porous, fluid media to achieve communion as 
well as difference, the mirtor is a frozen—and polemical—vyeapon to keep us 
apart. (Irigaray, Sexes and Genealogies 65) 

As I have discussed earlier, the light, that is, the gaze is closely related to the 

traditional metaphoric use of mirtoring While the mirror can mean the patriarchal frame 

as well as the subversive, transgressive tool through the miming, the light, the ga/e. 
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seems to be associated with the Image through its rigorous visual immediacy .\s 

Elizabeth Hirsh has indicated, thus, the Image is in close connection with the relation of 

the eye and I, "specularization" and "speculation" (141-3). According to Hirsh. the 

"image" and the "imagery" evokes imaginative perception or sensation—a "synedoche 

which itself implies the subordinafion of the sensory manifold under hegemony of a 

single eye"; the word. Image, by its bearing of a capital "I." is coined by, that famous 

egotist, Ezra Pound, and marked by the poetic father's seal (143). 

In Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty says, "to look at an object is to 

inhabit it, and from this habitation to grasp all things in terms of the aspect vyhich they 

present to it" (68). Moreover, this relation between the viewer and the object is that of 

the master and the slave, the self and the other: "Shame and immodesty, then, take their 

place in a dialectic of the self and the other which is that of master and slave: in so far as 

I have a body, I may be reduced to the status of an object beneath the gaze of another 

person, and no longer count as a person for him, or else 1 may become his master and. in 

my tum, look at him " (Merieau-Ponty 167). At this point, Butler argues Merleau-

Ponty's Phenomenology of Perception as an expression of sexual ideology \yhile she 

notes the significance of the "prevalence of visual metaphors in Merleau-Ponty's 

descriptions of normal sexuality", "Indeed, it sometimes appears as if sexuality itself 

were reduced to the erotics of the gaze" ("Sexual Ideology" 93) Further, Butler argues, 

"the body" Merieau-Ponty perceives is female, and the "normal subject" is male ("Sexual 

Ideology" 93) Butler writes: 

Although Merleau-Ponty does not equate the master with the male body or 
the slave with the female body, he does tend, as vye haye seen, to identify the 
female body vyith a sexual schema of a decontextualized and fragmented 
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body. Read in light of Simone de Beauvoir's later claim in 777̂  Second Sex, 
that women are culturally constmcted as the Other, reduced to their bodies 
and, fijrther, to their sex, to Merieau-Ponty's description of the 
"metaphysical" stmcture of bodily existence appears to encode and reify that 
specific cultural dynamic of heterosexual relations. ("Sexual Ideology" 9^) 

Woman as the other, the body, is the reified object, matter, and this binar\ opposite of 

form and matter originates with Aristotle. Irigaray criticizes Plato's fonn/matter 

distinction, this binary opposition and the exclusion of the feminine matter from Westem 

metaphysical discourse in, "Plato's Hysteria" in Speculum. According to Butler' reading 

of Merleau-Ponty and Irigaray, Merieau-Ponty's notion of sexuality and the bodv. though 

fragmented and reified, is the feminine, not the masculine. Here, bortowing Irigaray's 

nofion of materiality, Butler is making a distinction between matter and materiality 

Inasmuch as a distinction between form and matter is offered within 
phallogocentrism, it is articulated through a ftirther materiality In other 
words, every explicit distinction takes place in an inscriptional space that the 
distinction itself cannot accommodate. Matter as a site of inscription cannot be 
explicitly thematized. And this inscripfional site or space is, for Irigaray, a 
materiality that is not the same as the category of "matter" whose articulation 
it conditions and enables. It is this unthematizable materiality that Irigaray 
claims becomes the site, the repository, indeed, the receptacle of and for the 
feminine within a phallogocentric economy. {Bodies 38) 

For Butler's reading of Irigaray's notion of matter, matter imposed upon by 

phallogocentrism is unthematizable Rather, the materiality of the feminine becomes the 

site, "the repository," and "the receptacle" within a phallogocentric economy because 

matter is excluded from the discourse. In other words, not outside, but withm 

phallogocentrism, Irigaray's materiality is one part of her miming strategy of becoming 

against and within phallogocentrism 

Considering man's eye as substitute for the penis, moreover, Ingaray states, 

man's eye will "be able to prospect woman's sexual parts, seek there new sources of 
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profit" and, ftirther, in this theorefical process, "man fetishizes (his) desire" [S 145), 

desire and the gaze is, thus, masculine in that through the masculine gaze femininity is 

fetishized.^^ However, the male exploration of the feminine is vain because there still 

remains the realm of mystery, the dark continent of the feminine, the hysteric, that cannot 

be penetrated by the masculine, exploring gaze. In a proper example of Irigaray's logic. 

for Pound, the gaze is certainly masculine, and this masculine penetrating, seeking, and 

exploring gaze reacts to the colour, sensuality: "Thus, if her colour / came against his 

gaze, / Tempered as if/ It were through a perfect glaze" ("The Age Demanded," HSM 

184). In this instance, however, the feminine gaze shows an ambiguity or ambivalence, 

which may resuh in a blurting of gender: 

Thin like brook-water. 
With a vacant gaze. 
The English Rubaiyat was still bom 
In those days. 

The thin, clear gaze, the same 
Sfill darts out faun-like from the half-min'd face. 
Questing and passive. . . 

"Ah, poor Jenny's case" . . ("Yeux Glauques," HSM 176, Pound's Ellipses) 

According to K. K. Ruthven, Jenny is probably an allusion to two women, the one in 

Rossetti's poem is a fired prostitute, "Jenny," and the other is the famous pre-Raphaelite 

beauty, Jane Burden (Mrs. William Morris) who was known to the group as "Janey" 

(135). In particular, Hugh Witemeyer notes that "the eyes of the Pre-Raphaelite muse 

symbolize both the strength and the limitation of Pre-Raphaelite vision" (184) 

Witemeyer adds: "But though this muse embodies the 'faun's flesh,' she lacks something 

of'saint's vision.' Her gaze is 'clear,' but it is 'thin' and vacam', in Odyssean terms hei 

gaze is 'questing' but 'passive ' Jenny—confused, enervated, and exploited bv her 
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society—becomes typical of the entire English tradition from which Mauberlev 

descends" (184). This English tradition can be seen as Pre-Raphaelite or Decadent 

movement of the Nineties, which might belong to the soft; yet, this softness is curiously 

paralleled with hardness such as passive/questing and thin/clear. In the above-cited lines. 

I think, Jenny is a signifier of the feminine vision of the Pre-Raphaelite, Jenny's gaze can 

comprise both the "clear" masculine Odyssean questing and the "vacant" feminine 

passive, while her gaze becomes a fetishized part object. This feminine gaze also seems 

to be made up of water, liquid, not light, and, thus, inevitably to signify the 

nothing/excess of the fluids, because the fluids do not have motive force or form, 

however, this gaze is ambiguous, rather, heterogeneous, and can transgress and blur the 

binary of masculine/feminine. Instead of penetration, therefore, the masculine 

transparent, lucid, and homogeneous, not hysteric, gaze is strangely juxtaposed to the 

vacant, opaque, and heterogeneous gaze of feminine lack 

Along with the masculine penetrating gaze, the gaze of the engraver is inscribing 

and engraving a phallic, self-same discourse into the feminine through the masculine 

form-creating force: 

"His tme Penelope 
Was Flaubert," 
And his tool 
The engraver's. (//^A/182) 

Mauberiey's tme Penelope, Flaubert, by his so-called realistic, scientific, and objectifying 

tools, inscribes his phallic pattem into his sentimental Bovarv. Bovarism As Andreas 

Huyssen argues, ahhough Flaubert says that Bovarx is Flaubert himself ("Madame 

Bovary, c'est moi"), indeed, Bovary, Bovarism is not Flaubert, Madame Bovarv, vyoman. 
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is "positioned as reader of inferior literature—subjective, emotional, and passive" while 

Flaubert, man, "emerges as writer of genuine, authentic literature—objective, ironic, and 

in control of his aesthetic means" (46). Bovarism is, in fact, one of the representations of 

the objectification of a sentimental and feminized culture. Flaubert/Mauberley is. here. 

engraving phallic intervention into the feminized and sentimental culture by the 

masculine form-creating force, engraver's tool. Mauberley/Flaubert, therefore, as in the 

form-creating force compelling the ovule into "a given pattem" in Pound's revievy of 

Gourmont's book, becomes the man who attempts to make the intaglio as well as the 

hollow by phallic assertions. In this respect, the direct quotation of Irigaray's remark 

would be illuminating for these details: "By converting her to a discourse that denies the 

specificity of her pleasure by inscribing it as the hollow, the intaglio, the negative, even 

as the censured other of its phallic assertions. By hom(m)osexualizing her" (.V 140-1) In 

this case, her term, hom(m)osexuaIization, rather than the homosexual itself, means the 

male specular economy of the self-same from which woman is excluded, unmarked, and 

signifies nothing. This male economy of the self-same. hom(m)osexual, based on the 

narcissistic reflection, accordingly, just produces the same and auto-copies, the male 

economy of the hom(m)osexual is no more than a mimetic version of the male of 

"Immaculate Concepfion" 

But there still remains the heterogeneous and disjunctive indeterminacy despite 

Mauberiey's vain efforts to resuscitate the patnarchal, homogeneous, and self-same 

culture: 

A conscious disjunct. 
Being but this overblotted 
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Series 
Of intermittences; {HSM \S6) 

And this indeterminacy is located in Mauberiey/Pounds unconsciousness, which is 

heterogeneously, excessively presenting the epiphany of sexualitv. the bodv 

Bodv Is Fluid 

That the body is inside the soul— 
the lifting and folding brightness 

the darkness shattered, 
the fragment. (113 788-9)^" 

Several critics have pointed out Pound's hierarchical sexual dualism, while his 

sexual dualism itself seems contradictory Suggesting modernist aesthetics as the 

persistent hierarchical sexual dualism, D. B. Jones defines "that archetypal modernist." 

Pound's poetry and poetics as contaminated by an offensive sexist metaphysics (172) 

Indicating Pound's sexual politics as hierarchical, Michael Andre Bemstein savs, in The 

Cantos, color, polysemy, and sexuality are "seen as vital components of a ftjll human 

realization—but only as long as they are bounded and made serviceable by the shaping, 

linear, and phallic male order" (358). Pointing out Pound's contradictory notions of the 

feminine, Barbara Will also notes that Pound persistently situates the feminine as a 

diminished or weaker version of the masculine, however, what is important in Will's 

argument is that Pound has appropriated "the mystenous feminine essence' which 

metamorphoses the male poet into a resonant, transhistorical soundpiece (142)' 

While some Pound critics point out Pound's hierarchical sexual dualism. Pounds 

appropriation of the fluidities has also been observed by several Pound scholars first, 

Ronald Bush points out, "Pound took Upvyard's universe ot fluid tbrce" and made his 
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own interpretation of the way man's swirl outward interpenetrates nature" {Genesis Q )̂ 

For Pound, the consciousness is "germinal" {SR 92). As the "germinal" is reminiscent of 

Gourmont's spermatozoid brain, in fact, Pound seems to appropriate the fluidities on 

account of his translation of Gourmont's book. Noting Pound's fluidities as coming 

from Gourmont, Leslie Heywood also observes, "fluidity is for Pound a positiv e 

quality. . . . so in this sense the feminine is not necessarily negative" (95) While, for 

Pound, the chaotic fluidities are not negafive, the fluid is still giving primacy to the sperm 

fluid in his review of the translafion of Gourmont's book. 

More importantly, Kevin Oderman says. Pound"s allusion to electricitv and 

sexuality is described terms of fluidity (31); in his endnote, Oderman observes that in 

Pound's thought the "radiant worid" and the worid of "fluid force" seem to be 

synonymous (140 n. 10). Emphasizing the liquidity and fluidity of Pound in his poetic 

medium, Oderman reveals that Pound's radiant or light philosophy is coexistent vyith 

fluidity. In the Pisan Cantos, Oderman points out that the glaukopis "which I pward is 

glossing is an adjective applied to the eyes of'the goddess Athene,'" and these eyes are 

the intermittent nature of Pound's vision hecdiuse glaukopis "that which gleams and then 

does not gleam" (127-8). As Will notes, after all. Pound's female goddess. Athene, 

seems to be "the very embodiment of a specifically feminine virtu" (142) 

Nofing Canto 29's lines, "She is submarine, she is octopus, she is / A biological 

process ," Will argues this process as osmosis. Will writes 

It is the wave pattem cut in the stone which gives Pound hope in the etched 
clarity of its fluid lines it signifies an aesthetic, democratic union betvyeen 
binary differences: hard, etemal. towenng, masculine stone joined vyith tluid, 
shifting, feminine writing For Pound to experience this epiphany, he must 
revearhis own feminine "essence" as the source of osmosis "Sea weed dried 



now, and now floated, / mind drifts, weed, slow youth, drifts Xel ventre 
tuo, o nella mente mia . . . " At this moment, the speaker appropriates a 
female productivity as his own, womb becomes mind, and a multiplicity of 
voices form past generations "fills" the empty space of the text. (141. Will's 
ellipses) 

The process of osmosis is that of gendering from the masculine to feminine. Pound's 

appropriation of the feminine "essence" gives him female productivity, in which Pound 

can have H. D.'s womb-mind, "vision of the womb," not the spermatozoid brain, and the 

muhiple, shifting, and fluid voices, not the masculine gaze. This female productiv itv 

functions as supplementary to the phallic, dead father's empty space of the text, for the 

feminine gives the mind and voice from the process of osmosis 

Pound's gender dynamics, as I have discussed, is recording the bordering area 

between the feminine and the masculine. While Pound persistently denigrates the 

feminine and pursues the phallic hardness, in his poetic writing, he apparently indicates 

his appropriation of the feminine fluidities. This ambivalence of Pound's gender issues 

will be discussed in the fourth chapter, "The Economic of Metamorphic Fluidities " 
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Notes 

^ According to Felman, Aunore de Balzsic's Adieu, which consists of three parts. 
the mysterious present, a flashback, and therapeutic present, shows us the male female 
specular relation through Philippe de Sucy and his mistress, Stephanie de V'andiere In 
this psychoanalytic story, after seeing her husband's death, despite her lover, Philippe's 
heroic sacrifice, in Russia during the Napoleonic Wars, Stephanie became an aphasic 
madwoman whose entire vocabulary is composed of the word, "adieu." While Stephanie 
and Philippe didn't see one another after this accident, their abmpt meeting brings a 
forcefiil therapeutic recovery by Philippe to Stephanie, madwoman, who lost feinininitv. 
reason, and identity. However, right after restoring her memory. Stephanie dies ( r^9-
153). 

Gilbert and Gubar say, the first Queen and the second Queen are identical, "The 
real story begins when the Queen, having become a mother, metamorphoses also into a 
witch—that is, into a wicked 'step' mother" {Madwoman 37). 

In Sexes and Genealogies, Irigaray says: "The mirtor, and indeed the gaze, are 
frequenfly used as weapons or tools that ward off touching and hold back fluidity, ev en 
the liquid embrace of the gaze" (65). 

4 See No Man's Land, 'Vol. 2 xi. 

Noting the pun, the eye /1 , Philippa Berry sees Irigaray's Speculum of the Other 
Woman as a criticism on Westem philosophy based on "specularization" and 
"speculation" (234). Berry also observes that a scopic bias was "fundamental to the 
project of Westem philosophy from its inception"; for instance, the Greek word, theorem, 
the origin of theory, actually means "to contemplate" (231) 

^ To a great extent, the notion of woman as the objectified other denvcs from 
Simone de Beauvoir; Beauvoir says, "He is the Subject, he is the Absolute she is the 
Other" (xvi). 

Margaret Fuller suggests the notion of "Femalitv" which might foresee that o\' 
fluidity "but as far as it [soul] is modified in her as woman, it flows, it breathes, it sings, 
rather than deposits soil, or finishes work, and that which is especially feminine flushes, 
in blossom, the face of earth, and pervades, like air and water, all this seeming solid 
globe, daily renewing and purifying its life. Such may be the especially feminine 
element, spoke of as Femality"; then. Fuller prefigures the notion of androgyny "Male 
and female represent the two sides of the great radical dualism But. in fact, they are 
perpetually passing into one another Fluid hardens to solid, solid mshes to fluid There 
is no wholly masculine, no purely feminine woman" (7*̂ ) 
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In "Oppen and Pound," through examining George Oppen's and Pound's 
poems—for Pound, The Ca«/05—Duplessis finds the patemal line in their relation, 
though this line has been denied and resisted by Oppen (62-3). 

In Revolution in Poetic Language, relating signifiance to "excess," Kristeva 
says, signifiance is "precisely this unlimited and unbounded generating process, this 
unceasing operafion of the drives toward, in, and through language, toward, in. and 
through the exchange system and its protagonists—the subject and his institutions" (17) 
This "mobile and heterogeneous but semiotizable chora is the place where the signifying 
process, rejecting stases, unfolds" {Revolution 182). Thus, "heterogeneity is not 
sublimated but is instead opened up within the symbolic that it puts in process/on trial 
There it meets the historical process underway in society, brought to light bv historical 
materialism" {Revolution 191). 

°̂ Pound defines phanopoeia as"throwing the object (fixed or moving) on to the 
visual imagination," melopoeia as "inducing emofional cortelations by the sound and 
rhythm of the speech," and logopoeia as "inducing both of the effects by stimulating the 
associations (intellectual or emofional) that have remained in the receiver's consciousness 
in relation to the actual words or word groups employed" {ABCR 63). 

'̂ "Histrion" was published \nA Quinzaine For This Yule, and "On His Own 
Face in a Glass" in^ Lume Spento in 1908 (Oderman 19. 88) 

^̂  See Gibson, Epic Reinvented, 6 and Peckam 243-57 

^^ Nofing the relation between the subject and the object, Christ bortows M II 
Abrams' classic statement of Romantic poetics. 

'"* I am indebted for these terms to Bmce Clarke. 

'̂  The Lacanian subject is split out of the break or separation from the objet a 
According to Irigaray, despite Lacan's notion of the subject as split and dispersed, and 
alienated from the lack and desire, the subject is ftmdamentally the one because the 
subject enters a language through self-reflection, mirtoring back to himself Actually. 
Irigaray sees the gender of the split subject as the masculine: 'The 'subject' plav s at 
multiplying himself, even deforming himself, in this process He is father, mother, and 
child(ren). And the relationship between them. He is masculine and feminine and the 
relationships between them. What mockery of generation, parody of copulation and 
genealogy, drawing its strength from the same model, from the model of the same the 
subject. In whole sight everything outside remains forever a condition making possible 
the image and the reproduction of the self A faithful, polished mirror, empty of altenni; 
reflections. Immaculate of all auto-copies "(5 136) In this case. Ingaray cntici/es 
Lacan's implicit notion of the gender-free or neutral and sees this notion as a disguise (̂ t 
the male economy of the same. Since this male hom(m)osexuality permits the masculine 
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of the same, thus, the feminine is excluded and becomes a reflective mirtor for the 
masculine subject. However, my reading of Pound's "On His Own Face in a Glass" will 
not employ the Lacanian notion of the split subject which is criticized as the masculine 
Rather, I would see the male subject in this poem as having fluidities of gender by means 
of self-extinction or armihilation. 

In fact, Yeats dissociates from Pound's poetics because Pound's poetr\- doesn't 
have "forms"- Pound's poefics "exhibited a 'loss of control,' which Yeats could not 
consider to be anything but gravest weakness. It surtenders 'the flux,' the twentieth-
century version of the nineties' despair, and seems to Yeats to ftilfil a dread prophecy. 
which he speculates was possibly latent in Pater's aesthetics, of'a poetr\', a philosophy. 
where the individual is nothing'" (Grieve, Early Poetry 10). 

1 7 

I'm now using the term "phallic" with "omnipotent preoedipal." Rather, the 
preoedipal means the semiofic or the imaginary, not the phallic. In this case, I think, as 
Gallop argues, my use of the term "phallic" may indicate that "to speak of a phallic 
mother' is to subsume female experience into male categories" (117). Though Gallop's 
tone is quite critical, it is tme that the Phallus seems to signifying an authority \'et, 
while a feminist argues the "phallic mother" as a fraud, this phallic mother's supposed 
omniscience and omnipotence may compare to the preoedipal mother' power ov er life 
and death (Gallop 117). 

^̂  Defining the gaze as the masculine, Ofelia Schutte points out that, by the 
masculine gaze, Irigaray presents the status of fefishized femininity (66) 

'̂  According to Peter Brooker, in "Yeux Glauques," the subtitle of this poem, the 
French word, "Glauque" means "glaucous," dull bluish-green or grey in English (201) I 
think, this color of dull bluish-green or grey is signifying the feminine, dismptive, opaque 
gaze as opposed to the masculine penetrating, transparent, lucid one. Referting to 
Upward's study. Pound says, "Glaux, owl, totem or symbolic bird (gods connected with 
the divine animals, as stupid bitch Hera has bull eyes), glare-eyed, owl-eyed Athena" 
(cited in Berryman 115). For Berryman, "Yeux Glauques" refers to the duality, "the 
characteristic of glittering—of ahemating—of being one thing and then another" "It is 
this quality of changeability, or duality, that is significant for Pound—that characterizes 
his goddess" (115). Berryman writes: "When Mauberiey refers to '^'eux Glauques,' he 
alludes to the cliche, to the decorative and omamental style associated vyith the Pre-
Raphaelite and the nineties in France. But for Pound, the term can suggest the quality ot 
immediate and sudden change—the characteristic that links it vyith the goddess vyho. like 
a Circe, the Cyprian, 'Jenny,' or Athene, can instantly metamorphose from one form to 
another. From goddess of love to whore, from divine to damned, goddesses vyith 'Neux 
Glauques' share an ambivalent nature "(116) 

°̂ Oderman notes that, in terms of Plotinus, Pound "describes this luminous 
envelope which he sees surtounding the body" (119) 
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Will argues that Pound appropriates the feminine essence, but she is 
questioning of what is the relation between various women in Pound's text For example. 
there are Pemella and Cunizza in Canto 29 who represent the bad and the good women 
respectively (141-2). 

For Pound, the universe is fluid: "We have about us the universe of fluid force, 
and below us the germinal universe of wood alive, of stone alive Man is—the sensitive 
physical part of him—a mechanism, for the purpose of our ftirther discussion a 
mechanism rather like an electric appliance, switches, wires, etc. .As to his 
consciousness, the consciousness of some seems to rest, or to have its center more 
properly, in what the Greek psychologists calledphantastikon. Their minds are, that is. 
circumvolved about them like soap bubbles reflecting sundry patches of the 
macrocosmos. And with certain others their consciousness is 'germinal ' Their thoughts 
are in them as the thought of the tree is in the seed, or in the grass, or the grain, or the 
blossom. And these minds are the more poetic, and they affect mind about them, and 
transmute it as the seed the earth. And this latter sort of mind is close on the vital 
universe; and the strength of the Greek beauty rests in this, that it is ever at the 
interpretation of this vital universe, by its signs of gods and godlv attendants and oreads" 
{SR 92-3). 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ECONOMICS OF METAMORPHIC FLUIDITIES 

Fluidities of Gender. Androgyny 

You, my dear cortespondent, 
are a stabilized female, 
I am a male who has attained the chaotic fluidities. (Ezra Pound) 

Coleridge perhaps meant this when he said that a great mind is androgynous It 
is when this fusion takes place that the mind is ftiUy fertilised and uses all its 
facuhies. Perhaps a mind that is purely masculine cannot create, any more than 
a mind that is purely feminine, I thought. But it would be well to test what one 
meant by man-womanly, and conversely by woman-manly, by pausing and 
looking at a book or two. CVirginia Woolf) 

That over-mind seems a cap, like water, transparent, fluid yet with definite 
body, contained in a definite space. It is like a closed sea-plant, jelly-fish or 
anemone. (H. D.) 

Pound's gender dynamics shows the fluid mechanics in which he masks himself 

both as masculine and feminine. In some ways, this fluid gender indicates bisexuality or 

androgyny through which Pound himself rather freely transgresses categorized sex 

and gender. In this first part of Chapter EI, the notion of androgyny will be examined in 

terms of'Virginia Woolf, Helene Cixous, Trinh Minh-ha, and Luce Irigaray In addition, 

H D 's notion of over-mind will be examined, for, in a reaction and interaction with 

Pound, H. D. offers an interesting notion of androgyny, appropriating the solid mechanics 

of masculinity. 

In A Room of One 's Own, Virginia Woolf says, referring to Coleridge, "the 

androgynous mind is resonant and porous, that it transmits emotion vyithout impediment. 

that is naturally creative, incandescent and undivided" (171) In incandescence and 
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undividedness, we may discern masculinity, while the resonant and porous mind 

transmitting emofion without impediment can be linked to femininity For Woolf, to be 

"naturally creative" requires both femininity and masculinity as indicated in her notion of 

androgyny. In "The Difference of'View," Mary Jacobus writes of Woolf s notion of 

androgyny: 

not as a naive attempt to transcend the determinants of gender and culture 
(though h is that), not as a Romantic enshrining of Shakespearian creativity 
(though it is that too), but rather as a harmonizing gesture, a simultaneous 
enactment of desire and repression by which the split is closed with an 
essentially Utopian vision of undivided consciousness. (61) 

Arguing Woolf s plurality of heroine's names as dissolving the masculine hard fact and 

tmth, Jacobus sees Woolf s androgyny as heterogeneous and open to the plav of 

difference (59-61). However, despite this argument, indeed, as several critics point out. 

this androgyny inevitably, uhimately seems to contradict the women's writing of Woolf s 

experimental writer, Mary Carmichael, in that her writing is based upon differences 

between sexes. As Stephen Heath points out, Woolf even says: "it is fatal for any one 

who writes to think about their sex. It is fatal to be a man or woman pure and simple, one 

must be woman-manly or man-womanly It is fatal for a woman to lay the least stress on 

any grievance; to plead even with justice any cause; in any way to speak consciously as a 

woman" {Room 181).̂  Despite her suggestion of women's writing, Woolf s conclusion 

becomes the "harmonizing gesture" with her own contradiction between reality and the 

idealized paradigm, androgyny It appears that, rather than any strong suggestion of the 

nofion or ahemative to the exclusion of the feminine from the male institutionali/ed 

system such as education, Woolf s basic strategy in the fluid fiction, A Room of One s 

Own, is just the fluid itself^ Furthermore, as Duplessis termed this contradiction as the 
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"Woolfean paradoxes of women's writing" in^ Room of One's Own, Woolf s notion of 

androgyny fundamentally and paradoxically opposes that of women's writing {Pmk 134-

Though Woolf suggests androgyny, in reality, men are quite different from 

women: "The weight, the pace, the stride of a man's mind are too unlike her own for her 

to lift anything substantial from him successftilly" {Room 132). Here, Woolf seems to be 

essentialist to the extent that she particularly emphasizes sexual differences between the 

masculine and the feminine mind. From this given background, Woolf progressively 

prefigures I'ecriture feminine in that Mary Carmichael. in Life 's Adventure, 

unconsciously had broken "the expected order" of the masculine, as "a woman would, if 

she wrote like a woman" {Room 159). While the effect is "somehow baffling," women's 

writing certainly provides an advantageous point: "she wrote as a woman vyho has 

forgotten that she is a woman, so that her pages were ftill of that curious sexual quality 

which comes only when sex is unconscious of itself {Room 159. 162) Woolf 

consistently underscores the "unconsciousness" and "forgetftilness" of the sex in 

women's writing. These features of Woolf s concept of women's writing are obviouslv 

associated with her own notion of androgyny by blurting the boundary of sexes, and 

these are the difficulties in Woolf s gender strategy in A Room of One 's Own "̂  

Therefore, while she raises the notion of sexual difference as the setting of vyomen's 

wrifing, at the same time, the termination or obscuration of sexual difference itself is 

eventually the goal of Woolf s gender strategy 

As Bram Dijkstra and Carolyn Heilbmn haye argued, actually, androgvny was a 

symbol of revolt against industrial or bourgeois society in the nineteenth century, "toi the 
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artists of the period the revival of the concept of androgvne was a gesture toward 

the dominant values of their social environment" (Dijkstra, "The Androgyne" 62) 

Expressing one of the most ancient concepts of Westem civilization, the ideal of the 

androgyne is the concept of "the original, harmonious, sexually integrated constitution of 

the person before being divided into the artificial, extemalized opposites of male and 

female" (Dijkstra, "The Androgyne" 63). Finding the origination of androgyny with 

Plato and Aristophanes,^ Heilbmn argues that masculine/feminine polarities mainly 

come from the 'Victorian traditions (xiv). This Victorian stereotype of "masculine" and 

"feminine" was rejected by the Bloomsbury group in favor of an androgynous ideal 

(Heilbmn 126). 

The modemist ideal of androgyny is also noted in Bonnie Kime Scot's 

reevaluation of literary modemism. Gender of Modernism. Although modernism has 

been generally referred to as male-gendered, by demonstrating some aspects of the 

feminine in literary modernism, Scott offers new views for tuming gender of modernism 

into the feminine. For instance, two leading modernist poets, H. D and Ezra Pound, hav e 

different, opposite gendered metaphors: The "feminine to Pound is chaos, to H D , the 

womb, dung, and jelly-fish are feminine sources of creativity" (13) Interestingly 

enough, as I discussed in the second chapter. Pound appropriates and transforms himself 

into a male, who has attained feminine "chaotic fluidities," while using a masculine 

metaphoric epithet "stabilized" to a "female " Similariy, John Fowles relates all kinds o\' 

creafive activity to femininity; Terry Lovell says that Fowles has "the gender ambiguitv 

of literary producfion in our time", Fowles tells us, 'There are Adam-woman and I ve-

man; singulariy few of the worid's great progressive artists and thinkers, have not 



belonged to the latter category" (cited in Lovell 118). Expounding spermatozoid as fluid, 

in the review of Gourmont's book. Pound says, the brain is "only a sort of great clot of 

genital fluid in suspense or reserve" (296). Reminiscent of D H Lawrence's assertion of 

male priority to the female, however, Pound attempts to modify his concept of masculine 

mental function when he subsequently states that "The mind is an upspurt of sperm ", 

moreover. Pound places the sperm as the form creator, substance, that "compels the ovule 

to evolve in a given pattem" (300).^ Obviously, in this instance. Pound gives the sperm 

priority or primacy as the form or order creator against the "chaotic fluidities" 

Nevertheless, quofing Gourmont, Pound paradoxically defines woman as having been 

"always the enemy of the dead or laborious form of compilation, abstraction^ {NPL }0'\ 

emphasis added). 

lr\ Reading Pound Reading, Kathryne V. Lindberg is talking about Pound's 

gender-ambiguity in light of his above-cited contradictory notion of "abstraction" 

We cannot do justice to the apparent sexual ambiguity of the reading act. but 
Pound does not maintain a clear opposition between passive and actiye, gcx̂ d 
and bad, female and male reading. Here he would seem to suggest, at the v ery 
least, that not all "compilation" and "comparison," even of inherited images. 
need be laborious or unproductive (160) 

As in "Go in Fear of Abstractions," it appears that Pound's life-long injunctions, indeed. 

his continuous and persistent experiments with poetic techniques, are his masculine 

pursuits of avoiding abstracfions and chaotic disorder The abstractions and chaotic 

disorder are, to some extent, linked to the feminine fluid Hovyeyer, in his poetic writing, 

the distinction between the abstract and the concrete is ambiguously blurred by way oi 

Pound's approprtation and deployment of fluidity In this regaid. Ingarays ncMum ol the 



fluid will illuminate Pound's appropriation of the chaofic fluidities and eender-ambiauitv 

Irigaray features "fluid" as "conductivity": 

that it allows hself to be easily traversed by flow by virtue of its conductivity 
to curtents coming from other fluids or exerting pressure through the walls of a 
solid; that it mixes with bodies of a like state, sometimes dilutes itself in them 
an almost homogeneous manner, which makes the distinction between the one 
and the other problematical; and fiirthermore that it is already diffuse "in 
itself," which disconcerts any attempts at static identification (TS 111, 
Irigaray's ellipsis) 

For Irigaray, the "fluid" blurs the distinction between the one and the other In a 

homogeneous manner, moreover, being traversed, diluting, and diffusing itself, "fluid" 

bars "any attempts at stafic identification," which may lead to mukiplicity or a chaos 

This muhiplicity or chaofic mixing without a static identification may also lead to 

destmction of the binaries such as solid/fluid, hard/soft, and masculine/feminine, and the 

homogeneous, mixing fluid is the feminine excess, over-flowing The reason later Pound 

abhors usury as an economic vice was that usury is blurting boundaries "vyith usura the 

line grows thick / with usura is no clear demarcation" (45/229) In addition to this 

characteristic of usury, another reason of his abhortence of usury lies in the excess, 

in other words, the interest, the overflowing money After all. Pound's economics, 

usury can be seen as one of his persistent pursuits of masculinity at the expense of the 

feminine, and he, the modemist, is not the only one who seeks the masculine ideal in 

modernity. In fact, despite its extemal aspects of mechanized industnalism, modcrniiv 

itself as a feminizing process can also indicate the anarchic, indiyidual, and amorphous 

and becomes the feminized cukure without "clear demarcation " Perhaps, among male 

modernists, there might be three general tendencies towards women or femininity . 

misogyny from femme fatale, ambiguity or ambivalence that embraces the most tenunine 
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and the most masculine, and the reified objectification of the feminine. As I mentioned 

in the second chapter, this reified objectification of the feminine can be viewed as an 

exofic mask in Pound, that is, his Orientalism. I will examine this theme in the fifth 

chapter, "Orientalizing and Objecfifying the Other." 

While he attempts to avoid and terminate the fluid for the masculine solid. Pound 

paradoxically appropriates the feminine fluid. This contradiction of Pound brings forth 

his ambiguity or ambivalence. For example, for Pound, "Art is fluid moving above or 

over the minds of men" {SR 7). In spke of his apparent appropriation of the feminine 

fluidkies, in fact, the aim of Pound's persistent experiments is to get a scientific 

"exactness," objectivism, after all, phallic hardness, ironically in terms of fluidities As 

Irigaray observes the fluid as "conductivky, " in Pound, the fluidities seem to ftinction as 

the means of metamorphic transformation as well as his own ambiguky or ambivalence 

However, despite this metamorphic, transgressive qualky of the mixing, overflowing and 

blurring fluid. Pound's fluidkies resuk in the reinforcement of his masculinity by 

appropriafing the feminine fluidkies as in his final settlement of Confticianism—after 

numerous fluid and mukiple searches for the masculine or phallic hardness—and. 

somefimes, just in ambivalence or ambiguity. Thus, in some ways, his logic is based on 

the very contradiction of his own statement in that Pound says, "The study of literature is 

hero-worship" in the same page where he states, "Art is fluid" Furthermore, Pound 

writes: "There are a number of sciences connected wkh the studies of literature Theie is 

in literature kself the Art, which is not, and never will be a science " (7) In this context, 

distinguishing literature from the study of literature. Pound defines the study of literature 

as the science that is different from the fiuid art, literature This science will necessarily 
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accompany the worship of the dead father so as to enter the worid of the symbolic father. 

and, for him, "The study of Ikerature is hero-worship," through which he can seek the 

father's language rather than mother tongue which he was familiar with 

For Pound, therefore, though art is fluid, a science connected with the studies of 

Ikerature would be static or solid because this search for the dead father needs the solid 

mechanics of masculinity. In contrast with modemky in which the feminine is viewed 

as chaotic, anarchic, and individual, young Pound's romantic search for masks seems to 

show his appropriation of feminine metamorphic fluidkies through which he transforms 

himself into the desired. However, the desired, is, perhaps, literature, and the study of 

literature, as a science, ukimately signifies hero-worship, worship of masculinity, phallus, 

though solid or static. 

This ambivalent embrace between the solid and the fluid or the masculine and the 

feminine is also presented in Mary Wollstonecraft. As Virginia Woolf heartily 

acclaimed, in some ways, Wollstonecraft is still "alive and active" in terms of her 

wrifings ("Mary" 272). On account of the Enlightenment and age of reason, 

Wollstonecraft strongly argues that women should have the rights of equal education in .} 

Vindication of the Rights of Women (1792). As Moria Ferguson and Janet Todd have 

noted, of her anecdotes, the most brilliant and pointed one is the comparison between 

"the subjection of women" and "the subjection of men under arbitrar\' authority" (>25) 

Women and soldiers have similarities rather than differences, because they both 

prematurely enter the worid and have superficial knowledge, shallovy characters, and a 

love of gallantry. In this respect, a surpnsing and remarkable point lies in 
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Wollstonecraft's comparison between the most masculine group of men, soldiers, and the 

most "feminine" group of women (Ferguson and Todd 326). Wollstonecraft's seemingly 

unsukable comparison between the most masculine and the most feminine appears to me 

to be a parallel example of Pound's ambiguous embrace of the masculine and the 

feminine. 

In practice, the most aggressively "masculine" poet, Pound, reveals the most 

feminine openness and fluidkies, in his Cantos. While Pound's Cantos can be seen as a 

patriarchal mythmaking based upon, a mythical hero, Odysseus's wanderings, the form of 

The Cantos remains open, and the poems are ftill of the anarchic energy of Dionysus 

(Bush, "Introduction" 357).^ Suggesting an inherent gender stmcture in the Cantos, Eli 

Goldblatt also maintains that Pound's four Malatesta Cantos show a contradicting point 

between "his (Pound's) attempt to elevate the artist by identifying him with the heroic 

patron of arts" and the "feminized" posifion produced by the patronage system (35) As 

Wollstonecraft suggests in her'Comparison between women and soldiers, gender in 

Pound's poetic wrifings is ambiguously oscillating between feminine and masculine 

Beyond the fixed category of gender, moreover, in the seemingly most masculine, 

rigorous modemist works of Pound, we can find a feminine, fiuid mode of the artistic, 

social, and polkical that ironically reinforce the masculine mode, and that feminine mode 

is out of the fluidkies. Furthermore, though coming from the feminine, in fact, these 

fluidkies^ blur and transgress the difference of sexes, and gender-fluidity or androgyny 

seems to deconstmct the gender kself because this notion indicates bisexual, sometimes, 

pejoratively neuter. ^ 



In "Sorties," Helene Cixous writes of the notion of bisexualitv 

She is bisexual. 
What I propose here leads directly to a reconsideration of bisexuality To 
reassert the value of bi-sexuality; hence to snatch k from the fate classically 
reserved for it in which k is conceptualized as "neuter" because, as such, it 
would aim at warding off castration. Therefore, I shall distinguish between 
two bisexualkies, two opposite ways of imagining the possibilky and practice 
of bisexuality. 

1) Bisexuality as a fantasy of a complete being, which replaces the fear of 
castration and veils sexual difference insofar as this is perceived as the mark 
of a mythical separation—the trace, therefore, of a dangerous and painful 
ability to be cut. Ovid's Hermaphrodke, less bisexual than asexual, not made 
up of two genders but of two halves. Hence, a fantasy of unity Two vyithin 
one, and not even two wholes. 

2) To this bisexualky that meks together and effaces, wishing to avert 
castration, I oppose the other bisexuality, the one with which even, subject. 
who is not shut up inside the spurious Phallocentric Performing Theater, sets 
up his or her erofic universe. Bisexuality—that is to say the location vyithin 
oneself of the presence of both sexes, evident and insistent in different vyays 
according to the individual, the nonexclusion of difference or of a sex, and 
starting wkh this "permission" one gives oneself, the multiplication of the 
effects of desire's inscription on every part of the body and the other body 
(84-5) 

According to Cixous, bisexualky in women can be defined by two ways, the first is 

leading to the neuter because of its veiling sexual difference and "warding off castration." 

whereas the second suggests bisexuality as the area of the in-between out of "the non-

exclusion of difference or of a sex." In this respect, Toril Moi remarks that Cixous 

produces "what she calls the other bisexuality, which is multiple, variable and eyer 

changing" (109). Quofing some passages of "The Laugh of the Medusa," thus. Moi 

asserts: "women (which clearly indicates biological females as opposed to males) are 

much more likely to be bisexual in this sense than men Bisexual vyriting is therefore 

overwhelmingly likely to be women s writing, though some exceptional men mav in 

certain cases manage to break with their 'glorious monosexuality' and achieve 
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bisexuality as well" (110). In addkion, Trinh T. Minh-ha also defines: 

The nofion of "bisexual, hence neuter" writing together with the fantasy of a 
"total" being are concepts that many men have actively promoted to do awav 
wkh differentiation. Androgyny is another name for such a co-optation 
Saying that a great mind is androgynous (and Godbiows how many times we 
have heard this line—supposedly from Coleridge—and in how many 
disguises k appears) is equivalent to saying that "the mind has no sex" (also 
read "no gender"). In the salvation theme of androgyny, the male is still seen 
as the active power of generation and the female as the passiv e one (a 
defective male, due to the absence of androgen). (39) 

In this context, Trinh T. Minh-ha maintains that the notion of bisexualitv indicates just 

the neuter, and, at the same time, she crkicizes androgyny as the male property in which 

the male/female polarity still exists. Moreover, as Irigaray says, there are three genders, 

the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter, but the neuter is just another form of the 

masculine; this point of view of androgyny as a male fantasy belongs to not only French 

feminist tradkion but also the English. 

In "Cross-Dressing and Re-Dressing" of Âo Man's Land, Gilbert and Gubar 

discuss and examine the nofion of androgyny as a feature of modemist style Seeing this 

androgyny or gender fluidky as the de-sexualizing theory, Gilbert and Gubar point out 

similarkies and differences between Dertida and Cixous, in Spurs Dertida translates and 

speculates on Nietzsche: "Man and woman change places They exchange masks ad 

infinitum" (cited mNoMan's 2: 370). Observing gender undecidability in Derridas 

Spurs, Gilbert and Gubar suggest that Cixous provides the comparable notion o( 

bisexuality; Cixous's notion of bisexualky means the "location within oneself of the 

presence of both sexes," whereas in Dertida's "woman has no essence of her own, and 

that's the phallogocemric gesture" (cited in No Man's 2 >70) AtkT all, interpreting this 

desexualizing as one of the attempts to deftise feminist militancv (iilben an.l (nibai 
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conclude their argument in drawing the intertelated issue of race and gender as the other, 

not as the subject. 

As we have seen, gender fluidky, in other words, androgyny, seems to be 

controversial in that some feminist critics are explickly against androgynv .-Xctually. in 

this discussion, what seems important is that androgyny is against the notion of sexual or 

gender difference. In Sexes and Genealogies Irigaray refers to androgv nv as "delusional 

mental forms", however, she says that this trail, if this androgyny can blaze a trail for an 

intergender ethics, must use "sexual difference as both its setting out point and its 

desfination," and "take advantage of sexual difference on the road to spiritual discover)-

and affirmation" (123). Particularly, resonating with Woolf s notion of androgynv, 

Irigaray also says about porosity: "Porosity, and ks ftiUest responsiveness, can occur onlv 

within difference. A porosity that moves from the inside to the outside of the body The 

most profound intimacy becomes a protective veil. " {Ethics 191) In this vyay, the 

porosky of androgyny can occur wkhin sexual difference. In a way reminiscent of 

Woolf s nofion of the "resonant and porous androgynous mind," here, Irigaray appears to 

appropriate a logic or way of thinking of androgyny wkhin her notion of sexual 

difference. 

As Cixous indicates, in theory, the notion of androgyny can be realized in vyomen 

rather than in men. This idealized androgyny has been sought for by modemist writers 

If we follow Cixous's notion of bisexuality in women, the ideal of androgyny attempted 

and examined by female modemists can be seen as the verv notion of the other 

bisexuality which is variable and multiple In this context, it seems to me that H I ) 

provides us with an example of the other bisexuality. an androgyncnis mmd. by which she 
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appropriates the masculine solid mechanics. In a similar vein w kh Fowles' remarks 

about relationship of femininky to creativky, H. D. offers some interesting notions of 

vision, for her vision of the womb is the source of creativity According to H D , vision 

is of two kinds that are vision of the womb and vision of the brain. Vision of the brain 

comes from the head, whereas vision of the womb emerges when "the centre of 

consciousness shifts and the jelly-fish is in the body" {NT 94). H D, considers two kinds 

of visions equally important, yet, sfill, vision of the womb may seem more important. 

because vision of the womb is "the majority of dream and of ordinary vision" and 

becomes creafive resources {NT95). In spke of the apparent phallic implication of the 

"vision of the brain" strongly reminiscent of Pound's sperm brain, as in \irginia Woolf s 

androgyny, H. D. attempted to bridge a gap between two visions through giv ing equal 

importance. 

Contrary to H. D.'s over-mind wkh definke pattems represented as a sea plant or 

a jelly-fish. Pound sees that the female is a chaos, an octopus, and a biological process 

(29/144). Even though Pound says the feminine as an element, he maintains his 

polarities, masculine form/feminine matter, because he identifies the feminine with a 

biological process, a material base for the masculine absolute spirit Indeed, the element 

of the female is sfill, to man / Pound, a chaos. Perhaps, this chaos might be made up o\' 

the liquid, and this liquidity or fluidky wkh definite pattern or form out of the solid 

mechanics is H. D.'s metaphoric means of the jelly-fish H D vyrites 

These jelly-fish, I think, are the "seeds cast into the ground " But as it 
takes a man and woman to create another life, so it takes these two forms ot 
seed, one in the head and one in the body to make a nevy spiritual birth 1 
think that is why I savy them as jelK-fish They arc really twt̂  flecks of 
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protoplasm and when we are "bom again," we begin not as a child but as the 
very first germs that grow into a child. {NT 108) 

Here, the jelly-fish is the very human reincarnation of the way of thinking of androgyny, 

and becomes the harmonious combination or consummation^^ between masculine and 

feminine. Thus, this combination seems to offer a breakthrough to the traditional 

polarky between masculine/feminine, head^ody, and seed/ground. Referting to man and 

woman as "we," interestingly enough, H. D. implies that "we" need to rebom as 

androgynes. Even she suggests that this androgynous man and woman are two 

separate "flecks of protoplasm," not as a mythical and fantastic whole. Therefore, in 

some ways, as for Irigaray, for H. D., the jelly-fish metaphor can be seen as the feminine 

appropriafion of the masculine solid mechanics as well as the notion of androgyny vyhich 

has been a property of the masculine since Coleridge.'"^ 

Despke some evidence of androgyny, as Dijkstra has claimed William Carlos 

Williams as masculinist emphasizing the polarky of male and female, rather than 

bisexual. Pound can also be viewed as a masculinist who represses femininity in him to 

obtain masculine subjectivky in terms of his appropriation of the fluidities Similarly, 

Williams may be said to appropriate the "supplying female" from his maternal muse, the 

Puerto Rican mother,̂ ^ whether k is not clear that he is androgynous Br\ce Conrad sees 

that through this "supplying female"—who can resist "the father to father' sterility of 

Europe's mling literary canons"'^—a poet comes to reborn out of "fertilizing contact 

with the female body" (107) Conrad says that this supplying female is for Williams his 

mother, and Williams appropriates the voice of the female in terms of ritually violating 

the matemal speech, that is, making it inscripted Perhaps, in this case, we can find some 
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coincidence between Pound's and Williams's attitudes tovyards the feminine, in that thev 

both admire and indulge in the matemal soft, while Williams seems more ingenuous and 

transparent than Pound. However, I still think that, like Pound, Williams is masculinist. 

although he has the female aspects in him as in his "supplying female" In some wavs. 

their appropriation of the feminine may seem to be a forceftil recognkion of the feminine. 

woman, due to the change of the way of thinking of their age. If their female side of 

creativky may function as mpturing androcentric literary tradition, accordingly, both for 

Pound and Williams, their appropriations of the feminine create unexpected 

transgressions, for the feminine aspects in them are supplementary' In Pound's case, just 

asjouissance is supplementary for woman who lacks the phallic signifier. so the fluidities 

might be interpreted as a supplementary circulating outside of male subjectivity, in 

Williams the voice, speech, of the feminine wkhout inscription is resistant to and vyanting 

to remain outside masculine discourse, writing. 

As Gilbert and Gubar argue, the modemists effectively attempted to rebel against 

the Victorian gender stereotypes and did experiment with gender roles by means of 

transvestkism; however, while male modemists "tended to wear clothes that emphasized 

some version of masculinky," a number of female modernists such as Djuna Barnes and 

Gertmde Stein "transgressively appropriated male costumes or oscillated betvyeen 

parodically female and sardonically male outfits. " {No .Man 's 2 327) As \1arv 

Jacobus declares, "Like words, gender identky can be travestied or exchanged, there is no 

'proper' referent, male or female, only the masquerade of masculinity and femminitv" 

(cited in No Man 's 2 371) As Pound's personae or masks can show the sexual 

masquerade of manliness and womanliness, so gender is just performatiye I ven so, how 
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can gender-fluidky in Pound be explained? Perhaps, in his eariy period. Pound appears 

to present more fluid and variable gender representation than in his later period Vet. it is 

tme that Pound appropriates the feminine fluidkies, but it doesn't seem that Pound was 

inevitably androgynous, because the feminine fluidkies in man/Pound does not seem to 

give birth to the androgynes as in H. D.'s seeds of the jelly fish. Rather, he just shows 

some mechanism of his own gender dynamics through his ambiguous oscillation between 

masculine and feminine. However, k is also certain that he excluded neither the feminine 

nor the masculine from his discourse; from this non-exclusion, as Butler suggests.'^ in a 

way, we can say. Pound is androgynous. Nevertheless, despite my meandering 

discussions of androgyny, still this solution seems unsatisfactory because Pound's gender 

representafion cannot be exactly fit for the notion of bisexualky. Sometimes, his gender 

representation is contradictory or, more exactly, ambiguous and ambivalent His 

appropriation and deployment of the feminine fluid mechanics can surely explain a 

connected, related resuk of his shiftiness in Ikerary movements, scientism, economics, 

and fascism because this concatenated integrity of fragmented themes in Pound is out ot 

his fluidkies. I will explore this notion of metamorphic fluidities in the latter part of this 

chapter. 
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Notes 

' Nofing the difificukies of a eked Woolf s passage including my quotation. Heath 
seems to point out Woolf s appropriafion of masculine poskion through the use of the 
very masculine terms such as consummation between opposkes. Here is Heath's 
quotafion right after my quotation in text: "And fatal is no figure of speech, for anvihing 
written with that conscious bias is doomed to death. It ceases to be fertilized Briliiant 
and effective, powerful and masteriy, as k may appear for a day or two, it must wither at 
nightfall, k cannot grow in the minds of others. Some collaboration has to take place in 
the mind between the woman and the man before the art of creation can be accomplished 
Some marriage of opposkes has to be consummated. The whole of the mind must lie 
wide open if we are to get the sense that the wrker is communicating his experience with 
perfect fullness. There must be freedom and there must be peace Not a wheel must 
grate, not a light glimmer. The curtains must be close drawn. The writer, I thought, once 
his experience is over, must lie back and let his mind celebrate its nuptials in darkness 
He must not look or quesfion what is being done. Rather, he must pluck the petals from 
a rose or watch the swans float calmly down the river" {Room Woolf 181-2) 

See Jacobus 59-62 and Heath 315-6 for ftirther discussions 

Woolf s contradiction is like Cixous's; "As we shall see, Cixous's theory is 
riddled wkh contradictions: every time a Dertidean idea is evoked, it is opposed and 
undercut by a vision of woman's wrking steeped in the very metaphysics of presence she 
claims she is out to unmask" (Moi 110). 

"* While Moi says, Woolf s feminism is echoed by Kristeva's, I think, rather than 
Kristeva, Cixous's notion of androgyny and women's writing is in continuity vyith 
Woolf s (13): "To admk that wrifing is precisely working (in) the in-between, inspecting 
the process of the same and of the other without which nothing can live, undoing the 
work of death—to admk this is the first to want the two, as well as both, the ensemble of 
one and the other, not fixed in sequence of stmggle and expulsion or some other form of 
death but infinkely dynamized by an incessant process of exchange from one subject to 
another" ("The Laugh of the Medusa" eked in Moi 109) 

"̂  See Heilbmn xiii for more details. 

^ Lawrence maintains, "woman must yield some sort of precedence to man and 
he must take precedence " (eked in Scot 219) 

^ See Gibson's Epic Reinvented, 183-4 

^ In his introduction to some selections of Pound's vyorks. Bush seems to oflei a 
different point of view from Gilbert who assesses modernism, especially The (\int()s, as a 
conscious attempt to reincamate m\lhic patriarchal order "To \lar|orie Perlofl, the toitn 
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of The Cantos remains quintessentially open, as resistant to the inherited stmctures of 
Ikerary authority as the Dadaist poets (176ff). And Kathryne Lindberg identifies the 
poem with ks celebration of the anarchic energy of Dionysus, whose presence "signals 
transformafion and the survival of an ecstatic and intoxicating poetic force bevond the 
destmction of various forms'" (357). 

Ellie Ragland-Sullivan strongly takes issue wkh the notion of the fluidkies In 
"The Sexual Masquerade: A Lacanian Theory of Sexual Masquerade," Ragland-Sullivan 
makes an opposkion to Cixous's and Irigaray's feminisms in that Lacan is not the 
supporter of the patriarchy. In particular, directly opposed to the "pluralism" as the nevy 
conservative ideology, she argues against deconstmctive, especially French feminisms of 
Irigaray and Cixous (78). As an akemative to the essentialist French feminisms, she 
suggests the mythological feminine sexualky. 

^̂  I quote the discussed lines: 
Chiefest of these the second, the female 
Is an element, the female 
Is a chaos 
An octopus 
A biological process (29/144) 

'̂ As Woolf explains an androgynous writing as the result from consummation of 
marriage between opposkes, I think, for H. D.'s metaphor, the jelly-fish's two flecks can 
be seen as the children of the consummated martiage 

In Dora Marsden and Early Modernism, Clarke speculates that the early 
modernist individualism, particularly Dora Marsden's, shows "an androgynous rather 
than stricfly feminine or heterosexual ideal" (8). Her androgyny as the bisexual or 
"intermediate" evolutionary ideal is also indebted wkh Edward Carpenter's notion in The 
Art of Creation, "the recovery of the organic consciousness, the realization of the 
transparency of the body and the splendor of ks intuitions, is not an impossible feat 
In the West, the modem upgrowth of Woman and her influence will ere long make 
possible a Humanity which shall harmonize even in each individual the masculine and 
feminine elements" (eked in Clarke Dora 78). 

'•̂  In his notes of "Introduction" to^ Recognizable Image, Dijkstra argues that 
Williams is not androgynous: "The concept of androgyny represents the fusion of male 
and female. Both Weininger and Williams emphasized ihe polarity of male and temale. 
even in the same person" (46) Peter Schmidt also notes that, despite Williams 
definition of the "supplying female," "Williams's conception of shaping genius, however, 
may remain predominantly androcentric" (6) 

14 I am indebted for this discussion to Clarke 
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^̂  Arguing Williams' mother as his muse, Driscoll says that her study "explores 
not only the complex configurafion of the mother-son relationship, but Williams' 
progressive understanding of himself, particulariy in terms of the androgynous, 'female' 
aspects of his character" (10). Observing Williams as appropriating the dismpting power 
of speech to the fixity of wrking through his mother, Conrad also concludes that 
"Williams' poetics actually celebrate a ritualized violation of the woman in In the 
American Grain as well as Yes, Mrs. Williams, forcing an inscription upon the female. 
wrifing upon the female, wrifing upon the body of the mother" (144-6). 

'̂  Actually, for Williams, this Ikerary sterility directly points to Pound 
A man may live for a fime on a gathered hoard of skills, granted, but 

if he live his meat will mn out unless replenished about him. He will continue 
to produce only if his attachments to society continue adequate If a man in 
his fatuous dreams cuts himself off from that supplying female, he dries up his 
sources—as Pound did in the end heading straight for Ikerarŷ  sterility (12) 

1 7 

Butler explains: "Some psychoanalytic accounts would argue that femininity is 
based in the exclusion of the masculine, where the masculine is one "part" of a bisexual 
psychic composkion" (54). For Bufler, normative heterosexuality is made up of the 
repression and exclusion of this binary of masculine/feminine, and the coexistence of the 
binary is bisexualky that "is said to be 'outside' of the Symbolic and that serves as the 
locus of subversion is, in fact, a constmction wkhin the terms of that constitutive 
discourse, the constmction of an "outside" that is nevertheless ftilly "inside," not a 
possibilky beyond culture, but a concrete cultural possibilky that is refused and 
redescribed as impossible" (77). Moreover, Butler defines: "Within psychoanalysis, 
bisexualky and homosexualky are taken to be primary libidinal dispositions, and 
heterosexualky is the laborious constmction based upon their gradual repression" (77) 



"Make It New"—Metamorphic Fluidkies. Circulation, and Gojd 

Tching prayed on the mountain and J S ^ C r * hsin' 
wrote MAKE IT NEW 

on his bath tub 
Day by Day make it new 

cut underbmsh 
pile the logs ^ 
keep k growing. (53/264-265) 

"Make k new, make k new as the young grass shoot." 

rAHH 
Confucius on "La rivoluzione continua. " 
King Tching T'ang on Government. Part of the inscription on the king's 

bath-tub cited by Kung in the To Hio II. I. 
The first ideogram (on the right) shows the fascist axe for the clearing OMay 

of rubbish (left half) the tree, organic vegetable renewal. The second ideograph is 
the sun sign, day. 

"renovate, day by day renew. " 
The verb is used in phrase: to put away old habit, tlie daily increase of plants, 

improve the state of restore. (JM 112-3) 

As Gilbert and Gubar have noted in their preface to No Man's Ixind, Pound's 

statement, "make k new," seems to be "gender-free" (2 xi) In a subsequent argument, 

Gilbert and Gubar claim Pound as masculinist in that he linked modernity vyith 

masculinity as in his translator's review of Gourmont's book .Although he pursues some 

aspects of extreme masculinky, at the same time. Pound ambiguously presents a gender-

neutral facet of modemist aesthetics through the ever-flowing and changing movement 

towards an "unwobbling pivot" or "unwavering axis," ^M ^ In this context, the 

notion of the gender-free might become a desexualizing one, as in Gilbert and (jubars 

argument; otherwise, this notion may lead to the notion of the fluidities The fluidities 

can be also seen as the locus of the gender-free or neutral vyhere the masculine gender 

111 
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maintains kself under the name of the third person, the neuter. .As I have memioned in 

the first part of this chapter, several feminists even argue this notion as another name of 

the masculine. However, in my study of Pound, rather than taking the positions of the 

curt-ent feminist theorists upon this comroversial nofion, I have argued that the fluidities 

represent the locus of the in-between or a kind of blurt-ing beyond the categonzed notions 

of gender. 

Metamorphic Fluidkies 

I have seen the God Pan and k was in this manner I heard a bevyildering and 
pervasive music moving from precision to precision wkhin itself Then Iheard 
a different music, hollow and laughing. Then I looked up and saw two eves 
like the eyes of a wood-creature peering at me over a brown tube of vyood 
Then someone said: Yes, once I was playing a fiddle in the forest and 1 vyalked 
into a wasps' nest . 

Our only measure of tmth is, however, our own perception of tmth The 
undeniable tradkion of metamorphoses teaches us that things do not remain 
always the same. They become other things by swift and unanalysable 
process. {LE43\) 

Certainly, to "make k new" is to change something or is meant to infinitely 

transform the worid (Murtay 56). Rather than a gender-fixed notion of either the 

feminine or the masculine, "make it new" is a gender-mobile notion that shows the 

continuously flowing fluid world comprising masculinity as well as femininitv In 

a sense, thus, my argument might appear to indicate androgynv or bisexualitv As 1 

discussed in the previous part of this chapter, however, I don't want to conclude that 

Pound is bisexual or androgynous, but to show his gender matters in terms o\' fluidity o\ 

mobility This fluidity accompanying metamorphoses is characteristic ot his art. poetu 

writings, economics, and politics, because "make it nevy" becomes not only the avoidance 



of tradkional techniques as a Ikerary banner but also an implicit political messaee oi 

proto fascism relating the "rivoluzione continua" of Italian Fascism to the ideogram 

(Nicholls, Ezra Pound 113). 

Cking Walter Pater's aesthefics in detail,^ Peter Nicholls also observ es that 

"Pound was trying to establish a similarly 'fluid' type of religious or v isionarv- sensibilitv 

and his eariy speculations about 'energy' and 'vibrations' conflated a scientific' 

vocabulary wkh notions drawn from theosophy to produce a syncretic (and avowedlv 

'modem') idea of mythopoetic awareness" {Ezra Pound 8), In other words. Pound's 

metamorphic fluidkies, for Nicholls, stem from a mythopoetic avyareness of the fluid and 

the abstract, in contrast wkh the concrete, which Pound seeks for in "direct treatment of 

the 'thing.'" This mythopoetic awareness as fluid and abstract is effectively opposed to 

the hard and concrete scientific objectivism. Rather, the fluid that blurs the solid forms 

and mixes the fluids becomes the power of transformation, metamorphoses Pound's 

"fluid" type of visionary sensibilky is, thus, the root of his metamorphic fluidities, flux 

Leonard Barkan maintains that the worid of flux as metamorphosis is a "reaction against 

the masculine-dominated world of stabilky" to be believed in an "aesthetic that is 

personal, nonlinear, and fluid" (18). Quoting Barkan, Clarke also defines metamorphic 

allegories in patriarchal cukure as being "bound up with representations of the feminine, 

primarily because of the ideological status of the female as daemonic supplement, "* hei 

systemic assignment to an ambivalently secondar\' position" {Allegories 11^) 

The ambivalent metamorphoses of the feminine representation are vyell presented 

in Pound's Canto 25 
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And thought then, the deathless. 
Form, forms and renewal, gods held in the air. 
Forms seen, and then cleamess. 
Bright void, wkhout image, Napishtim, 
Casfing his gods back into the vouq.^ 

" as the sculptor sees the form in the air. 
" as glass seen under water, 
" King Otreus, my father.. .̂  
and saw the waves taking form as crystal. 
notes as facets of air, 
and the mind there, before them, moving, 
so that notes needed not move. (25/119; Pound's ellipses) 

Kevin Oderman notes that the analysis of Canto 25 has "the positive value of revealing 

Pound's poetic strategies and providing a sense of relation of mediumistic sexuality" 

(71). Though Oderman emphasizes the importance of Canto 25 in terms of the analysis 

of a connected passage, the above-cked lines seem to be condensed enough to reveal 

an interrelated nofion of sexualky and metamorphoses in Pound, these lines eflectivelv 

show the dialectical movement of masculine/feminine binaries through the renewal of 

forms and "Bright void," and I will discuss this gender dialectics in the follovymg 

In Canto 25, there are two kind of vision—"one in which forms are seen (the 

gods) and one in which no forms are seen (bright void)—and it is the latter which is 

called nous [voug]" (Oderman 89). In particular, Oderman suggests that Pound seems 

"to have been familiar with this 'bright void' as a mental -element'" as early as h'os (the 

publication of "Histrion"), and Oderman argues: "the subject of'Histrion" does appeal to 

be the same as, or at least similar to, the subject of the passage from Canto 25 In both 

there is a bnght void, and the intermktent superposition on that yoid of forms (gods oi 

'Masters of the Soul')" (89) More interestingly. Orderman explains this process as 

"Form, then the bnght void, then the return into form" (̂ 0̂) In this instance, toim and 
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anti-form (bright void) —presence/absence—significantly transform themselv es into 

"Form" but associated wkh the goddess, Aphrodke,^ and the waves (water, liquidity) is 

taking a form as crystal. Pound writes of the forma. 

The forma, the immortal concetto, the concept, the dynamic form which is 
like the rose pattem driven into the dead iron-filings bv the magnet, not bv 
material contact with the magnet kself, but separate from the magnet Cut off 
by the layer of glass, the dust and filings rise and spring into order Thus the 
forma, the concept rises from death. . . {GK 152) 

This forma may be a loose concept in this context, but seems to indicate something else. 

an invisible but immortal order. The forma appears to be lost when "the glass has sunk 

back under the water so far that it can no longer be seen" as in "glass seen under w ater" 

(Davie 222). The notes of music are of importance, because at the level of the forma. 

"the artists of a period are at one with the conceptual thinkers", "The mediaeval forma 

that Pound particularly values is re-created whenever the tradition of song (originating. 

Pound thinks, in Provence) is momentarily recovered, for instance by Henry Lavys in 

England in the seventeenth century" (Davie 221). Indicating the neo-Platonic 

"signatures," ihe forma is seen as the water, "the waves taking form as crystal " I his 

crystallized form of the waves becomes, thus, the visible of the invisible, ihe forma 

The first nofion the forma, in this process, seems to be airy or ethereal like 

musical lines or notes without a definke pattem. Th\s forma is also invisible as in a glass 

under the water. Intenruption of "bright void" with the emergence of Aphrodite carries a 

new, metamorphosed/orwa which is the crystallized form of vyater, wav es I lere, the 

waves, water as supplement, gives the forma hardness, cr\stallization, that goes bevond 

the dead concept. As Oderman suggests, actually, the passivity or receptiyity of "bright 

void" in the mental ftinction of Pound makes this transformation, renewal, of the f"rnui 
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In Pound's remarks, moreover, the function of the poet as the feminine unselfish 

receptacle is ambivalently described in "The Serious Artist" (1913): 

I mean that they [the so-called great poets] have been bom upon the stroke of 
their hour and that k has been given them to heap together and artange and 
harmonize the resuks of many men's labour. This very faculty of 
amalgamation is a part of their genius and k is, in a way, a sort of modesty, a 
sort of unselfishness. They have not wished for property 

The men from whom Dante bortowed are remembered as much for the fact 
that he did bortow as for their own composkions At the same time he gave 
of his own, and no mere compiler and classifier of other men's discoveries is 
given the name of "major poet" for more than a season. We might 
come to believe that the thing that matters in art is a sort of energy, something 
more or less like electricky or radioactivky, a force transfusing, vyelding, and 
unifying. A force rather like water when k spurts up through v erv bright sand 
and sets k in swift motion. You may make what image vou like {LE 49) 

Salah el Moncef mentions modesty and unselfishness of the poet as rather "selfless" and 

discusses Pound's term "amalgamation", this inceptive ftinction of the poet becomes a 

selfless reflector of "many men's" voices (134). Noting the specular relation between the 

poet and his amalgamation, Moncef says: "In a strangely infectious way, this reyersible 

function of the ego scriptor (a specular double of other men and a female matrix) 

eventually marks the reversibility of the Poem itself its status as an androgynous 

signifying body oscillating between its ideal of formalized being and its nightmare of 

fragmented nothingness, between the chaos of uterine vacancy and the (pro)creatiye 

plenitude of semantic presence" (138). It is tme that the female matrix of Pound may be 

understood as nothingness or vacancy of the uterine, but, this utems can contain 

procreafive water. Furthermore, a female creative matrix of Pound, in this context, mieht 

be said to be water of the uterine, amniotic fluid, while in the aboye cited passaue he 

underscores the modesty or unselfishness Indeed, rather than electricity or radioactiv ii\, 
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his conception of energy, a force transftising, welding, and unifying, is like that of water 

As in ks spurting up through very bright sand—like crystals of silica—and sening it in 

swift motion, this water is rather like the waves, the crystallized form of water 

Arguing Pound's four installments of "The Serious Artist" as a response or 

sparring wkh Dora Marsden's lead, Clarke maintains that "Aesthetic electrovitalism of 

this sort was available in Marsden's commentary on his previous installment" (Dora 

113). Through this prompting, "Marsden put Pound up to the task of defining his artistic 

credo" {Dora III). Clarke writes: 

perhaps somewhat deliberately. Pound was following Dora Marden's lead 
Or, at least, he was following her leaders, the many articles that led otTthe 
Freewoman and the New Freewoman, which had alreadv traced a progress or 
progressive reaction against democratic individualism—suffragist feminism 
and toward the anarchistic individualism of "Stirner, Nietzsche and 
Upward."(Dora 110) 

If Pound's "The Serious Artisf can be said as originating out of Marsden's prompting 

and luring, as Clarke notes, this essay may be seen as Marsden's achievement, not 

Pound's {Dora 111). Thus, Pound's appropriation of Marsden's electrovitalism, as in mv 

quotafion of Pound in the previous paragraph, inevitably seems to carr\ the female 

aspects of cosmic philosophy, liquidity, even though he tned to suppress'" them in the 

first page of "The Serious Artist" in terms of referting to Sydney's Defense of Foesy in 

a way reminiscent of his attempt to confirm patrilinealitv of art Howeyer, as Clarke 

underscores Marsden's contribution, her anarchistic, amorphous individualism out of a 

feminine fluid matrix seems to make Pound conceue the androgynous fc^rma. and in this 

case her force of prompting and leading him to define his poetics can be said to be a 
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feminine "transftising, welding, and unifying" liquidity out of matemal creative amniotic 

fluid. 

Even though Pound is oscillating between the masculine and the feminine, his 

nofion of amalgamation goes beyond the matrix of gender. In fact, this amalgamation 

appears to be a process of metamorphic transformation of "make it new" in that by this 

process the so-called great poet can be created with woman-manliness and man-

womanliness. Accompanying modesty and unselfishness, amalgamation requires the 

compiling and classifying as a prerequisite for the birth of the androgynous great poets 

Showing contradiction, here, in his translator's postscript to Gourmont's book. Pound 

wrkes: 

The dead laborious compilation and comparison of other men's dead 
images, all this is mere labor, not the spermatozoic act of the brain 

Woman, the conservator, the inherkor of past gestures, clever, practical, as 
Gourmont says, not inventive, always the best disciple of any inventor, has 
been always the enemy of the dead or laborious form of compilation, 
abstraction. {NPL 309) 

Compilation and conservation are so deadly laborious that these fijnctions are not 

the inventive masculine. Considering the dates of publication—the translation of 

Gourmont's book in 1921 and "The Serious Artist" in 1913—rather than a transition o\' 

his thought, his very contradiction of gendered metaphors seems to stem from his ovyn 

ambivalent attitude towards the masculine and the feminine In addition, his 

classification of the labors between the inventive and the inherited or conservatiye clearlv 

presents his acknowledgement of the binary of masculine feminine in his meiaphois In 

a way, thus, his notion of amalgamation represents an in-betvyeen vyay of the categori/ed 

sex in terms of feminine, demonic, and metamorphic supplement As Monce: indicates. 
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amalgamation brings Pound his own authorial death, his own acknowledgement of 

nothingness, in order to receive and reflect other authoritative men's voices (135) Or 

perhaps, as Clarke speculates, "The Serious Artist" kself shows Pound's forced 

acknowledgement and recognkion of the intellectual precedence of Marsden, and he 

inevitably has to take a feminine receptive poskion, then, to amalgamate.'^ Becoming a 

selfless receptacle also means becoming a feminine lack or nothing In Pound, thus. 

amalgamation ftincfions as supplementary, "Because he [Pound] perceives it [the 

necessky of giving poetic credk to his Poem through the endless drift of other author

itative names and voices] as an 'amalgamating' necessity, supplementation in Pound 

becomes a poetic form of rationalization—that is, a justification through poetic method of 

the specular relation of desire that defines the poet in relation to other authoritative men" 

(Moncef 135). Further, Pound ironically mirtors other men and women's voices through 

his forced appropriafion of the feminine by way of Marsden, his androgynous blurring of 

sex and gender seems to be from his admission into himself of the shaping force of the 

matemal feminine, which might be represented as Marsden's editorship 

As Clarke remarks the feminine as daemonic supplement in metamorphic 

allegories. Pound's amalgamation also indicates his poskion as supplementary. it seems 

to be difficuk to discem which gender is supplementary, because his gender 

representation is ambiguous. In this respect, however, it is clear that Pound assumes the 

gender role both of the feminine and the masculine, and goes beyond the fixed gendei 

identity in tenns of amalgamation Therefore, in my study, I would see the gender o\' 

metamorphic fluidkies as feminine, in that these fluidities may be viewed as mediumistK 

and receptive feminine accompanying metamorphoses On the other hand. 
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metamorphoses as the mode of gender dynamics would be ambiguous and ambivalent. 

because the fluid, flux, kself can represent blurting of fixed boundaries, the feminine 

supplementary, fluidity, transgresses the symbolic law, the established, categonzed 

inhibkions and becomes a mpture to the text. 

Circulation of Money. Gold 

The liquid solution must be kept at right consistency, one would sav the due 
proportion of liquid to viscous particles, a good circulation {.\'TL 311) 

Gold is inedible. . .(54/277) 

As a medium of circulation, money is subject to a circulation of its own The 
change of form of the circulating commodities appears, therefore, as a 
movement of money which furthers the exchange of commodities, motionless 
in themselves. The movement of the circulation process of commodities thus 
takes on the form of the movement of gold as a medium of circulation, i e o( 
the circulation of money. (Marx 129) 

As in his dictum, "Go in Fear of Abstracfions," in fact. Pound's life-long 

ambkion and continual and persistent experiments seem to be a pursuit of avoiding 

abstractions or a chaofic disorder {LE 5). These two qualities of abstractions and a 

chaofic disorder have a link to the fluid in that the mythical, metamorphic fluid can 

present an abstract and disorderiy universe, not concrete, hard reality However, m 

Pound, the binaries of hard/soft, solid/fluid, and masculine/feminine are not simple, 

because their relations are mutually supplememary Without the fluid, thus. Pound is noi 

likely to proceed to pursue the solid, phallic hardness As Leslie Heywood points out, 

"fluidity is for Pound a poskive quality, one necessary for circulation and production 

particulariy in his economic theory (9.^) In this respect, Hevwood's argument indicates 

that Pound's economic theoiy emanates from his fluidities, for this theon. emphasizes 
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circulation: for instance, his suggesfion of penshable money, "stamp scnp," to prevent 

the hoarding of money, usury. >̂  For Pound, static or non-circulated money itself, usurv, 

is against nature as well as ks order, because "Gold does not genninate like grain" and 

this stafic gold can create inflation, a superfluky of money {SP 300. 319). 

We consider Pound's metamorphic fluidkies as the represemation of the feminine. 

whereas money, the main issue of Pound's economics, might be a signifier or a sign 

which can-ies the integrated, connected picture for his fragmemed representations of 

polkics, aesthetics, and Ikerary movements.'^ Pound writes: 

Money is a tkle and a measure. If k is metallic it is subject to assay to ensure 
that the coin is of specified fineness and weight The use of such money still 
falls under the classification of barter When people begin to understand the 
ftinction of money as title, the desire to barter disappears The beauty of 
the designs on ancient coins rightly symbolizes the dignity of sovereignty 
inherent in royal or imperial responsibility. The disappearance of numismatic 
art coincides wkh the cormpfion of the govemments concemed ("Visiting 
Card"'^ SP 296) 

Money is, for Pound, only a medium or means, because money is abstract and non-

referential; however, the coin is different in that the coin is hard, concrete gold ' ' 

Pound's conception of inflation, chaotic over-production of nonreferential signs, is 

connected to the notion of excess: "Real FNFLATION only begins vyhen you issue 

MONEY (measured claims) against goods or services that are undeliverable (assignats ot 

the French Revolution issued against the state lands) or issue them in excess of those 

WANTED" {SP 265). He also sees the overplus, overproduction as the disturbance to 

the creative process of art: "All genius wornes the dud, 1 think, by reason v\ the oveiplus 

You will not get another Gaudier-Brzeska because such a sculptor can not exist save 

when the lively general intelligence and the formal perception are combined vyith the 
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drive to ceaseless animal action" {JM9\). Pound declares: "INTLATIOX is one danger 

STAGNATION is another. Gesell, the South American monetar>- refonner. saw the 

danger of money being hoarded and proposed to deal with k by the issue of 'stamp 

scrip'" {SP 265). If inflation, the excess of money, is one danger, stagnation, the lack of 

money, may be another. 'While Pound regards money as a sign, the measure of value, as 

a phallic operafion for the excess and nothing of money, he eventually suggests the 

totalitarian solution as in Gesell's monetary reformation"" 

According to Marx, "Money is a crystallization of the exchange value of 

commodkies which they themselves form in the process of exchange" (51) Here, 

Marx's definkion of money and exchange value seems to illustrate a way to lead to 

Pound's economics: "While labor which creates exchange value is abstract, universal 

and homogeneous, labor which produces use-values is concrete and special and is made 

up of an endless variety of kinds of labor according to the wav in vyhich and the matenal 

to which it is applied" (33). In Marx's notion, exchange value is specified as abstract, 

and universal, while use value is concrete and special Furthermore, the process of 

exchange becomes the formation of money, and the mutual relations of commodities as 

the process of exchange eventually constitute circulation .\s Marx tinds the process ot 

exchange as that of the formation of money, the means of exchange, money, may be 

similar to woman in that for Pound money, gold, is ambualently oscillating between 

good and evil, as in his ambiguous attitudes toward the feminine As Ingaray suggests, 

thus, this ambivalence of money or gold as a crvstallization of exchange value appears to 

be close to the notion of the feminine 



Marx's notion of usury illuminates Pound's abhortence of the hoarding of monev 

in that Marx presents usury as solidified money: the fluid, liquid, and circulating 

money is curt-ency, the fluid form of weakh, the elixir of life, while the solidified. 

petrified, and non-circulating money is usun,-, the stone of wisdom " Bv means of 

universal medium, money, the circulation of commodky—money—commodity 

metamorphoses into specific, concrete, and individualized value, and this can be 

rephrased as transformation of species—universality—individuality 

C—M—C can, therefore, be reduced by abstract logic to the final form S 
U—I in which S, standing for species, forms the first extreme, U. signifying 
universality, forms the connecting medium, and I, individuality, constitutes 
the last extreme. (Marx 119) 

This transformation from the first extreme to the last extreme is created by the 

metamorphic, universal exchange value, money, and this money can also signify vyoman 

who circulates and is universalized. This circulating money, vyoman, vyhich mediates 

commodkies, is a means of exchange that ftilfills the metamorphic fluid interchange o\ 

matter. These interchanges, for Marx, can present the metamorphoses of species-

universality-individuality, and the universality or generality as the connecting medium 

signifies money as well as woman The mediators both of money and vyoman, thus, seem 

to be previledged to have the power of metamorphic exchange, vyhile they are, in this 

case, signifying the signs of universal value and its bearer 

In Pound's poem of metamorphic fluidities, "Histrion," the golden melted 

metaphor can not be overiooked, for this metaphor provides us with a more explicit 

connecting point between metamorphoses and fluidities The malleable gold through 
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which the poet persona transforms himself imo '"the great souls" is a melting and 

receptive vehicle or receptacle in this poem: 

'Tis as in midmost us there glows a sphere 
Translucent, moken gold, that is the "F' 
And into this some form projects itself 
Christus, or John, or eke the Florentine; 
And as the clear space is not if a form's 
Imposed thereon. 
So cease we from all being for the time. 

And these, the Masters of the Soul, live on. {CEP 71) 

Pound's deployment of metamorphic fluidkies can be said to manifest particularly in the 

use of personae, masks. In "Histrion," Pound's receptive and melting "I" through vyhich 

the souls of great men such as Villon, Dante, and even Chnst and his ovyn indiv iduality 

mek into each other appears to show the matemal vacant, receptive space of the utenne 

This space of the utems—reminiscent of Kristeva's subjectal space signifying the space 

of no unique and fixed subject and showing an infinite series of identities is soft but 

safe from the hard, extemal reality The soft melting, malleable gold, "I." is a perst^na, 

mask, through which the poet mirtors and distances himself from hard realitv In this 

context, Clarke notes that "A metamorphosis represents a trayesty of identitv, a di

vestment that sheds one identity vyhile allowing for the donning or emergence of another" 

{Allegories 11). As Kenner suggests, as in the title of Fersonae, personae impiv not 

merely masks but a man donning them ("Broken" 3) In terms of the clothes tigure. 

Clarke relates the notion of metamorphosis to variable change of identity, as in Pound s 

use of personae through which he can experiment vyith identities, search tor self \s 

Butler's notion of "femininity or womanliness as a masquerade' to get the ph.illus in a 



heterosexual matrix indicates, the use of personae seems to be related to the feminine. 

in that the poet, by wearing and donning personae, seeks for the dead symbolic father's 

phallus. This transformation of assuming masks is fluid, variable, and multiple, and. 

thus, perhaps, signifying the feminine. 

Along with my discussion, Christ also claims Pound's persona as having feminine 

qualkies. Cking Pound's explanation about his search for self. Christ says that the mask 

"exists in constant tension wkh an identity which is mukiple, inchoate, constantly 

shifting", thus, "Pound's quest in his poetry resembles the quest of individual 

personae in their metamorphoses of self (44). Pound expresses personae as a search for 

identky: "One says 'I am' this, that, or the other, and wkh the word scarcely uttered one 

ceases to be that thing" {GB 85). Pound's experiments with masks certainly indicate his 

deployment of feminine metamorphic fluidkies, because these fluidkies are presented as 

the soft, inchoate, and variable self in him In this respect, Irigaray's notion of the 

feminine can be related to Pound's use of personae as the deployment of the feminine 

qualky. For Irigaray, "Woman is a common noun for which no identity can be defined," 

and "Presupposed is an excess of all identification to/of self But this excess is no-thing" 

{S 230). Woman does not have any identky nor any form but "an excess of all 

identification," "nothing." Moreover, woman is "indefinite, in-finite" and 'Torm is new^ 

complete in heF', the "incompleteness in her form, her morphology, allows her 

cominuously to become something else" {S 229) This "something else" is, for Pound, 

metamorphosis. Metamorphosis brings Pound nothing excess of self, for this 

nothing/excess of self comes from a non/multiple metamorphic identity 
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Pound's acknowledgement of nothing/excess is impressively described in these 

lines: 

OY TII, OY TIZ'? '̂ Odysseus 
the name of my family. 

" I am noman, my name is noman" 
but Wanjina is, shall we say, Ouan Jin 
or the man wkh an education 
and whose mouth was removed by his father 

because he made too many things (74M27) 

Carroll F. Tertell glosses; in Australian folklore, "Wanjina, 'the son of a god,' created the 

world by saying the names of things. But Wanjina created so many objects that his father 

closed his mouth so that he cannot speak" (365). This tale of the naming and creation of 

things illustratively shows the close relation between discursive and monetary' 

representation in Pound. In these lines of the first Pisan section, however, above all. 

Pound's feeling of nothing/excess is well presented presumably from his experiences of 

imprisonment in Pisa. Perhaps, Pound's invocation of Odysseus's "OY TII" may reveal 

his wish to escape his reality as in Odysseus's escape from the Cyclops by this name, and 

his humiliation over his failed economics and polkics. In fact, through his failed attempt 

towards the totalkarian, patriarchal order, in these lines, Pound ironically describes his 

own recognkion of nothing/excess, nothing is out of his nomanhood, and excess out of 

Wanjina. In this process, the resuk of over-production, excess, is rather hornble because 

the procreative hole, mouth, was removed bv the phallic intervention, and this removal 

also retums to the nothing, vacancy 

As Marx defines, gold has a contradictory quality in that gold can be a measuie of 

value from its vanabilitv as well as a standard of price from its being fwed as a constant 
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unk of weight (83). These opposke features of gold may draw two different notions-

gold as a pure sign and a metamorphic medium for transformation. In Pound's 

metamorphosis, gold as metaphor functions as a melting, receptive vehicle so as to 

reflect and double many men's voices, whereas gold as sign seems to present rather an 

integrated picture for his fragmented, myriad voices from the past. 

In this regard, Jean-Joseph Goux provides some helpful readings for discerning 

Pound's fragmented voices between the subject and the object in that Goux manifests the 

relation between sexualky and economics: 

use-value is determined solely by the "physical properties of the 
commodky"—that is, by the empirical object, as a prop, with the diverse and 
accidental qualkies inherent in corporality—exchange-value, on the other 
hand, expresses the commodky's substantial, permanent base, its essential, 
universal identity; k rests on the elimination of all empirical determinism 
Use-value is the physical, incarnated, perceptible aspect of commodity, while 
exchange-value is a supernatural abstraction, invisible and supersensible No 
biologist's scalpel has ever found a person's soul or anima, just as "hitherto, 
no chemist has been able to discover exchange-value in a pearl or a diamond " 
(19) 

Exchange value as abstraction is, here, signifying universal identity that is invisible and 

supersensible in alchemy The crystallization of abstract exchange value is money, gold, 

and the circulation and liquidation of gold is the main key of Pound's economics As 

Marx remarks, "this surplus or superabundance of products constitutes the proper sphere 

of exchange," and "Superfluous products become exchangeable products or 

commodkies" (168). This excess of exchange value is transferted to the phallus as in 

gold and woman in terms of Goux's homology "The penile object, goes the response 

'constitutes the natural model of excess and lack', it represents functions that produce an 

excess'" (Goux 28). As gold is not only negatively superfluous but also the positive form 
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of abundance, in this homology of gold as exchange value and the phallus, the turgid 

penis is "the site of unproductive expenditure, that which surpasses immediate needs, it is 

the ske of the superfluous (and defertable) expenditure. " (Goux 28-9) 

Supplementary elements have some relation wkh superfluous elements, because 

superfluous elements govem the circulation of the over-flowing excesses. In Goux's 

term, the universal or general exchange value has a link to the excess (31). According to 

Goux's reading of Freud and Marx, thus, the phallus's unproductiveness and its 

superfluky lead to the excess as the universal exchange value. 

Furthermore, for Goux, gold (which lacked concreteness and becomes an object) 

has some similarkies wkh the phallus as a part object: 

Just as libidinal unky is achieved in the subordination of component dnves 
issuing from the genkal zone (which nonetheless remains one drive among 
others), so various concrete types of labor find their universal expression, their 
common character as human labor in general, in the concrete labor invested in 
gold and silver. In both cases, a convergence (the selection of a center) 
provides a place for the measure of exchanges, in effect by reducing the 
various concrete investments (particular concrete labor or partial components) 
to their universal abstract expression (human labor or libido) but //; truth bv 
expressing all these concrete investments in one special concrete inyestment, 
which is condensed in an object: gold, the sexual organ (25) 

While Irigaray sees women as exchange value, which signifies the universality and 

generality, the measure of human labor, for Goux, this universality is condensed into 

gold, the sexual organ, the phallus. Comrary to Irigaray, in this case, Goux posits gold 

and phallus as part objects signifying lack/excess as in the objets petit a such as mother's 

voice, gaze, and breast. Thus, the phallus, rather than a transcendental or previledged 

signifier, becomes the fetishized object such as dismembered, fetishized part objects the 

feminine gaze, voice, and breast. Pound's nothing/excess can be, therefore, seen as 
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Stemming from metamorphic transformations as well as his own masculinity, that is to 

say, the phallus' superfluky and unproductiveness. 

Discovering Pound's fusion of sexuality with economy to come from Gourmont's 

Natural Philosophy ofLove}^ Rabate develops rather a dialectical explanation based on 

the Freudian psychology of gold, as symbolic faeces. 

For Pound, therefore, castrafion opens the way to phallic drives, and similarly 
money becomes positive when k is fluid, when circulation is swift and easy, a 
liquidised money loses ks bad smell, k detaches kself sufficiently from the 
anal gift in which k found ks origin. The flow of magnetised money then 
figures the equivalent of sperm in ks orgastic and phallic dynamic The 
creation of forms is achieved when it goes back to a Madame hule. or matter, 
"female chaos." (219) 

As in Goux's homology between gold and phallus in terms of excess/lack. Rabate 

underscores the relation between the "flow of magnetised money" and that of "sperm in 

ks orgastic and phallic dynamic." Just as money is positive when it is fluid and 

circulating, so the phallus becomes the positive signifier when the creation of forms 

retums to the female chaos, matter, in order to fulfill (pro)creatiye process of forms In 

this dialectical analogy, the binaries, sperm/ovule, form/matter would be blurred, and 

gold, a fetish object, can signify both the phallus and the feminine in term of its excess 

lack. This superfluous and supplementary excess brings the circulation, exchange, and 

this process is signifying the metamorphosis of species to universality to individuality 

This metamorphosis of S—U—I in the circulation evemuallv indicates the transformation 

of the generic imo individuality—specific, individualized, and concrete yalue -in teims 

of the abstract, universal exchange value as in commodities, gold, phallus, and woman 
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Pound writes of money, gold, in "Gold and Work" '^ 

All trade hinges on money. All industry hinges on money Money is the 
pivot. It is the middle term. It stands midway between industr^ and workers 
{SP 3\2) 

Gold is durable, but does not reproduce kself—not even if you put two bits of 
k together, one shaped like a cock, the other like a hen. It is absurd to speak 
of k as bearing fhik or yielding interest. To represent gold as doing this 

is to represent k falsely. It is a falsification. {SP 319) 

He describes money as the pivot, and the middle term, while he denies the transmuting. 

transforming power and energy of money to the black myth. Yet, rather, his denial of the 

magical power of money seems to rest on ks non-productivity, for money itself cannot 

create the things like "the platform ticket, the cigarettes, or piece of chocolate" (".A 

Visking Card" SP 277). Thus, money's falsity appears to be its "unjust" reproduction 

and, in this case, k seems to me that he strongly resists the excessive quality of money, 

even though, as we have seen, through this qualky. money, a medium of exchange, brings 

magical transformations. As Rabate has noted, gold is represented as rather good in 

young Pound, while in later Pound gold is seriously presented as bad and eyil (72 3) 

Moreover, Clarke writes: 

Money is daemonic. Money is, if not the root of all evil, at least a povyerftil 
and precarious agent of material transformations .A common metaphor 
allows us to say "gold" to signify the pure and priceless essence of the 
immaterial soul. Yet that very metaphor reduces the spiritual to matenal 
condkions. Gold—the curtency of money—is to the soul of things as the 
metamorphic body is to the proper identky, it transforms values, breaks dovyn 
spiritual properties. Money changes everything (.Allegories 1^-b) 

In this context, perhaps, money, the magical mediator, as for Clarke, tor Pound, is, at 

least, daemonic and powerful Yet, for Pound, money is also necessarily an unchanging: 

pivot resisting "make it new," metamorphic transformation While "make it new 
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indicates tne flux, metamorphic fluidkies, the pivot, the unchanging center in the middle. 

can be seen as Pound's conscious effort to react and resist the fluidities in him Dav id 

Murray sees that the "make k new," kself, presents a tension between the infinitely 

transformable worid and unchanging center, an unwobbling pivot, relevant to both 

Pound's economics and his use of Ikerature and mythology (56). Furthermore, for 

Pound, the unchanging center (the key to equky, stability, and justice) in economic temis 

is "money and the cortect use of k" (Murtay 56), However, as Murtay points out, "The 

trouble is, that money has been more usually treated as in kself a repository of value, and 

an agent of transformation rather than a sign" (56). In this case, rather than a sign, monev 

becomes a mediator for transformations, which later Pound objects to as the black magic 

Money can, thus, show his inner stmggle between acceptance and rejection of the 

metamorphic fluidkies, while he already appropriates and deploys the fluidities In 

Pound's discourse, therefore, the metamorphic gold becomes a mediumistic signifier 

decoding ks fragmented, oscillating presentation betvyeen good and evil ' 

As we have seen, this ambivalent representation of gold comes from its 

excess/lack, and excess/lack of the feminine, as in the phallus, is associated vyith the 

Westemized version of the Orient. In the following chapter, I will deal vyith the 

Orientalism by the lenses of the Orient as the feminine 
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Notes 

1 
Cheadle says that zhongyong, 4^M , is difficuk to understand, because these 

ideograms can indicate the midway as in the Aristotelian golden mean as well as the 
Conftician axis that is "not defined by what k avoids [extr^emesj. but stavs in one place" 
(Kenner, Pound Era 455 eked in Cheadle 93). These two imerpretations seem alike, but 
quke different: "whereas the golden mean is conceived as the midpoint between two 
extremes, the Conftician + {zhong) is a pole or axis of claritv around which nature 
'whiris'- [in The Unwobbling Pivot] "the man of breed stands firm in the middle of 
what whiris wkhout leaning on anything ekher to one side or the other' (X 5) The 
'circulafion about the invariable' kself, ftirthermore. is a positive value But 
Pound's sense of motion around the axis has the virtue at least of cohenng with his idea 
of an active rather than static worid, the idea that Fenollosa proposes in Hie Chinese 
Written Character as a Medium for Poetry as being embodied in Chinese writing" (̂ ^̂ -̂4) 

I am indebted to Bmce Clarke for this notion of mobility 

According to Pater, "Always, the fixed element is the religious observance, the 
fluid, unmixed element is the myth, the religious conception" (cited in Nicholls, Fzra 
Pound 8). 

^ Clarke writes of the notion of the daemonic "The daemonic is nothing if not 
equivocal. The ethereal and aerial realm of daemons is poised betvyeen heaven and earth, 
although immortal like the highest gods, daemons are affected like mortals, subject to 
passions. . Both humans and daemons are moved bv feelings passionate daemons 
behave like mortal persons, passionate persons tum into daemons' (Allegories 11) In 
addkion, Derrida's notion of supplement originates vyith Rousseau "Derrida uses the 
term 'supplement' to convey the unstable relationship between couplets such as 
speech/wrking. For Rousseau, writing is merely a supplement to speech, it adds 
something inessential. In French, suppleeF also means to substitute' (to take the place 
oO, and Derrida shows that writing not only supplements but also takes the place of 
speech, because speech is always already written .Ml human actiyity inyoKes this 
supplementarity (addkion-substitution). When we say that nature' preceded 
'civilization,' we are asserting another violent hierarchy in vyhich a pure presence lauds 
kself over a mere supplement However, if we look closely, vye find that nature is alvyavs 
already contaminated with civilization, there is no onginal' nature, onlv a nnth vyhich 
we desire to promote. Consider another example Miltons Faradi.se I ost may be said to 
rest on the distinction between good and evil A deconstmctiye reading would go 
on to recognize that the couplet [good/evil] cannot be hierarchi/ed in either direction 
without'violence.' Evil is both addkion a/zi/substitution Deconstruction can begin 
when we locate the moment when a text transgresses the A/us // c;/y>o;rs to set up r,.r 
Itself At this poim text go to pieces, so to speak" (Selden and \ViddovssoMl4r«-^) 

http://Faradi.se


According to Tertell's glossary, in Greek "vouc;" means "mind", in 
Neoplatonism "the word is used to suggest intelligence as the active principle of deity in 
the universe" (102). 

Terrell glosses King Otreus as the indicafion of the appearance of Aphrodite. 
"When Aphrodke appeared in disguise to Anchises, she said she was the daughter of 
King Otreus" (102). 

In a sense, the "bright void" sounds like a version of the "luminiferous aether." 
which can also be conceived as a female/cosmic matrix, and I am indebted for this to 
Clarke. 

Q 

In Thinking the Difference, Irigaray notes: "According to an older, more 
cosmogonic tradifion, then, Aphrodke is the daughter of the sea, fertilized bv the divine 
sperm of Uranus (Heaven) without personal coupling. She is the daughter of more male 
and more female cosmic poles bom of Gaia, conceived and cartied in the liquid element 
of the universe, outside any human body" (93-4). 

^ "It is probably in the light of this ambivalent interplay between selfless 
effacement and the poet's natural 'gift' of multiple representation that we should read the 
pronouncement 'There be thy mirtor in men' {The Cantos 554)" (Moncef 134) 

^̂  As Clarke has noted, this suppression of the feminine can be found in Eliot's 
misstatement of the source of this essay as "From The Egoist A D 1913," not from the 
New Freewoman (eked in Dora 235 n. 26) 

'̂  Clarke asks: "Was his 'humanist' stance in 'The Serious Artist' itself entirely 
in eamest or was k ukimately a defensive attempt to avoid confronting the intellectual 
precedence of Marsden's postfeminist, exhumanist anarchism'̂ " {Dora 111) 

'̂  See "A 'Visking Card," SP 285; Pound expounds "stamp scrip" as a "form of 
money that is "subject to tax if k has not been spent wkhin the month does not stagnate " 
For Pound, usury is against the nature and its reproduction: " It stayeth the voung man's 
courting / It hath brought palsey to bed, lyeth / between the young bride and her 
bridegroom / CONTRA NATURAM" (45/230). In some ways, usury is not simply non-
circulating money—k's money that "breeds" on itself, "incestuouslv"—it s "inflating" 
money that demands "interest." In this context, borrovying .\ristotle, Parker notes that 
usury is "a species of'economic incest,' a form of monetary generation linked to an 
'unnatural' kind of biological reproduction" (105) 

'"̂  According to Foucault, "Money receives its value from its tme function as 
sign" (eked in Murtay 62); for Rabate, money "will enable him (Pound) to link the verbal 
seal with the symbolic seal, since it opens the problematics of the name and the bearei of 
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the name, of the signature and ks underwriting, and of circulation of signs in what can 
also be understood as hermeneutical circle" (28). 

1 4 

This essay written in Italian was first pubHshed in Rome, 1942 

Moncef implies that Pound's preference to the coin can be related to his homo-
eroticism; "Naturally, by confining k to the bearing of other men's names. Pound 
qualifies the (pro)creafive poetic word as partaking of an exclusively homoerotic 
process" (138). 

^̂  Pound writes: 
In 1816 Thomas Jefferson made a basic statement that has NOT been properiy 
digested, let alone brought into perspective with various "modern proposals" 
for special improvements of the present damned and destmctive "system" or 
money racket. 

The reader had better FRAME Jefferson's statement: 

" . . And k the national bills issued be bottomed (as is indispensable) on 
pledges of specific taxes for their redemption wkhin certain and moderate 
epochs, and be of proper denominations for circulation, no interest on them 
would be necessary or just, because they would answer to every one of the 
purposes of metallic money wkhdrawn and replaced by them" 

Jefferson to Crawford, 1816 

Jefferson's formula is SOLID. IF the state emks ENOUGH money for valid 
and justifiable expenses and keeps k moving, circulating, going out the front 
door and coming in the tax window, the nation will not suffer stagnation 
STATAL MONEY based upon national wealth must replace GOLD 
manipulated by intemational usurers (.S7̂  266-7, Pound's ellipsis) 

'̂  "As they [certain social relations of production] develop, the mutual relations 
of commodkies crystalize [sic] into various aspects of the universal equivalent and thus 
the process of exchange becomes at the same time the process of the formation of money 
The whole of this process which takes the form of a succession of processes, constitutes 
circulation" (Marx 56). 

'̂  Irigaray notes: "women are exchanged, woman's body must be treated as an 
abstraction It is thus not as 'woman' that they are exchanged, but as vyoman 
reduced to some common feature—their curtent pnce in gold, or phalluses and of 
which they would represent a plus or minus quantity Not a plus or a minus of feminine 
qualities, obviously Since these qualities are abandoned in the long mn to the needs of 
consumer, woman has value on the market by virtue of one single cpiality that (f being a 
product of man 's 'labor ' .4s commodities, women are thus two things at once 
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utilitarian objects and bearers of value'" ("Women on the Market" TS 175). In the same 
way, she states: "Thus 'femininity' is caught in a vicious circle; because she doesn't have 
'it,' she must wish to have 'k' since 'k' is the guarantor of sexual change, but she doesn t 
have 'k' so as to drive up, through her envy, 'ks' market rating as 'general equivalent'" 
{S 114). She also points out that woman's body "transformed into gold to satisfy' his 
auto-erofic, scoptophiliac, and possessive insfincts. . ." (5" 115; Irigaray's ellipsis). Stan 
Smkh sees the connection between money and woman as from the image of the coin in 
that woman "is replaceable, exchangeable, nothing in herself (91). 

^̂  Marx writes: 
Our hoarder appears as a martyr of exchange value, a holy ascetic crowning 
the metal pillar. He cares for wealth only in ks social for and therefore he 
buries k away form society. He wants to have commodity in the form in 
which it is always capable of entering circulation and therefore he withdraws 
it from circulation. He dreams of exchange value and therefore does not 
exchange. The fluid form of weakh and ks petrification, the elixir of life and 
the stone of wisdom madly haunt each other in alchemic fashion. (179) 
The solidification of circulafing money into hoards and the outpouring of 
hoards into circulation is a constantly oscillating movement in which the 
prevalence of the one or the other tendency is determined exclusively bv 
fluctuations in the circulation of commodkies. (183) 

20 See Gender Trouble 43-57 

'̂ In Greek O'V' TII means "No Man" and the "name for himself that Odysseus 
uses to trick the Cyclops" (Tertell 363). In Canto 74, Pound frequently refers to this term 

^̂  Like Goux who presents a Lacanian reading of Freud and Marx, Rabate gives 
some helpfiil notions about the reading of Pound's works based on the combination of 
sexualky and monetary system. Rabate first argues that Pound's "lifelong concern with 
money and economics not only provides a key to his system of thought in which, 
indeed, k rationalises certain important delusions—but also reveals an attempt to inscribe 
the moving and complex signature of his name in the worid of history and art" (183) 
Rabate also notes that gold is an important metaphor for reading both Pound s economics 
and poetic wrkings. While the image of gold associated with woman's beauty functions 
as poskive in the first series of Cantos i-xxv, after Canto xxvi gold becomes "the 
symptom of the 'money-fetish' and of reification of merchandise" (73) Finally, 
according to Rabate's argument, in this stmcture of reversals, sexuality participates as 
Pound's link between usury and sodomy (73). As Murtav points out, here, usur\' is 
associated wkh "gold, money and hoarding, described in terms reminiscent of I reuds 
connection between money and faeces" (59) Murray also savs of Pound's association ot 
usury wkh sodomy as well-known (59-60) \s Rabate observes, thus. Pound is a good 
example of writer's fate "being parallel to the development of psychoanalytical theory, 
from Freud's early texts on the anal character of money, to Lacan s concept of a 
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symbolic law" (Rabate 216). According to Laplanche and Pontalis's definkion, ".At the 
anal stage, the symbolic meanings of giving and withholding are ascribed to the activity 
of defecation; in this connection, Freud brings out the symbolic equation: faeces = gift = 
money" (36). 

Nofing the concept of "circulation," Rabate finds an important connection 
point between economics and sexualky; "People were long ignorant of the circulation of 
the blood . . . Gourmont speaks of a 'circulation nerveuse,' but many people still consider 
the nerves as at most a telegraph wire, simply because k does not bleed when cut" 
(Gourmont 178 cited in Rabate 218). 

"̂̂  The Italian version of this essay was first published in Rapallo, 1944 

^̂  However, as Pound has told us, "k is not money that is the root of the evil." 
and "The root is greed, the lust for monopoly" {SP 317). Even though the magic of 
demonic money comes from ks metamorphic as well as durable qualities, in fact, the root 
of evil rests on the human, not gold. 



CHAPTER V 

ORIENTALIZING AND OBJECTIFYING THE OTFIER 

They cannot represent themselves; they must be represented.—Karl Marx. 
The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte^ 

In Westem logocentric discourse, to some extent, orientalizing is in the same v ein 

wkh objectifying in that those two notions rest on sacrificing and excluding the other In 

this chapter, first utilizing the concepts of Beauvoir and Kristeva concerning time, I vyill 

examine Pound's conception of "the oriental and African vagueness as to time" {GK 162-

3). Surveying the Westem tradkion of objectifying and excluding woman from 

discourse, I will see that the Near East has also been treated as the feminine to the West 

I would, thus, argue that the Near East is signifying representations of the nothing and the 

excess, even though Pound admires the Far East such as Japan and China 

The Near East, for Pound, represents both the excess and the nothing of feminine 

sexuality from which Pound's anti-Semkism also starts In this respect, Kristeva's notion 

of the abjection of the feminine seems to be applied to that of the Orient. This abjection 

of the Orient in the guise of the Near East is markedly presented in Pound's anti-

Semkism. If his anti-Semkism might be viewed as one reflection of his age, the 

sacrificial ritual of the other, his anti-Semkism can also find its deep unconscious root in 

his abhortence of feminine excess and nothing Despite his anti-Semitism, the extreme 

expression of the exclusion of the racial other (the Near East), at the same time, 

modernist Orientalism, in particular Pound's, presents the inclusion of the racial other 

(the Far East). Based on the distinction between the Near East and the far I ast Pound's 
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and other modernists' Oriemalism of the Far East can be seen as a breakthrough awav 

from the dilemma of the Westem idealism.^ 

Despke or beyond his ignorance of the Chinese, Pounds ideogrammic 

method in his poefic wrking especially shows how the poet creatively translates the 

poems and adopts poetic techniques from foreign languages. Yet, as Eliot suggests, this 

translation and appropriation indicate another limitation, in other words. Pound's own 

invention of China, which might be his own reflection upon the oriental other Thus, this 

modernist Orientalism, after all, is a kind of self-mirtoring through the differently colored 

glasses of Oriental cultures. 

As we have seen. Pound does not see feminine as absolutely negative, rather, he 

appropriates feminine fluidkies. Rather than a disorderly, fluid universe especially as in 

his eariy days, his continuous and persistent avoidance of the feminine can be said to 

indicate a pursuk of "hardness," "exactness," and "cortespondence" between the signifier 

and the signified.^ In this regard, k is no wonder that his translation and adaptation of 

ancient China, Orientalism, inclusion of the oriental other, become a means to get a 

phallic "hardness" of poetic writing. Pound writes: 

The study of savages has in our time come to be regarded as almost the 
sole guide to anglo-saxon psychology/* If we reflect on African and oriental 
vagueness as to time, if we reflect on what is often called "feminine" lack of 
punctualky among our more irtkating acquaintance, it shd not unduly 
astonish us that the idea of a MEASURE of value has taken shape slowly in 
human consciousness. {GK 162-3) 

In the above quoted passage. Pound evidently relates "African and onental yagueness as 

to time" to the so-called "feminine" lack of punctuality and expressly describes this 

experience as "irritating " Most astonishingly. Pound also states that this onental 
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vagueness regarding fime derives from the belated shaping of "the idea of a MEASURE 

of value" in "human consciousness." In Pound, therefore, as a lower and underdeveloped 

form of human consciousness, the oriental and feminine lack of punctualky becomes the 

feature of savages outside of Westem masculine logocentrism. 

In a somewhat different context, Stephen Kern suggests that time is fluid or 

"flux," in particular, in terms of Henry Bergson's definkion, and "the stmcture of historv. 

the unintermpted forward movement of clocks, the procession of days, seasons, and 

years, and simple common sense tell us that the time is irteversible and moves forward at 

a steady rate" (29). Consequently, Stephen Kern argues that these features of traditional 

time are also "challenged as artists and intellectuals envisioned times that reversed 

themselves, moved at irregular rhythms, and even came to a dead stop" (29) 

Considering the heterogeneky of private time as conflicting with homogeneous, linear 

public time, Stephen Kern presents Leopold Bloom's time in James Joyce's Ulysses, 

"wkhin the limked duration of the story Joyce widens the temporal range with the interior 

monologues and authorial comments about Bloom's unique experience of time and its 

relation to the infinke expanses of cosmic time" (17). Once again, in Powers of Horror 

Kristeva, who defines women's fime as monumental and cyclical, also notes Joyce's 

Ulysses as one of the great works of modem literature: "Far from preserving us from the 

abject, Joyce causes k to break out in what he sees as prototype of literary utterance 

Molly's' monologue" (22). As Stephen Kern regards Molly's stream of consciousness as 

the rhythm of flow, Molly's durational time, stream of consciousness, itself, embodies the 

spatial, monumental time (Stephen Kem 17) This spatial time opposed to patnarchal 

linear time, thus, makes Pound feel "irtitation" because vyomen's time is vague. 
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"abstract," and, then, lacks punctualky, "exactitude" of fime. Further, for Pound, woman 

alluding to the oriental or African, inevkably becomes a human being who is inferior to 

those who have "the idea of a MEASURE of value." Therefore, considering that the 

Orient has womanly or feminine qualkies, here, his Orientalism can be said to present the 

objectified racial other. Perhaps, from a rather different ground, the modemists' interest 

in China and Japan can be seen as another objectification because modemists' China and 

Japan are just reflections of themselves, the Westemers, China and Japan are looking 

glasses for producing the same, homogeneous copies of the Westem masculine discourse 

Moreover, Pound's remark about the feminine lack of punctuality is strongly 

reminiscent of Beauvoir's point and explanation on the same theme. Beauvoir sav s that 

the feminine lack of punctualky can be explained as a small resistance or "timid attempts 

at revenge" against her experience of waiting for and economic dependence on the male 

(610-1). In this way, her small resistance also contains the denial of masculine 

punctualky of time which, for Kristeva, is masculine, linear time Beauvoir observes that 

woman "takes excepfion to masculine logic" "men's undebatable pronouncements are 

intended to conftise her" (612). Though this conftision causes a dilemma to woman, at 

the same time, woman paradoxically comes to have fluidkies of tmth that are something 

other than men claim. Thus, for woman, there's not any fixed tmth, "It is at the heart of 

the masculine worid kself, k is in herself as belonging to this vyorid that she comes upon 

the ambiguity of all principle, of all value, of everything that exists" (Beauvoir 612) 

Beauvoir's notion about woman's suspicion of the pnnciple of constant identity has some 

echoes in later French feminism, specifically in Ingaray, Irigaray says that fluiditv 

"disconcerts any attempt at static identification" (7.V 111) The sotl, fluid, and feminine 
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conception of time, in Pound, seems to be connected to the Orient, the Near East, as 

Pound expresses the experience of feminine time as "irrkating," thus, the feminine and 

the Near East both signify conftision or disorder. 

As Jones has noted, in some ways. Pound's "sexual metaphysics" appears 

much less "odious" than his anti-Semkism, but "systems of thought give form to ways of 

seeing, and ways of seeing shape response to situations, shape our treatment of others" 

(179). As I discussed in the third chapter, Pound's sexual metaphysics and anti-

Semitism are also represented in the relation between "speculation" and 

"specularization." This specularization/speculation based on the Westem oculocentric 

tradifion is the proposkion of the Cartesian thinking subject and the Lacanian speaking 

subject. For Irigaray, the Cartesian thinking subject and the Lacanian speaking subject 

both are gendered as masculine, for these subjects derive from the male specular relation 

to the feminine other (especially, for Lacan, from the narcissistic mirtor stage) Woman, 

lacking the means of a reflecting mirtor, thus, becomes the reflection of men In this 

way, thought and vision^ (speculation and specularization) are both interrelated, and 

sexed by the masculine. Perhaps, establishing the relation between the subject and the 

object, the Enlightenment, by ks mthless scientific objectivism, participated in the 

justification of inferiority of both the woman and the Onem As Robert Casillo notes, 

"the Orient repeatedly appears in Westem scholarship and literature as implicitly 

feminine and hence castrated"; contrary to the light and transparence of the W estem 

logos, therefore, the Oriem is represemed as a locus of "obscurity" and darkness, and "it 

lacks the creative and regenerative power of the phallic and masculine logos, which 

brings light, darky, and distinction " (Casillo 64) 
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As the Orient is excluded from Westem logocentrism, woman is also excluded 

and materialized, for she is flesh and does not detach herself from the matemal earth 

Because of woman's child rearing practice, in particular, she is excluded form the realm 

of science (Heckman 120). As Remy de Gourmont has remarked, thus, "He [man] alone 

is capable of disinterested works, that is to say of aims unconnected with the physical 

conservafion of the race" (quoted in Sieburth 144). For Pound, these conservative and 

practical aspects of the feminine become his own cosmic female principle It is not 

surprising, therefore, that in Canto 99 Pound says, "man's phallic heart is from heaven / 

a clear spring of rightness" (99/697). Although Pound says, rather than the brain, the 

heart is the container of phallic rightness, the phallic heart is obviously endowed vyith the 

divine right. In this context, I think, Jones's claim is right, "Not only does the first line 

link the male principle wkh the divine order, but the imagery of the second allies it vyith 

the 'luminous details,' the transcendent image" (177). For Pound, the phallus becomes a 

transcendental signifier of the patriarchal culture and its constitution 

As I mentioned in the previous pages, because of their objectification and 

exclusion, the feminine other is similar to the oriental other They both are objectified 

and excluded from the Westem masculine logocentric tradition Above all, an 

unconscious connection to the feminine and the oriental other can be found in the 

contradictory notions of nothing and excess, and these notions are, in Casillo's terms, 

infertilky-nothing and camal-excess: 

As for the Nazis, they were fond of the argument, vyhich is implicit in Pound, 
that the Jews are a desert rather than an agricultural people, and hence 
condemned from the start to cultural stenlitv Here, however, a familiar 
contradiction appears, one that is implicit in Xoltaire's reference Such 
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charges of Jewish infertilky are hard to square with another ftindamental anti-
Semkic assumption, that the Jews are carnal. ("Desert" 269) 

From these contradictory notions of the Jews, Casillo says that there is no consistency in 

Pound's combined charges of Jewish intellectual theorizing or "abstract arguments" 

("Desert" 270). Rather, Pound's attitude toward the Orient is as ambivalent or 

ambiguous as k is toward the feminine, which I discussed in the fourth chapter This 

emotional ambivalence and ambiguity toward the feminine and the Orient ultimately lead 

Pound to a sacrificial ritual of the Near East in the form of anti-Semitism, and I vyill 

examine this vicfimage of the Jews in terms of Freud's totem and Kristeva's abject in the 

second half of this chapter. In the next part of this chapter, thus, I will discuss Pound's 

objectification of the feminine other in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley and some selections of 

poems for the connection between the feminine and the Orient 

Objectifying the Feminine Other^ 

Although, in a kind of subtifle. Pound provides the obkuary of E P (presumably 

the inkials for Ezra Pound), Mauberley mirtors Pound himself in that Mauberley is 

certainly one of Pound's masks or personae^ This Mauberley "strove to resuscitate the 

dead art of poetry" and admired "the sublime" in the old sense {HSM 173) "The age 

demanded," however, the cheap mass production and mass culture which, for Mauberley, 

are vulgarized and inferior: "The 'age demanded' chiefly a mould in plaster, / Made with 

no loss of time, / A prose kinema, not, not assuredly, alabaster / Or the sculpture' of 

rhyme" (174).'° 
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This mass culture is cheap and, moreover, inferior to the high culture of the 

"sublime" in the old sense: 

The tea-rose tea-gown, etc.^' 
Supplants the mousseline of Cos, 
The pianola "replaces" 
Sappho's barbitos. {SP 174) 

The taste of cheap "tea-rose," "tea-gown" presumably by mass production is inferior to 

that of "Cos" which, in Roman times, was "famous for the manufacture of light, 

transparent clothing" (Ruthven 106). In this regard, A. L, French argues against 

Pound's allusion to "the mousseline of Cos" because "Pound is depending on a simple 

and quite conventional estimate of Sappho, and on an 'Isles of Greece' sentimentalism of 

Cos, which the attempted specificky of'mousseline' does nothing to improve", "The 

poet evidently thought that a bare mention of Sappho was enough to bring in, by 

implication, the whole Greek ethos" (430). Though French criticizes Pound's Greek 

allusion for being simplistic, conventional, and sentimental, Hugh Witemeyer seems to 

oppose French's criticism. According to Hugh Witemeyer, both visual, sculptural and 

auditory, musical values are important to Hugh Sehiyn Mauberley "He [Pound] 

habitually used the pianola (player piano) to signify the mechanization and 

dehumanizafion of modern music, a trend for which he blamed nineteenth-century 

impressionist and program music And he used the barbitos to signify the traditional 

kinship between music and poetry" (187). In this process, Sappho's barbitos represents 

the human relationship between music and poetry that once existed in the Greek tradition 

whereas the "pianola" symbolizes modem dehumanized, alienated repetition In terms ot 

these binaries of past/present, thus. Pound shows that "the speaker compares the present 
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age with ks classical heritage and finds the present woeftilly deficient"(Berr>man 33) 

For Pound, these binaries become the human masculine past/ the dehumanized feminine 

present, and his preference is certainly the masculine phallic past. After all, here, these 

cheaply produced mass products of the present, mere repetkions and copies, are sexed as 

female as in the female sexed age of the mass. More importantly, this vulgarized and. 

then, inferior mass culture, from which he is setting Mauberley off, is both sensual and 

senfimental for Pound. For instance, in the poems of "Shop Giri" and "The Tea Shop." 

Pound describes a working-class woman; in effect, in "Shop Girl" Pound juxtaposes 

"Swinburne's women," "the shepherdess meeting wkh Guido," and, in the end, "the 

harlots of Baudelaire" over the image of the shop giri like "a swallow "(.S'A; 116) ' In 

these sequences, the shop-giri seems to arouse sensual feeling in Pound, and in "The Tea 

Shop," saying "The giri in the tea shop" is "not so beautiftil as she vyas," he strongly 

resists her alluring sensualky. Pound's resistance to her youthful sensuality is, therefore, 

emphatically represented as Pound's sentimentally twice-refrained lines—she "vyill also 

will tum middle-aged" {SPo 119). 

In "Poem XI" of Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, Pound describes a type of woman in 

close connection with Gourtnont's notion that sexualky is overtly connoted 

Conservatrix of Milesien' 
Habks of mind and feeling. 
Possibly. But in Ealing 
With the most bank-clerkly of Englishmen'̂  

No, "Milesian" is an exaggeration 
No instinct has survived in her 
Older than those her grandmother 
Told her would fit her station {HSM 179) 
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Through the mask of Mauberiey, Pound implickly crkicizes the polkical fanaticism of 

Maud Gonne in that he reveals his disapproval in a letter to John Quinn written in 

November 15, 1918. Pound writes: 

The other point M. G. omks from her case is that she went to Ireland 
without permk and in disguise, in the first place, during war time 

"Conservatrice des tradkions Milesienne," as de Gourmont calls them 
There are people who have no sense of the value of "civilization" or public 
order. 

She is still full of admiration for Lenin. (I, on the other hand, have talked 
with Russians.) The sum of k being that I am glad she is out of gaol, and that 
I hope no one will be ass enough to let her get to Ireland {L 140-1) 

Quoting the passages above, Espey succinctly observes: "And in his note to the 

translation of Physique de I'Amour, Pound rephrases the tag in a way that includes both 

the original sexual sense and his own generalization: 'Woman, the conservator, the 

inheritor of past gestures. . .' That for Mauberley the 'gestures' are close to 

Gourmont's original intention is made clear by the remainder of the stanza, the 

'conservatrix' living with the most bank-clerkly of Englishmen and the 'bon endroit' the 

suburb of Ealing. Certainly she is no artist,' no stimulus to even the mildest Milesian 

Tale" (71, Espey's ellipsis). In this way, the above quoted lines clearly reflect Pound's 

own liberated, yet tradkional conception of the feminine and sexuality in terms of 

Gourmont's influence. Although that model was Maud Gonne, and, at some point, her 

polkical fanaticism obscured Pound's original intention, '̂  I think. Pound meant to 

express or insinuate sexualky—that is still restricted to the conventional vyay but, m a 

sense, liberated—in a more general way than Gourmont's overt connotation of sexuality 

In fact, his insinuation of sexuality is well presented in the term, "Nfilesian " 

According to Ruthven's glossarv, for instance, "The Greek Milesian Tales, famous for 
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their licentiousness, have not survived. Pound has here adapted a phrase from 

'Stratagemes,' a short story in Remy de Gourmont'sHistoiresMagiques {\S94). 'Des 

femmes, au bon endrok, savent mordre. Elles ne doivent pas etre meprisees, ces 

conservatrices des tradkions milesiennes—mais c'est bien monotone et les artistes sont 

rares.' Pound quotes the words 'Femmes, conservatrices des tradkions milesiennes" in 

the Little Review ([Feb.- March 1919], 7; cf Letters, p. 201). In 1922, he paraphrased the 

French as 'Woman, the conservator, the inherkor of past gestures' {Natural Philosophy of 

Love, p.xvi). Cf line 345" (139). Yet, as Brooker notes, the term, "Nfilesian," "also 

designates a member of the Irish race (after King Milesius whose sons are reputed to 

have conquered ancient Ireland)" (210). Thus, Pound's use of this term may be intended 

to have a double entendre—the erotic and the Irish. Espey gives a more ftill quotation 

than Ruthven: 

. . . Mettre de I'esprk dans la saveur, de Fame dans le parfum, du sentiment 
dans le toucher. . 

Desirs, grenades pleines de mbis prisonniers dont un coup de dent fait 
misseler I'eblouissance,—un coup de dent de femme 

Des femmes, au bon endroit, savent mordre Elles ne doivent pas etre 
meprisees, ces conservatrices des tradkions milesiennes,—mais c'est bien 
monotone et les artistes sont rares. (cited in Espey 70, Espev's ellipses) 

In Gourmont's text, there obviously exist sexual connotations such as "un coup de dent 

de femme"—one of "past gestures"—however, in Pound's translation, these sexual 

connotafions are diluted, generalized. In Pound's text, thus, the "milesiennes" may be 

generally taken both as the erotic and the Insh, while indicating a kind of 

conventionalism rather than sexuality 

Pound presents the waiting scene of Mauberley for the fashionable 

literary hostess: 
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Subjectively. In the stuffed-satin drawing-room. 
I await The Lady "Valentine's commands. 

Knowing my coat has never been 
Of precisely the fashion 
To stimulate, in her, 
A durable passion; {HSM 180) 

According to Humphrey Carpenter, Mauberley "considers two female types", "the 

'educated' middle class Englishwoman in whom 'No instinct has survived. / Older 

than those her grandmother / Told her would fit her station," and the other is "the 

fashionable literary hostess to whom poetry is merely a device for social manipulation" 

(367). As Carpenter notes, thus, Mauberley/Pound's "uncertainties about his clothes and 

the value of his hostess's 'approbation," in some ways, come to bear resemblance to 

Eliot's Prnfrock's.'"* Quofing Pound's poem in Lustra, however, Berryman argues that 

"unlike the fimorous Mauberiey worried about Lady Valentine's approval. Pound has 

never seemed to doubt his masculine appeal"; "Why does the really handsome young 

woman approach me in Sackville street Undeterted by the manifest age of my 

trappings?" (133). Manifesfing the difference between Mauberley and Pound, Berryman 

suggests that unlike Mauberley "Pound knew and gave credit to the women vyho ser\ ed 

as generous and open-minded patrons" (133). Following the lead of Espev, Berryman 

says that "Mauberiey represents a pervasive state of mind" and "It is not to his personal 

habits, but to his prejudices, his mental set, that Pound objects" (134) Dissociating 

Mauberley from Pound, accordingly, Bertyman concludes that Mauberley is an antithesis 

of Pound and represents "the mentalky of the London publishing powers that molded 

public opinion and controlled the presses and that ignored or rejected Pound's vyork and 

caused his fmstration and depnvation" (135) Rather than this dissociation of Mauberiey 
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from Pound, in this context, however, it is important to note the ironic contradiction 

between Mauberley and Pound because k seems to me that Mauberley represents the soft 

and sentimental aspects of Pound which are the antkhesis of the hard aspects and. 

perhaps, the inner surface of Pound which he heavily objects to and rejects for the sake of 

his outer, extemal appearance of masculinism. 

It seems to me that in his account of Mauberiey's female types Carpenter is 

missing something else. What Carpenter overiooks is. to me, that Mauberley/Pound 

resists the social manipulation of the Ikerary hostess.^' Mauberiey/Pound may seem to 

criticize the taste of fashion, which is main interest of women, and its triviality 

Mauberley/Pound is using the clothes metaphor such as "well-gowned approbation" 

"Doubtful, somewhat, of the value / Of well-gowned approbation / Of literary eflbrt. / but 

never of the Lady "Valentine's vocation" {HSM 180). Despite "well-gowned," vyell-

decorated approbafion, Mauberley still doubts the value of Ikerary efforts of those literary 

ladies. In a same vein with Pound's mocking term, "Amygism,"'^ coined after he left the 

Imagist group. Pound denies poetry as the vocation of woman and describes "Poetry, her 

border of ideas, / The edge, uncertain, but a means of blending / with other strata / Where 

the lower and the higher have ending"; if Pound states scientific exactitude as the gist of 

the poetry, certainly, here, that "Poetry, her border of ideas" is the means of "blending," 

may seem pejorative to the hostess, for, in his poetics, uncertainties where "the lovyer and 

the higher have ending" is a kind of limbo {HSM 180) '̂  Thus, I think, rather than a mere 

echoing of Pmfrock, the above-quoted lines are Mauberley/Pound's criticism of the 

feminization of culture'^ which is manipulated by the middle-aged vyoman oi old woman 

who is reminiscent of the phallic, omnipotent mother 
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Along wkh this poim, from hindsight, instead of two types of the female in the 

view of Mauberiey/Pound, k seems that there might be a third type of the female The 

third female type derives from the imagery of "tea-rose," "tea-gown," and the poems. 

"The Tea Shop" and "Shop Giri." The third female type^' might be, therefore, the 

youthftil working-class woman who gives Pound real threats, because she appears to 

represent sensualky, overplus, and excess in tertns of repetition and mimicrv as in mass 

culture and mass production based on a larger consumption. Similar to Baudelaire's 

objectified beggar girl,^° as Peter Nicholls points out, moreover, this working-class 

woman, in a sense, mirtors Mauberiey/Pound in that they both are alienated from modern 

society; in the case of the working-class woman, she is alienated from her own labor and 

ks surplus, and for Mauberiey/Pound, as the poet of the dead and dehumanized age, he is 

alienated from a larger audience, real art, and modem industrial capitalism In addition, 

this third female type is vulgar and lower. At this point, arguing mass culture as the 

feminine other to modemism, Huyssen writes: 

What I am saying is that the powerftil masculinist mystique which is explicit 
in modernists such as Marinetfi, Jiinger, Benn. Wyndham Lewis. Celine et al 
(not to speak of Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud), and implicit in many others, 
has to be somehow related to the persistent gendering of mass culture as 
feminine and inferior . The autonomy of the modemist art vyork, after all, 
is always the resuk of a resistance, an abstention, and a suppression 
resistance to the seductive lure of mass culture, abstention from the pleasure 
of trying to please a larger audience, suppression of everything that might be 
threatening to the rigorous demands of being modern and at the edue of time 
(55) 

That "the powerftil masculinist mystique" is implicit in many others might find a 

proper reference to Pound's gender mechanics because, despite his assertion of male 

supremacy, his gender representations are somewhat ambiguous fhen, of lluvssen's 
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three accounts of the modemist's resistance (to the seductive lure, pleasing a larger 

audience, and time), I think, Mauberley/Pound most strongly resists the seductive lure of 

mass culture from ks sentimentalky and sensualky represented as the overlapping image 

of the "tea-rose," "tea-gown," and the tea shop. 

Noting the irony of Hugh Selwyn Mauberiey's decline from imagism to 

impressionism, Wkemeyer wrkes: 

For Mauberley drifts into what is simply a more sophisticated version of the 
cmde mimetic realism which the "age demands." The only difference is that 
his seismograph is a more delicate instmment than the kinema, his 
consciousness records certain exquiske impressions rather than continuous 
images of the accelerated contemporary world. He has, in a sense. 
succumbed to the age's demand for mimesis at the precise moment vyhen he 
thinks he has escaped far away to his imaginary "Moluccas " Or, to put it 
another way, his [Mauberiey's] earlier sculptural ambitions have been 
infected and perverted, without his realizing it, by the degenerate popular 
aesthetic of his time. (183) 

"The degenerated popular aesthetic of his time" is represented for Mauberley/Pound in 

"the great passive vulva of London," the female chaos Despite his resistance to this 

power of the feminine or ks sexuality, as Witemeyer notes, Mauberiey's sculptural, 

masculine engraving force gives way to the feminizing culture of his age His 

unconscious surrender to "the age's demand" is just a return to the soft, sentimental 

aspects of himself, even though he persistently seeks for masculine, hard, sculptural 

ambkions. In Witemeyer's terms, Mauberiey's "infection," and the "perversion" 

between "his earlier sculptural ambkions" and "the degenerated popular aesthetic," can 

suggest something else, one of Pound's continuous oscillations betvyeen the sofl and the 

hard through the persona 
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Because the effect of a feminizing and vulgarized culture is much bigger. 

therefore, Mauberley is, after all, represented as emasculated. 

Mildness, amid the neo-Nietzschean clatter. 
His sense of graduations, 
Quke out of place amid 
Resistance to current exacerbations. {HSM 184) 

As a resuk of a feminizing culture, amidst mildness and softness, his (Mauberiey's) 

"sense of graduafions" becomes "quke out of place" despke his resistance to "curtent 

exacerbations." As "macerafions" already replace the "phallic and ambrosial", curtent 

exacerbations are the very resuk of emasculation and become the origin of uncertainties 

in Mauberley and Pmfrock. The uncertainties might be opposed to the "sense of 

graduations," "sense of a 'Measure of value,'" and scientific objectivism because these 

uncertainties blur the boundaries. Thus, k seems that the uncertainties are, here, the 

dismptive loci of blurting boundaries. In this respect, Schneidau writes 

She wears the patronage of poetry like a garment, but can't quite decide which 
garment. What is registered here is the emptiness of twentieth-centurv British 
social attitudes, even the avowedly sympathetic, toward art It is manifested 
in the inner uncertainty that all the Lady \'alentine and Ottolines must haye 
fek in assuming, presumptuously as they knew, the mantle of directress of the 
arts (163) 

The feminized cultural ambience of London, represented as the Lady Valentine and the 

Lady Jane, becomes the locus of uncertainties, blending of the higher and the lower 

wkhout graduations. This heterogeneous blending results in the inner uncertainties 

because these inner uncertainties represent the memality of London, the signifier of the 

dehumanized, feminized modern culture Moreover, Mauberiey's picture of London is 

explickly sexualized in that Gourtnont's sexual mechanism greatly influences Pound s 
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Not only \^ Mauberley Pound's farewell to London", k contains in kself a 
definkion of the "female chaos" that now rejected or ignored the pressure of 
his advances. For Pound characterizes the ulfimate dissolution of the age after 
the War as "hysterias, trench confessions, laughter out of dead bellies," in 
which "hysteria," like Mauberiey's "orchid," uses the ftill power of ks Greek 
root, uaxEpa (womb) to reveal the new, "female" formless. (Espey ^^) 

His farewell to London is, in other words, a farewell to the feminine soft, the aesthetics of 

the Nineties and the Pre-Raphaelkes. Despke Pound's insistence to say farewell to the 

feminine soft in order to obtain his masculine advances, in effect, he is trapped in another 

revelation of "the new 'female' formless," "hysteria." In terms of the objectification and 

exclusion of the feminine in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, thus. Pound attempts to take otThis 

uncertainties, ambivalence and ambiguky of sexuality, though the effect of his attempt is 

uncertain. As in his "Pound's Other Homage" Grieve tells us, this farewell is also 

exorcism, purgafion, ai\d Mauberley can represent "a signal moment in his search tor 

poskive value" (28). In this case, the poskive value might lie in Mauberley/Pound's 

pursuk of the masculine ideal, hardness, at the expense of the feminine soft As Gricye 

implies, this exorcism of Pound, the objectification and exclusion of the feminine sofi, 

was not fijlfilled because this exorcism is now taking the shape of anti-Semitism and 

Fascism. 

Objectifying the Oriental Other 

Akhough Pound explickly expresses a prejudice against the ortental conception ot 

time in contrast to the Westem "idea of a MEASURE of value," it seems that Pound 

shows a contradiction in his comments on the Onent In fact, as Robert Casillo aigues,' 

Pound's anti-Semkism^^ implies the deep European prejudice against the Orient 
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especially the Near East. Making a stark contrast with this baleftil prejudice. Pound's 

obsession wkh China^^ and Confijcianism obviously presents another mode of his 

thinking about the Orient, here, the Far East. This divided, and. sometimes, 

ftmdamentally confiising thinking about the Orient shows that, for Pound, the Orient 

which represents masculine virile energy is not the Near East such as Egypt or India, but 

the Far East such as China and Japan. 

In this respect, Zhaoming Qian's claim against Edward Said's Orientalism, vyhich 

mainly deals with the Near East, in particular, Egypt, appears rather reasonable. Qian's 

apparent opposkion to Said's theory derives from Pound's and Williams' enthusiasm for 

China despite Said's obviously well presented models. On the one hand. Pound and 

Williams didn't seem to believe in Westem cukural superiority; what attracted these two 

poets toward the Orient was, on the other, really the afifinkies, "the Self in the Other," 

rather than the differences, "the Otherness in the Other" (Qian 2). Here, Qian's use of the 

term, the Other, seems to me somewhat awkward even while his points are quite helpful 

in explaining the divided concepts of Orientalism Specifically, Qian's main point about 

Pound and Williams' Orientalism as "the Self in the Other" might show undeveloped 

ideas about modemist Orientalism because I think that their Orientalism, especially here 

Pound's Orientalism, represents a self-mirtoring through colored glass by his own 

imagination.^^ 

Rather than "Self in the Other," I would argue that "Inclusion of the Other" is 

proper to understanding modemist Orientalism of the Far East" While Eliot s claim that 

Cathay is the invention of Pound seems a somevyhat sarcastic point, indeed, this point 

might be right because the Orient for the Westem is, as Said points out, representations 
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Yet, k is tme that Pound's translation or transformation eventually becomes the process 

of inclusion of the other, not the exclusion of the other. Foucauk writes the historv of 

exclusion of the other in Westem civilization in Histoire de la folic, whereas the Orient. 

the Far East—though this Far East is not modem, but ancient—seems to be included in 

Westem discourse. In this regard, Jacques Derrida observes: 

The natural tendency to theory—of what unites philosophy and science in the 
episteme—will push rather toward filling in the breach than toward forcing the 
closure. It was normal that the breakthrough was more secure and more 
penetrating on the side of literature and poetic wrking: This is the 
meaning of the work of Fenollosa whose influence upon Ezra Pound and his 
poetics is well-known: this irteducibly graphic poetics was, with that of 
Mallarme, the first break in the most entrenched Westem tradition The 
fascination that the Chinese ideogram exercised on Pound's writing may thus 
be given all ks historical significance. (92) 

Defining the Westem tradkion of wrking as "phonetic," in this often-quoted passage, 

Derrida also notes that non-phonefic scripts like Japanese or Chinese remained, although 

they have phonefic elements, stmcturally dominated by "the ideogram or algebra", for 

Derrida, "we [the Westemer] thus have the tesfimony of a powerfijl movement of 

civilization developing outside of all logocentrism" (89-90) Pound and Fenollosa vyho 

provide the first breakthrough for the Westem civilization become, in this context, 

transgressors who pass through the boundaries of Westem logocentrtsm Ironically, 

however, this practice of transgression carties the inclusion and appropnation of the 

oriental other, the Far East,̂ ^ though this inclusion comes from affinities rather than 

differences. 

Similar to Derrida's point of the Ortent as outside of all logocentrism. Said 

defines the Orient as the Other and presents some definitions of Orientalism in his yerv 

infiuential book. Orientalism "Orientalism is a style of thought based upon an 
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ontological and epistemological distinction made between 'the Orient' and (most of the 

fime) 'the Occident'" (2). While Derrida says that the Chinese ideographic writing giv es 

the break pointing to the "most entrenched Westem tradition," Said somewhat 

differently states that he would try "to show that European culture gained in strength and 

identky by setting kself off against the Orient as a sort of surtogate and even 

underground self (3). In these contrasting remarks of Dertida and Said, their difference 

seems to come from the recognkion of the Far East, for Said seems to overlook the 

Westem appropriation of the Far East in modemist Orientalism. 

However, the Orient by the Westem is not a reality but a representation \ s Said 

points out, his study is about "the intemal consistency of Orientalism and its ideas about 

the Orient (the East as career) despite or beyond any cortespondence, or lack thereof. 

with a 'real' Orient" (5). Once again, Derrida writes: 

In an original and non-"relativist" sense, logocentrism is an ethnocentric 
metaphysics. It is related to the history of the West The Chinese model only 
apparently intermpts k when Leibniz refers to it to teach the Characteristic 
Not only does this model remain a domestic representation, but also, it is 
praised only for the purpose of designating a lack and to define the necessary 
cortections. What Leibniz is eager to bortow from Chinese vyriting is its 
arbkrariness and therefore ks independence with regard to history This 
arbitrariness has an essential link wkh the non-phonetic essence vyhich 
Leibniz believes he can attribute to Chinese writing The latter seems to haye 
been "invented by a deaf man." (Denida 79) 

In quoting Leibniz, moreover, Denida distinguishes the Egyptian "popular, sensory, 

allegorical, wrking" from the Chinese, "philosophical, and imellectual writing" (79) 

Here, again, as we have seen, Dertida definitelv notes two different Orients and 

Oriemalisms. Yet, Oriemalisms of both the Far East and the Near East are, in tact. 
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signifying the ske of excess and nothing, or in other words, a lack, and, then, locating that 

lack outside of "logocentrism." 

Similar to Pound's "'feminine' lack of punctuality" about African and oriental 

vagueness as to fime, Derrida's observafion about a "lack" of the Orient makes the 

Orient the feminine. The Orient is the sterile feminine in that Oriental languages 

are "unheakhy, poorly derived, wkhout beauty, and lacking in productive v igor, despite 

'an unwieldy superabundance of words'" (Robert Kem 77).̂ ^ Thus, the linguistic 

derogation of non-inflected languages is associated wkh a kind of ethnic inferiority and 

was the scientific, linguistic background of nineteenth century Orientalism *An 

unwieldy superabundance of words" contradictorily connected vyith oriental sexualitv. 

here, is nothing other than over-flowing. 

This over-flowing, excess, for Pound, is also presented as swamps or marshes 

MA QVESTO," 
said the Boss, "e divertente" 

catching the point before the aesthetes had got 
there; 

Having drained off the muck by \ada 
From the marshes, by Circeo, where no one else wd. have 

drained k. 
Waked 2000 years, ate grain from the marshes. 
Water supply for ten million, another one million "vani" 
that is rooms for people to live in. (41/202) 

The Boss who has aesthetic penetration or insight more than professional artists, is, for 

Pound, Mussolini, and in this regard the Boss represents not only the masculine or yirile 

energy of "having drained off the muck" but also the embodiment of Confucian 

masculine objectivism, the "thing themselves " Contrary to the oriental excess or oyei 

flowing of the Near East, thus. Confijcianism of the Far I-.ast. China, ofleis masculine 
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virility and anticipates Francis Bacon's "birth of masculine time" in that Confijcianism 

and Chinese characters lead Pound to his totalkarian poetics as well as politics 

Bacon's "birth of masculine fime" is mentioned in Evelyn Fox Kellef s Reflections 

on Gender and Science in which Keller argues that the object of knowledge is. for Bacon, 

the "concrete, material worid—not the world of abstract forms" (19). Accordingly, for 

Farrington, Bacon's Masculine Birth of Time, from the very title, shows the fact that 

"older science represented only a female off-spring, passive, weak, expectant, but now a 

son was bom, acfive, virile, generative" (quoted in Keller 38). In addition to this 

account on Bacon's Masculine Birth of Time, for Keller, the 'key to the birth of a 

masculine, virile science is to be found in the cleansing of the human mind of'false 

preconceptions,' so as to facilkate recepfivity" (38). In many ways. Bacon's concept of 

science as objectivism of masculine discourse is similar to Pound and Fenollosa's 

discovery of scientific, objective language in Chinese characters Hovyever, I vyill leave 

these considerations of science and gender for the next chapter 

As I discussed in the second chapter, Confijcianism has maintained a strong 

misogynist tradifion. Contrary to this tradition, through the worship of Virgin Mary. 

Christianity offers the preservation of the matemal order within the jurisdiction of the 

patemal one. According to Kristeva, this matemal order within that the paternal is the 

gesture of Catholicism that maintains "a certain balance between two sexes ("Stabat 

Mater" 167). In this regard, an Irigaray crkic. Amy M Hollvvyood also suggests that "the 

wound on Christ's side legkimates the wound that is woman's lack tor the male speculai 

economy" and that "Christ in his woundedness is feminized and androgynous" (171) 

While in Christianity the mystics have served as a feminized sphere, Confucian ideologv 
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surely does not have any gap or breach for the feminine. Therefore, Pound's final 

settlement in Confticianism eventually records a phallic identity symbolized in Gaudier 

Brzeska's Hieratic Head of Ezra Pound ̂ "^ 

To a great extent. Pound's theoretical approaches to economics, politics, and 

poetic wrkings are condensed into two Chinese ideograms; '• lE^ ." zheng mmg. "Call 

them by their names" (52/261), and" ffB ," :c/>7n, "Day by Day make k new" (53 :o>) 

The ideograms, " lE^g ," zheng ming, in particular, imply that the patriarchal. 

authoritarian bonding between the signifier and the signified may lead to '7f mot just.^' to 

"the just price," and to the just state (Nicholls, Ezra Pound 191). These ideograms are 

the first maxim of Confiicius; for De Mailla's Histoire "When asked bv King-Kong" 

what good govemment means, Kung replies that it means that 'the master be master, and 

the subject, the subject; that the father be the father, and the son, the son"' (quoted in 

Rabate 101). In other words. Pound's zheng mmg is the very picture of patriarchal order 

of hierarchy. By contrast, as I have mentioned in the fourth chapter, the ideograms, 

" 0f B '" ^''^'''' ^̂ ^ related to metamorphic fluidities because these ideograms, vyhich 

were the symbol of Imagism and Pound's literary banner, signify flux, 'continuous 

renewal" (Nicholls, Ezra Pound 112-3) 

However, the jungle is a material base for continuous renewals and can signify 

"make k new, " xin ri even in the chaotic disorder, thus, this chaotic jungle can be a 

signifier for the excess.^^ The over-flowing excess is just the opposite of nothing a lack 

as in feminine sexuality For Pound, as Casillo notes, "the Near East stands for the 

paradoxical license and bartenness, the darkness and confusion, of demonic matnaichv" 

("Desert" 276) The excess/nothing of the feminine and the Near I ast is. that is to sav. 
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the desert and the swamp; this contradiction as in the feminine indicates Pound's 

ambivalence towards the Near East ("Desert" 281). 

Pound describes: 

this is Mitteleuropa 
and Tsievitz 

has explained to me the warmth of affections, 
the intramural, the almost intravaginal warmth of 
hebrew affections, in the family, and nearly everything else.. 
pointing out that Mr Lewinesholme has suffered by depriv ation 
of same and exposure to American snobbery .. 'T am a product," 
said the young lady, "of Mitteleuropa," 
but she seemed to have been able to mobilize 
and the fine thing was that the family did not 
wire about papa's death for fear of disturbing the concert 
which might seem to contradict the general indefinite vyobble. 
It must be rather like some internal organ, 
some communal life of pancreas... senskivity 
without direction.. this is.. .(35/172-3, Pound's ellipses) 

On these lines of The Cantos, Alan Durant argues that "The family is denigrated 

explickly according to an identification wkh the mother, that quality traced to an 

'intravaginal warmth,' to the matemal genital" (156) More importantly, as Hvam 

Maccoby suggests, here, one of Pound's accusations against the Jews is that thev are 

senfimental and soft; "This attack on Jewish 'schmaltz' [sentimentalism] associates it 

wkh intemalization, wkh the creation of a womb-like community in which the indiyidual 

never has to face a hostile environment and thus never has to reject any part of it Ihis is 

the opposite of the sculptor facing his block of cmde stone" (64) The intravaginal 

warmth of hebrew affections" encourages the soft feminine to grovy vyithin the maternal, 

embryonic utems which disturbs and conftjses masculine direction 

As Robert Casillo maintains, for later Pound especially as late as 19^0"s, rather 

than the contradictory notions of nothing and excess, the excess, svyamp, ot the \eai 
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38 East becomes the symbol. Casillo writes. 

The swamp is likewise a symbol not only of usury- but of the parthenogenetic 
feminine, which ignores the priority of the phallus and threatens to overwhelm 
the masculine order of agriculture with ks undifferentiated and proliferant 
conftision. ("Desert" 285) 

As Durant points out, Pound refers to the Jews as dung, fikh, and the dregs.'^ With the 

matemal intramural warmth, the Jews as dung, fikh, and the dregs seem to hav e a link to 

the abject of Kristeva in that the abjection is loathing "an kem of food, a piece of filth, 

waste, or dung" {Powers 2). Two important nofions of "sacred" and "unclean" pertaining 

to taboos may be related to the abject of the mother, and, despite the explicit matemal 

line of totem and taboo, by the Oedipus complex, Freud seems to persistentiv try to 

establish the patemal linearky of human civilization. Kristeva's notion of the abject of 

the mother, thus, appears to be a reaction to Freud's patemal notion of totem because 

their notions are similar to each other. 

As Irigaray claims and Kristeva implies, the first totem, the first sacrificial victim, 

was the mother, not the father, in that the mother had been dismembered in terms of 

partial objects as in the objet a such as a breast, gaze or voice If the mother is a 

sacrificial victim, can anti-Semkism be seen as the mother sacrifice'' Kristev a, here, 

reveals the vicfimage of the abjected mother; "Mother and death, both abominated, 

abjected, slyly build a victimizing and persecuting machine at the cost of vyhich I become 

subject of the Symbolic as well as Other of the Abject" {Powers 112) Further, by 

examining a modemist writer, Kristeva manifests the connection of abjection to Fascism. 

"At the doors of the feminine, at the doors of abjection, as I defined the term eaiher, we 

are also, with Celine, given the most dartng X-ray of the driye foundations" of tascism" 
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{Powers 155). In Kristeva's Pow^r5 of Horror, the Jews are presented as the object of 

desire and hatred as in Freud's totemi'̂ ^ 

Then the cmshing anarchy or nihilism of discourse topples over and. as if 
it were the reverse of that negativism, an object appears—an object of hatred 
and desire, of threat and aggressivity, of envy and abomination 

That object, the Jew, gives thought a focus where all contradictions are 
explained and satisfied. (178) 

Kristeva finds a contradiction or ambivalence in the Jews because the totem, the Jew, is 

the object of emotional ambivalence. In this context, Casillo maintains that the 

"ambigukies and contradicfions have little to do with any putative Near Eastem 

'essence,' but rather reflect the ambivalence and confijsion of the Westem observer, 

namely. Pound" ("Desert" 286)."*' The Lady Valentine who Pound/Mauberley attempted 

to objectify and exclude by way of exorcism, sacrificial ritual, mirtors and projects 

Mauberiey's inner uncertainties. The ambivalence or ambiguity of the Jevys, thus, 

ukimately becomes Pound's, for this confijsion belongs to the seer. Pound, rather than the 

object, essence, the Orient and the feminine. 

Noting emotional ambivalence between love and hate towards the objects of 

taboos,"*^ Freud foreshadows the Oedipus complex as against taboos of fathers vyho 

are signifying restrictions and prohibkions If Pound's anti-Semkism is understood as a 

reflection of his emotional ambivalence and ambiguity toward the Jews, it appears that 

his anti-Semkism is also intended to eliminate his confusion Hovyever, as I discussed in 

the second chapter. Pound's own ambivalence and ambiguity both to the feminine and the 

Orient, the Near East, seem to stem from his early days, and this emotional 

indeterminacy might be seen as his softness Thus, later Pound's final settlement in 
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Confticianism and fascism becomes his ukimate resolution to his own continuous 

oscillation between the soft and the hard. 

Andrew Parker quotes an impressive passage: '"Vous etes tous Juifs. meme les 

antisemkes, car vous avez ete designes pour le martyre""*^ (120). As in her recent essay 

Flory crkicizes the silent anfi-Semkism during World War II, perhaps. Pound was a 

public victim and marginalized in terms of his rather open anti-Semitism (299-30) 

Certainly, yet, we cannot overtook or condone his anti-Semkism just from his rather 

ambivalent remarks on the Jews."^ Rather than concluding that he is an extreme anti-

Semkic, we need to read his own context in his appropriation and deployment of the 

fluidkies, for, in terms of nothing/excess of the metamorphic fluidity, he himself vyas 

victimized and marginalized in his imprisonment of Pisa and St Elizabeth hospital 

Nevertheless, k is tme that Pound shows ambivalence or ambiguity to the Jevys and the 

feminine. This ambivalence or ambiguky in Pound will be discussed in detail in terms of 

his scientific discourses in the next chapter. 
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Notes 

Said quotes Karl Marx's impressive statement in his page (xii) right before the 
introduction to his Orientalism. 

In "Immediate Need of Confijcius" written in August 1937 in Aryan Path. 
Pound says the Westem idealism as a jungle and Confijcius's book, Ta Hio as an axe In 
this context, the degenerated Westem idealism is represented as an uncontrollable, 
confusing excess of jungle and Confucianism as a masculine means of shaping, cutting 
forms from excess of chaotic renewals: "But the whole of Westem idealism is a jungle 
Christian theology is a jungle. To think through k, to reduce k to some semblance of 
order, there is no better axe than the Ta Hio"" {SP 92). Furthermore, for him. 
Confijcianism appears to symbolize the phallus: "But the 'need of Confticius' Let me tiv 
to get this as clear as possible. A 'need' implies a lack, a sick man has "need.' Something 
he has not. Kung as medicine" {SP 93). Perhaps, in this process, k is not surpnsing that 
he suggests a forcefijl phallic intervention to the effeminate patient: "The "value' of 
Confijcius to the Modem Worid is not, I think we agree, limked to medicinal value for 
the Occident. There is visible and raging need of the Ta Hio in barbarous countries like 
Spain and Russia, but above all questions of emergency, of hypodermic injection or 
strait-jacket for fever pafients and lunatics, there is also a question of milder and 
continuous hygiene" {SP 93). 

Pound's pursuk of exactkude brings the bonding between things and their 
names, and this pursuk is realized in the ideograms, l E ^ , zheng ming, 'fe mot just " 

I am not sure that Pound is conscious of Freud and Levi-Strauss, howev er, 
Freud develops his analogy between primitive men and neurotics in Totem and Taboo 
As in Levi-Strauss who finds his sources of theory in primitive men not in a child, might 
this be taken as a kind of cultural superiority to "savages'^" 

^ Pound rather harshly states that "As Molly she is a coarse-grained bitch, not a 
whore, an adulteress, ily en a" {LE 407). 

^ This relation between thought and vision may be, put another words, mediation 
and oculocentrism or, in Irigaray's term, speculation and specularization 

^ Considering Flory's observation on the Jews as the cause of chaos and disorder, 
the Jews and woman appear to have similar qualities "Novy that he [Pound] had lost 
emotional control, he wanted to exteriorize the threat of personal, psychological discndei 
by blaming "the Jews" as the cause of chaos and danger, but he vyanted to stop at blaming 
them He sensed that it was dangerous even to begin to consider seriouslv what 
measures should be taken against these "fomenters of disorder " (.Amerunn 140) 

^ I am thankfiji to Bmce Clarke for the subtitles in this chapter 
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Espey sees Mauberiey as the poet of "aesthetic receptivky of tactile and 
magnetic values, of perception of beauty in these relationships," while Pound as that of 
"love, passion, emofion as an intellectual instigation" (82). And Espev notes that, rather 
than "a mask of Pound's own early aesthetic focus," Mauberiey is a mask of "what he 
[Pound] feared to become as an artist by remaining in England" (83) In a mask of 
Mauberley, what Pound feared and rejected is not the past version, but the fijture version 
of the failed artist. 

Though in these lines Mauberley deplores mass culture's vulgarity and cmde 
repetkion or mimicry, in fact. Pound's modemism is, rather than an unconditional 
rejection or ignorance of the mass age or commercialized world, a dialectical reaction to 
this modem age. For example, noting the interrelation between mass culture and high 
culture—modemism—Fredric Jameson argues that "we would expect repetition to 
constitute yet another feature of the contradictory situation of contemporary' aesthetic 
production to which both modemism and mass culture in one way or another cannot but 
react" (135). In addkion, Jameson writes: "This is in fact the case, and one need onlv 
invoke the tradkional ideological stance of all modemizing theory and practice from the 
Romantics to the Tel Quel group, and passing through the hegemonic formulations of 
classical Anglo-American modemism, to observe the strategic emphasis on innovation 
and noveky, the obligatory break with previous styles, the pressure—geometricalIv 
increasing wkh the ever swifter historicky of consumer society, with its yearly or 
quarterly style and fashion changes—to 'make k new,' to produce something vyhich 
resists and breaks through the force of gravity of repetkion as a universal feature of 
commodity equivalence" (135-6). 

^̂  Espey sees these lines as the result of Gourmont's influence on Pound in that 
Pound uses flower symbolism in Hugh Selwyn Mauberley and "Coitus" vyhich I have 
discussed in the second chapter (73-4). 

'̂  On "Shop Giri," Kenner comments: "—another giri now remembered in 
absence, but one never properiy present: molecule of the merest encounter, 'like a 
swallow half blown to the wall' yet a muse as were the women in other poets' perhaps 
imaginary encounters: and she was real. And nearly non-existent and granted no tavors 
and granted the stuff of a tiny poem, to set beside Guido Cavalcanti's fiye strophes—7, 
tanto vi sentio gioi 'e dolzore. Likewise in Mauberlev a few v ears later the eyes of 
the etemal Aphrodite will look through the blank face of a London girl, being painted by 
Bume-Jones as a beggar-maid" {PoundEra 63) 

'̂  On "Poem XI," Berryman identifies Mauberlev vyith Pound as to the attitude 
towards this woman, while she distinguishes Pound's public morality from Mauberley s 
private moralky because of Pound's reference to Maud Gonne (131-2) 

''̂  For similar observations of critics, see Schneidau 163-4 and Grieve's i.zra 
Pound's FMrlv Poetr\' and Foetus 186-9 
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Or as some critics point out, these lines show the criticism of the patronage 
system in modem age: See Berryman 133; Schneidau 162-3, Witemeyer 172 

Wilson sees that "Pound's dispute with Amy Lowell seems to be much more 
about the demarcation of literary territory rather than sexual polkics" (121) Wilhelm 
defines Amygism as "a Calliopean public relations movement on a woridwide basis that 
would promote free verse in a way that would be both effective and somewhat vulgar" 
{Ezra 142). Yet, as Robinson observes, the problem between Pound and Lowell might be 
said to rest on Pound himself; "He [Pound] seems never to have regarded her [Lovyell] as 
an artistic contributor, but rather as a weakhy potential supporter of the stmggling artists. 
himself included, whose interests he ceaselessly fijrthered" (186). 

17 

Witemeyer observes; "Her ideas of poetry are indistinct; for her, the art is a 
means to an end, a social passport which enables her to mix with classes above and below 
her own" (172). Then, Pound also means class "blending," that is, the aristocracy vyith 
common people. 

Pound describes London as the passive and inert feminine in that he openly 
says, "the great passive vulva of London," "the female chaos" {NPL 297) 

Espey's observation seems to be close to my own: "The stylist can enjoy onlv 
an 'uneducated mistress' as against the 'conservatrix of Milesien' and the final sterility of 
the Lady 'Valentine's and the Lady Jane's circles. The inadequacy of the age is embodied 
in the eunuch who mles over k; ks victims do not know the faun's flesh, they have the 
vote instead of the religio-sexual rite of circumcision" (77). In Epic Reinvented, 
suggesting "Shop Girl, " Gibson also finds some of Pound's self-conscious idealization 
of the feminine a "joke about class-eroticism" (184) 

For fijrther information, see "Ironies of the Modern" in Peter Nicholls's 
Modernisms, 5-23. 

'̂ There is a similar expression on the "graduations", "the effect of Protestantism 
has been semkicly [sic] to obliterate values, to efface grades and graduations" {(JK 185) 

^̂  For the fijrther discussion, I quote Schneidau: "In any case, however, the focus 
of the poem was not on personalkies, but on the ignoble and maddening imperceptivity of 
postwar London: Pound and Hueflfer were driven away, and Eliot into a sanatorium, in 
those years. The times must have seemed to be bringing on a repetition of the treatment 
accorded to artists recalled in Mauberley the 'English Rubaiyat,' the Pre-Raphaelites, 
Aesthetics, and men of the 'Nineties' had suffered the same fate in rapid succession 
This process was the reality, this the object on vyhich Pound kept his poet's eve fixed" 
(172). 
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Robert Casillo argues that Pound's anti-Semkism stems from the European 
Orientalism about the Near East which includes Egypt and Palestine. Thus, according to 
Casillo, Pound's anti-Semkism is nothing other than a deep rooted cultural preiudice^ 
during the nineteenth century Enlightenment against the Near East or Middle East 
Cking Rene Girard's Violence and the Sacred, Casillo also notes that the Jews, as the 
arbkrarily chosen scapegoat, fit wkhin the processes of scapegoating and sacrificial 
victimage, for they are marginal as well as easily associated with conftision, monstrous 
plasticky, and ambiguky. 

Barry Goldensohn opposes the use of the term, anti-Semitism, because the 
capkalized term "semke" or "aryan" is "pseudoscientific categories in a deftinct racial 
theory"; "anti-Semkism, so written, would be a nonsensical word referring to opposition 
to Hebrew, Arabic, and so on. Likewise, the term Aryan refers to the Persian familv of 
Indo-European languages. To capitalize these words outside of a linguistic context vyould 
be misleading, since they no longer designate the groups of people intended bv the old 
racial theory. The theory kself survives only in racist thinking" (399) 

Pound compares Chinese to Greek culture {GK 272-9), "As vyorking 
hypothesis say that Kung is superior to Aristotle by totalkarian instinct" {GK 279) 

Wai-lim Yip points out in his introduction to Ezra Pound's Cathay that 
Pound's translation of Chinese poetry into English in Cathay (1915) was accomplished 
wkhout knowledge of Chinese language. Despke Eliot's acclamation about Pound's 
publication of Cathay, to some extent, Eliot's claim. Pound as "the inventor of Chinese 
poetry," is quite right. Here, acknowledging his ignorance of Chinese language, Robert 
Kern makes illuminating comments on this problem raised by Wai-lim Y\p "What 
Orientalism, most radically defined, suggests, after all, is that the problem of Chinese 
translation has less to do wkh the effort to find accurate or even adequate representations 
of Chinese poetry than wkh the problem of representing itself, which is to say the West s 
problem of acknowledging and confronting its own conceptions of what is 'other' to it 
before contact wkh that other is even attempted as in the case even of a skilled and 
sinologically informed translator like Giles [he wrote Through a Glass Darkly], it is 
refijsed or falsified right from the start, so that what is supposed to be a windovy looking 
onto another culture, or even a darkening glass, in Teele's metaphor, tums out to be 
something more like a mirtor giving us back ourselves" (75) 

^̂  It seems to me that the Far East presents the homogeneous reflection, almost 
same copies of the West, while the Near East does the heterogeneous, repulsive, and then 
abject reflection of the West. Thus, the Far East becomes to be included in the Western, 
in particular, modemist discourse, but the Near East is excluded and marginalized from 
the discourse. 

^̂  For the ftirther explanation, see Robert Kern 191-2, "What 1 comes into view 
here, I want to suggest, is not only a modernist style, in the sense of vyritmg that attempts 
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to adhere closely to the contours of experience and consciousness, but an approach to 
what A. C. Graham calls 'a kind of Sino-English,' or even an approximation of a 'system 
of logographic writing for English.'" 

29 

As Robert Kem tells us, for Pound, Chinese poetry becomes a transcendental 
signifier, "an altemative to the 'impasse' of realky, as well as to the limitations of 
English" (x). 

•yr\ 

Parker cites Derrida's Spurs concerning Nietzsche's identification of Jevys and 
women: "The fact that Nietzsche often considers them in parallel roles might in fact be 
related to the motif of castrafion and simulacmm for which circumcision is the mark. 
indeed the name of the mark" (cited in Parker 126 n. 52). 

T 1 

To my knowledge, the Korean language also belongs to an oriental language 
having "an unwieldy superabundance of words" because, in the case of translating 
English into Korean, I have noficed that the Korean translation usually becomes tvyice as 
long as the original English version. 

^̂  Pound writes; "What I am a lookin' at is this word ABERRATION They call 
it an aberration for me to admire or whatever the present Italian system of govemment 
Has a fascist govemment kself Abertated, or has it aberted"̂  Firstly, if it aberted, it 
aberred into drainin' a powerful lot of swamp land which OTFIER Italian govemments 
had been lookin' at since the fime of Tiberius Caesar and signally failed to get DR^' 
Those swamps has been lying thaaar breedin' malaria for over two thousand years, 
sometimes a bright boy would take a smack at 'em and dry up a bit or a comer But the 
FASCIST regime Ik in and got quke a lot of [k] dried, and under healthy cultivation" 
{Rsmvnioi). 

^^ According to Tertell's glossary, "vanF means rooms in Italian, and, through 
this word, Pound shows the improvement of the condition of housing and water supply 
by the achievement of Mussolini (167). 

"̂̂  For Carpenter, Gaudier-Brzeska, who knew Chinese culture, made a sculpture 
modeled by Ezra Pound which looked like a phallus as well as a religious monument or 
totem; Pound once said, "I do not mean to say it [this sculpture] was better, it vyas 
perhaps a kinesis, whereas k is now a stasis there was in the marble a titanic energy 

" (232). This sculpture, for Kenner, may "catalyzed" in Pound of the review of 
Gourmont's book (eked in Oderman 38) Moreover, Odeman observes that "the 
sculpture is not only phallic, k is hieratic" and "this linking of the seminal and the 
spiritual is not gratuitous" as in Pound's demonstration of his ideas in "Psychologv and 
Troubadours" (39) 

'^^ King-Kong was one of disciples of Confucius, and Kung Confucius (Rabate 
101) 
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"̂^ I discussed this in the first section of Chapter HI. 

^̂  Parker also identifies the excess with characteristic of the "Semitic" in Pound 
(113-4). 

^̂  See Casillo, "Desert" 284-5 for details in Pound's text 

I n ^ ^ C of Economics, Pound writes: "Give a people an almost perfect 
govemment, and in two generations they will let k mn to rot from sheer laziness {vide the 
U. S. A. where not one person in ten exercises his rights and not one person in ten 
thousand has the faintest idea of the aims and ambitions of the country's great founders 
and lawmakers. Their dung has covered their heads.)" {SP 2\5-6). In a letter to Harriet 
Monroe, of 16 July 1922, Pound says: "Even you do still try at least to leave the reader in 
ignorance of the fact that I do NOT accept the curtent dung, and official opinions about 
the dregs of the Xtn superstkion, the infamy of American laws, etc. Bulbous taboos, and 
so forth" {L 282). In a letter to Henry Swabey, of 9 May 1940, Pound also describes: 
"The Bible should be read after the reader is Ikerate The poison, as intended, is and has 
for centuries been instilled into helpless babes. Obviously no man who had read either the 
classics or Confucius or even Brooks Adams would be infectable by the god-blithering 
tosh, low moral tone, black superstkion and general filth dumped on him" {L 345) 

^^ In a different but more close way to Pound's anti-Semitism in his poetic 
writing, Maccoby explains: "The mthlessness and dismissiveness which are essential to 
Pound's personality can be seen as the qualkies of the sculptor, vyho produces his work 
through mthless rejection of irtelevant material, which stands in the way of the revelation 
of the form hidden in the storm. Yet at the same time, the sculptor loves the stone vyhich 
is his medium. In all his rejecfions, he is bringing out the tme quality of the stone, or 
wood, so that eventually he lays bare the spirit of the material itself, and his vyork seems 
like the shaping agency of natural forces such as wind and vyater, making the stone more 
stone like than ever" (64). 

"*' It is tme that the Orientalist's conception of the Near East is "inseparable from a 
male-dominated and patriarchal view of the world, so it reflects the West's ambivalence 
toward many things—chiefly women, sex, and Nature itself—vyith vyhich the Near East is 
often identified: ks representations of the Near East are rich in contradictions and 
uncertainties"; for Pound, The difference between the West and the East "involv es 
preeminently the presence and absence of the phallus, for him the yerv sign of 
differentiation" (Casillo, "Desert" 275) In Genealogy of Demons. Casillo also argues that 
"A symbol of virtually every form of dangerous otherness—the threat of disease, 
labyrinthine inwardness, instinctual passion, the vagina dentata, a plague of vermin, 
satanic magic, divine violence—the Jevy is by projection Pound's yerv embodiment o\' 
confijsion itself (327) 



The objects of taboo include the king or chief, dead men, new-bom babies. 
women menstmafing or in labor, and a man who has just reached maturity, all of these 
persons and all of these states are taboo, since temptation must be resisted (Freud 33) 

In English, "You are all Jews, even the anti-Semites, because you are all 
marked for martyrdom" (Parker 127 n. 78). 

Flory says that Pound's anti-Semkism's real victim was Pound himself 
{American 155). She also sees Pound's anti-Semifism as "allegorical figures" in that 
Pound distinguishes the individual Jew from "Big Jew/Usurer" {American 153) Though 
Goldensohn ekes several texts of Pound on his poskive attitude toward the Jews (for 
example. Pound says, "Race prejudice is a red herring," and "Usurers have no race How 
long the Jewish people is to be sacrificial goat for the usurer I know not "), 
Goldensohn concludes that the later Cantos show a more consistent identification of the 
usurers with the Jews. In fact, in Rome radio speeches of March 15 1942, Pound said. "Is 
there a RACE left in England? Has k ANY will left to survive"̂  You can carr>' slaughter 
to Ireland. Will that save you? I doubt it. Nothing can save you, save a purge In 
the year of 1942 Anno Domini, there is only one start you can make And that is a start 
toward being England. A refijsal to be a province of Israel, or an outpost of Yankee-
Judaea" {RSWWII 62). 



CHAPTER VI 

THE VORTEX IN THE ETHER 

Gender Ambigukv in Pound's Scienfism 

k is what I can, and must perforce, call a VORTEX, from which, and through 
which, and into which, ideas are constantly mshing. {GB 92) 

Everything that has been created by nature and culture is for us a general 
chaos which we pierce with our vortex. We do not deny the past—we don't 
remember k. . . . The past and the future are two brothels created by nature 
Art is periods of flight from these brothels, periods of sanctity We are not 
futurists: the past and the fijture merge for us in their sentimental remoteness, 
in their projections onto an obscured and impotent perception. Art lives only 
by means of the present—but only that present which is not subject to nature, 
which does not suck up life, (quoted in Gibson 187, Gibson's ellipsis)' 

Focusing on the vortex, in this chapter, I will examine how Pound's notion of scientism is 

deeply grounded in mysticism. Strangely enough, his notion of the vortex seems to 

show gender ambiguky even though some critics say that the vortex is masculine Other 

critics claim his scientism as the allegory or signifier of a residual element of mysticism 

I think, in a way, his scientism can also lead to the conclusion of the subjective, romantic, 

attempt at combining the seemingly impossible opposites of the subject and the object 

Yet, rather than the pursuk of exact scientific ideas, his scientism manifests the disruptive 

implosion of the subject and the object, and the "vitaf and the "mechanical " His 

scientism undoubtedly cannot escape the category of gender Although he suggests 

subjective pseudo-scientific theories, at some points, these theones certainly represent his 

fluid and flexible notion of gender For instance, as in his definition of the yortex in 

1914, "from which, and through which, and into which, ideas are constantly rtishing," the 

vortex of Vorticism doesn't have fixed gender identities in that a vortex is a vyhirlwind 

r i 



mshing and moving, not static, hard, or solid. Moreover, as Bmce Clarke, Martin 

Kayman, Ian F. A. Bell, and Alan Robinson explickly point out. Pound's scientism 

retains mysticism, and these mystical properties, rather than a disturbance to Pound's 

scientism, are developed into subjective, vkal energies.^ 

Wkhout distinguishing the "May Day celebrations sacred to Aphrodite from the 

autumn rite of Eleusis," "Pound maintained that the spirit of the Hellenic mysteries, in 

which the act of cokion kself was a sacrament or spiritual initiation, survived in 

Provence" (Robinson 164).̂ * As Leon Surette also contends, even though Pound does not 

make any reference to Eleusis, the Eleusinian myth of spiritual death and rebirth' vyith 

Odysseus's wandering makes a core stmcture for 77?̂  Cantos (ix, 4) This spiritual death 

is personified in Persephone—"who has eaten of a pomegranate seed in the 

Underworld"—who has been ignored, but seems to be "the most important divinity in the 

rites" (Surette 41). Along wkh "Psychology and Troubadours," Pound's "Terta Italica" 

{The New Review, Winter 1931-2) gives some illuminating points to his mystical notion 

of sexuality. In fact, his notion of myth and mystical sexuality seems to derive from 

paganism, and in "Terta Italica" he describes: 

"Paganism, which at the base of ks cosmogonic philosophy set the sexual 
phenomena whereby Life perpetuates itself mysteriously throughout the 
universe, not only did not disdain the erotic factor in its religious institutions 
but celebrated and exaked it, precisely because it encountered in it the 
marvellous vital principle infused by the invisible Divinity into manifest 
nature." {SP 55) 

As Surette acknowledges. Pound's fakh—rather than dogmatic religion—of Eleusis "asks 

only that one believe in the primacy of felt experience, and the testimony of 

extraordinary (or mystic, it you will) experience" (223)" Pound's faith of I-leusis. thus. 



appears to be confirmed by ks pagan, mystical eroticism wkh an invisible divinity rooted 

in nature. 

Moreover, Pound is talking about the history of the Eleusinian cult: 

For all ks inclusiveness the new religion [Christianky] was for fifteen and 
more centuries troubled by heresies, mostly uninteresting and perhaps all of 
them traceable to some cult k had not included. 

One cuk that k had failed to include was that of Eleusis. The modem 
author can wrke "aim [sic] the union with nature" or "consciousness of the 
unity wkh nature." This is at the root of any mystery and is a matter of the 
degree of comprehension, the personal inspection of the candidate being an 
infinitely more effective way of perceiving what he understands and to what 
degree he is capable of understanding than is communication in writing {SP 
58-9) 

Pound notes that the Eleusinian cuk was not included in Christianity despite its 

inclusiveness, and, I think, this exclusion of Eleusis from the new religion, Christianity, 

may come from the Eleusinian cuk's matrilinealky The matriarchal line of Eleusis is 

explickly reflected in ks emphasis on the mother/daughter, Demeter/Persephone, 

relationship, and, instead, the Catholic Church has the cult of the mother/son 

relationships as in Mariaolatry. This exclusion of Eleusis from Christianity seems to 

show Christianky's patrilinealky, even though Pound does not mention it 

This notion of mystical sexualky is also associated wkh a strain of neo-Platonism 

In "Neo-Platonicks Etc," Pound writes of mystic ecstasy 

What remains, and remains undeniable to and by the most hardened 
objectivist, is that a great number of men have had certain kinds of emotion 
and, magari, of ecstasy. 

He curiously makes a link from the mystical notion of sexuality, ecstasy, to "the most 

hardened objectivist" and poses a crttical stance to the neo-Platonic mysticism and 

compares this mysticism to non-Conftician China—probably Taoism or /en-Buddhism ' 
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I think, for him, this ecstasy seems to indicate the kind ofjouissance from the binary of 

nothing/ excess of the mystics because he restates these words right after the above-cited 

passage: "They have left indelible records of ideas bom of, or conjoined with, this 

ecstasy. Se non e vero e ben trovato. No one has complained that this kind of jov is 

fallacious, that k leads to excess, that ks enjoyers have need of detoxication It has done 

no man any harm. I doubt if k has even distracted men from useftjl social efforts" {GK 

225). If he sees Christianity as lacking the Eleusinian cuk with nature and associates 

neo-Platonic mysticism wkh the Taoist or the Zen-Buddhist—though he does not make 

explick connection— Eleusinian myth and neo-Platonism would be the comerstone of his 

notion of mystical sexualky. Moreover, his eccentric combination of mysticism—more 

exactly mystical sexualky—and science seems to be illuminated by this argument Thus, 

k is no wonder that, in "Psychology and Troubadours," he expresses mystical sexuality 

by means of analogies from electromagnetism. The charged surface "between two poles 

of electrical transmission" is, as Ian Bell suggests, the production of the attraction of 

"poskive and negative," "North and South." "sun and moon" (144) Pound also says, this 

charged surface is produced "between the predominant natural poles of two human 

mechanisms." These predominant natural poles of two human mechanisms are the very 

elements of gender dynamics through which he unfolds and develops the ambiguous and. 

somefimes, mystic harmony of the negative and the positive, even though these natural 

poles are gendered masculine poskive/ feminine negative 

Pound's scientism is, especially in gender matters, somewhat ambiyalent and 

ambiguous Appropriating feminine fluidities and exceeding the binary opposition of 

masculine hardness/feminine softness, he states that the "brain is fluid" in the epilogue ot 



Gourmont's Natural Philosophy of Love, yet, in fact, he did define the brain as 

masculine, saying this fluid is spermatozoid. As Kathryne Lindberg discussed, moreover, 

from Pound's invocation in his review of Gourmont's book on Apollo and Dionysus, who 

represent forces respectively "form-creating" and "form-destroying," the ambiguous 

force can be expected in Pound's Cantos (163). Similar to this contradictor) nature of 

The Cantos kself, the stmcture of The Cantos presents discontinuity and indeterminacv 

while its content is towards a form of "Confucian order," an "unwobbling pivot" (Christ 

128-9). Along with this point. Pound writes in his commentary that the "two ideograms 

chung [zhong] dendyung \yong] represent most definitely a process in motion, an axis 

round which something tums" {Con GD 103).*° Actually, as Timothy Materer observes. 

Pound's use of the vortex is intended to describe "the creative energy he thought the 

Imagists lacked," and this creative energy seems to indicate the masculine energy," for 

he considered that Amy Lowell, "hippopoetess," usurped his Imagism (20) This 

feminized and popularized Imagism, Amygism, is inferior to Vorticism according to 

Pound in that Vorticism suggests the greater energy of the poetic image and "could be 

applied to all of the arts" (Materer 23).'^ In this flexibility, there may come to exist the 

personalized or individualized vortex, or vortices such as Pound's, Lewis's, and Gaudier-

Brzeska's. 

In her chapter on the connection between historicism and the feminine in Pound, 

Mary Ellis Gibson implies that a vortex is masculine through her citation and asserts 

that the "vorticist, or the modem artist, then, 'pierces' the chaos of nature, the brothel ot 

past and ftiture, with vortex" {Epic 187) On the other hand, as her title, "Doubled 

Feminine," suggests, Gibson eventually finds duality or ambivalence in the feminine 
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representation in Pound: "Thus, women represent desire and threat, the gleam' and the 

possibilky of castrafion, the natural seed bed of spermatic genius and the machine, the 

holy prostitute and the brothel of the past or ftiture" {Epic 189). 

Despke her appropriate point conceming the "Doubled Feminine"—perhaps 

contradiction—in Pound, Gibson does not see Pound's scientism as showing gender 

ambiguky to the extent that she expresses the vortex as masculine.'' However, Ian F A 

Bell notes that "Pound's 'world of moving energies' was clearly fluid in character," 

cking Pound's definkion of the vortex in 1914, "from which, and through vyhich, and into 

which, ideas are constantly mshing" (163-4). In fact, the vortex or the machine does not 

seem to have fixed gender identkies because a vortex is a whiriwind mshing and moving, 

not static, hard, or solid.'^ Similarly, as in Modest Witness Donna Haraway argues that 

cyborg figures are also the fusion of the binaries and the "the offspring of implosions of 

subjects and objects and of the natural and artificial," the machine cannot represent the 

purely masculine—though cyborgs are somewhat different from machines (12) 

According to Haraway, cyborgs are the offsprings of technoscientific wombs, and these 

cyborgs are "imploded germinal entkies, densely packed condensations of vyorlds, 

shocked into being from the force of the implosion of the natural and the artificial, nature 

and culture, subject and object, machine and organic body, money and lives, narratue 

and realky" {Modest 14). As Haraway argues that cyborg figures are the implosions of 

the subject and the object, and the natural and the artificial. Pound's scientism, with its 

residual mysticism, is a similar implosion of the subject and the object, and the "vital" 

and the "mechanical." According to Haraway's definition, hence, "cvborg imagerv can 

suggest a way out of the maze of dualism in vyhich vye have explained our bodies and oui 



tools to ourselves" ("Cyborg" 592). In a similar way to Haraway's notion of cvborgs 

that embraces and implodes the opposkes of the purely human and the purely machine or 

the subject and the object. Pound's vortex records the very moment of the mystical fusion 

of the subject and the object. 

Aside from this gender ambiguky in the vortex of Pound's scientism, some critics 

note that Pound's scientism can be viewed as a "polemical allegory" or a "signifier" 

(Clarke, Dora 112; Kayman, "Model" 80). Cking some passages in Pound's "The 

Serious Artist," Clarke observes that Pound's scientism "emerged here as polemical 

allegory for the imputation of impersonal universality to the personal and idiosyncratic it 

was a complex mantle thrown over his residual mysticism" {Dora 112) Bortowing 

Michel Foucauh's definkion, Martin Kayman points out that "Science" can be viewed as 

"a signifier or chain of signifiers productive of certain poskive 'knowledge-effects.'" not 

as a content of facts ("Model" 80). Furthermore, as in "impersonal." "objective," 

"universal," "economic," "precise," "accurate," "tme," and "factual," this chain of 

signifiers determines "the values, syntacfical and epistemological, of its articulation" 

(Kayman "Model" 80-1). In addkion, Kayman points out the transformation of "mystic 

values" into a scientific context, suggesting Pound's scientism as "subjectified 

objectivky" ("Model" 81).̂ ^ Yet, akhough we can interpret "subjectified objectivity" as 

mystical scienfism—or mystified scientism— this "subjectified objectivity" could also be 

rephrased as the implosion of the subject and the object with mysticism 

Perhaps the most explick remark of the relation between Pound's mysticism and 

scientism may be drawn from Bell: 
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we should remember that energy in all its forms always retained mv stical 
properties for Pound; although quantifiable by science, it retained the 
signature of the "gods," and the energy of electrical waves was to be seen not 
as a displacement of that mysticism but as a union of shared perceptions, as a 
testimony against the Bergsonian romanticism which divided the "vital" and 
the "mechanical." (156) 

Like Haraway's cyborgs, which lack fixed gender identkies and dismpt these identities 

from their insides. Pound's scientism wkh mythic fluidkies from pagan gods might be 

located in the dismptive ske of the "implosion" of the romantic subject and the factual 

object. In this respect, I would argue that Pound's scientism might be viewed as the 

dismption of gender and binary opposkions akhough Pound's attempt was, in effect. 

quke romantic, as well, that is, from the seemingly impossible combination in reality, for 

in the normative sexualky binaries are the fijndamental elements 

Moreover, in "Psychology and Troubadours" Pound is writing about the mystical 

sexuality in very scientific terms: 

At any rate, when we do get into contemplation of the fiowing vye find sex, or 
some correspondance [sic] to k, "positive and negative," "North and South," 
"sun and moon,"'^ or whatever terms of whatever cult or science you prefer to 
substitute. 
For the particular parallel I wish to indicate, our handiest illustrations are 
drawn from physics: 1st, the common electric machine, the glass disc and 
rotary bushes; 2nd, the wireless telegraph receiver In the first vye generate a 
curtent, or if you like, splk up a static condition of things and produce a 
tension. This is focussed on two brass knobs or "poles" These are first in 
contact, and after the curtent is generated we can gradually widen the distance 
between them, and a spark will leap across it, the wider the stronger, until 
with the ordinary sized laboratory appliance it will leap over or around a large 
obstacle or pierce a heavy book cover In the telegraph we have a charged 
surface—produced in a cognate manner—attracting to it, or registering 
movements in the invisible aether {SR 93) 

Pound expresses mystical sexuality by means of analogies from electromagnetism (Bell 

41). The charged surface "between two poles of electrical transmission" is nothing othei 



than the production of the attraction of the binaries, "poskive and negative." "North and 

South," "sun and moon," and masculine and feminine (Bell 144). This charged surface 

can be, thus, produced by "between the predominant natural poles of two human 

mechanisms" {SR 94). Yet, perhaps, in Pound, k is of no use to distinguish the masculine 

from the feminine; as in the realm of fluid force, "one sort of vibration produces at 

different intenskies, heat and light." In this metaphor of heat and light (presumably the 

feminine and the masculine), we cannot discern the order of heat and light, and. rather, 

these intenskies are produced simukaneously. Pound's fluid world, in other words, the 

charged surface wkh sexual intenskies, goes beyond "the things themselves," 

objectivism, in terms of subjective wireless imagination embodied in the ideogram as 

scientific poetic writing. 

As Bell points out, there exists the resemblance between the vortex, the ideogram, 

and the "electric field" (167). Bell observes, in particular, that "Pound's 'vortex' vyith its 

attendant electrical analogies and Fenellosa's 'ideogram,' the centres of their respective 

philosophies of language, share the same area of contemporary science the notions of 

electromagnetic force established by field-theory physics to describe the ways in vyhich 

bodies act upon one another" (167). Similar to Bell's remark about the resemblance 

between the ideogram and the vortex, Paul Douglas also says that Pound's fascination 

wkh Chinese ideograms comes from Pound's assertion that 'the ideogram is exactly 

analogous to a biologist assembling slides for exhibit" (192) ' Yet. their points seem 

fundamentally different, because Bell emphasizes the electncal analogies both in 

Fenollosa and Pound, whereas Douglas a "biological or a chemical paradigm '^' If Hell 
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sets a specific hypothesis, therefore, Douglas seems to suggest a more broad, but typical 

way of seeing Pound's scientism wkh modemist tradkion. 

If the vortex bears a resemblance to an ideogram, this ideogram might be chung 

or zhong, 4̂  . in TTze Pound Era, Kenner wrkes of Pound's "unwobbling pivot." chung 

yung or zhong yong. 

This Pivot is a transcendental norm, not the Aristotelian mean at which we 
anive by knowing and avoiding extremes, but the "great root of the universe" 
to apprehend which is to incorporate a rectificative energy that will never 
betray one toward extremes. (Hence "the unwobbling pivot," because it is not 
defined by what k avoids, but stays in one place.) (455) 

Just as Robinson points out Pound's fiision of science and transcendentalism and temis 

Pound's scientism as scienfific mysticism, Kenner also finds Pound's pivot making a 

transcendental norm, in a way, in this context, mysticism (Robinson 170) Rather than 

dynamic elements in the vortex, however, Kenner emphasizes its stillness, its static 

identky. In this given background, Kenner argues: 'bound's interest in the Fascism he 

idealized is continuous with his interest in the Chung Yung in the belief that a mler of 

sufficient sensibility, sufficiently steady will, could catalyze a whole people's senso 

morale'" {Pound Era 457).̂ -̂  While the still point, axis, in the middle of the vortex can 

become the masculine, stafic identky, which leads him to Fascism, the vortex's dynamic, 

whirling energy seems to also contain the feminine anarchic, fluid force 

Pound's "universe of fluid force,"̂ "* takes shape as "a vortex or a rose pattern such 

as a magnet may enforce in metallic dust" (Dasenbrock 139-40) Reed Way Dasenbrock 

also claims that Pound's Pisan experience gives him the recognition of fluid force 

through the fragments, a form, in other words, "the rose in the steel dust" (22S) .As 1 

mentioned in the fourth chapter, for Pound, the forma.^ the rose pattern, is an 
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invisible, immortal, yet fluid order {GK 152). In 77?̂  Cantos, Pound states: 

This liquid is certainly a 
property of the mind 

nee accidens est but an element 
in the mind's make-up 

est agens and fijnctions dust to a fountain pan otherwise 
Hast 'ou seen the rose in the steel dust 

(or swansdown ever?) 
so light is the urging, so ordered the dark petals of iron 
we who have passed over Lethe. (74/449) 

As Surette argues, especially in these lines, "Pound's Eleusis is a key to his poetr\" 

(221). In particular, Surette indicates that "This liquid" in the first line is "light itself 

imagined as a substance" (197). Even though "Lethe" is tradkionally the river of 

forgetflilness, bortowing Dante's ascription of k to a primarily purgative ftinction, Surette 

argues that "we who have passed over Lethe" can mean "those who have had some sort 

of visionary experience" (197-8). This liquid light seems to be associated with the death 

image as in Lethe or the dark petals^^ of iron, and, thus, "the rose in the steel dust" is 

immortalized with this spiritual death and rebirth of Eleusinian myth In this context, I 

think. Pound's association of the flower metaphor with the dead seems to indicate 

spiritual rebirth or ascension—as Surette indicates—to the immortality through the 

experience of symbolic death (197).^^ At this point, Dasenbrock offers some insightful 

observations; "The rose in the steel dust takes its place with the vortex, the ideogram, and 

specific ideograms such as tao, 3I , and chung, ^ , in the family of dynamic and 

diagrammic forms in Pound's work, and in fact Pound used this image in his prose as 

eariy as 1913 and again in 1915 in an essay on Vorticism" (228) It is not clear that 

Pound knows Taoism, even though he used the ideogram chung or tao in his Pisan 
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Cantos"; however, he is likely to perceive the pictorial resemblance between the 

ideogram, chung, and the vortex. 

His awareness and percepfion of the Taoist philosophy, that is, fluidties. are 

implick in his remark about "two opposed ways of thinking of a man" 

There are two opposed ways of thinking of a man: firstly, vou may think of 
him as that toward which perception moves, as the toy of circumstance, as the 
plastic substance receiving impressions; secondly, you may think of him as 
directing a certain fluid force against circumstance, as conceiving instead of 
merely reflecting and observing. {GB 89) 

Although Pound sees these two ways of thinking as a coexistent diversity of 

temperament, he clearly puts more values on the second. As he says of the "germinal" 

consciousness, "conceiving" shows more active and dynamic bent; fijrther, while vye can 

discem the influence or trace of Gourmont in the "germinal" consciousness, the more 

poskive act of "conceiving" apparently has a connotation of the reproductive aspect of 

sexual coitus. 

This "conceiving" is, for Pound, a man's directing "a certain fluid force against 

circumstance," in other words, an active acceptation of the flux or fluid world itself and, 

as a result, a becoming of the fluidkies themselves As Dasenbrock notes, moreover, "the 

world is in flux, but the wise man seeks not to control that flux, but to accept it." and this 

acceptance is realized in Pound's unwobbling, but dynamic pivot, chung yung. the 

process of the universe, the principle of ordered change (223) Dasenbrock" describes 

the resemblance between the vortex and the ideogram, chimg or zhong ̂  

The ideogram chiwg closely resembles the image of the vortex There is, of 
course, a visual resemblance between the vyav the vortex was represented in 
Blast, A and chung, tb Both have a line passing through the middle of a 
circle and both attempt to represent a point of stability in the midst of motion 
and flux The vortex is also an unwobbling pivot, I'as.se che non vneiUa. 
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and implick in 'Vorticism are assumptions close to those in the Chung Yum-
(226) 

However, in Pound, the meaning of chung is not fixed, but fluid In Canto 13. Pound 

says: 

And Kung gave the words "order" 
and "brotheriy deference" 
And said nothing of the "life after death." 
And he said 

"Anyone can mn to excesses. 
It is easy to shoot past the mark. 
It is hard to stand firm in the middle."^^ (13/59) 

Kung refers to Confucius, and Pound tells us that the Confijcian patriarchal, hierarchical 

order does not have any mysticism as in the death/rebirth immortality cult in the 

Eleusinian myth. The "life after death," thus, is again strongly reminiscent of "Lethe" 

and "the dark petal's iron" which are the imagery of spiritual death The experience of 

the rebirth—immortality—through the spiritual death is not included in the Conftician 

metaphysics. As we have seen, Conftician chung yung can mean the still, static— 

somewhat balanced—point, avoiding extremes. In the above-quoted lines, the ideogram, 

chung implies the mean, but the Pisan section of The Cantos shows another aspect of this 

ideogram: 

Chung 

^ 
in the middle 

whether upright or horizontal (77/464) 

These are distinctions in clarity 

ming' M n ^hese are distinctions 

John Adams, the Brothers of .\dam 
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there is our norm of the spirit 

t Our V t - ^ chung' (84/530-40) 

Chung is our norm of the spirit rather than, ming, the distinctions, '"claritv," which has 

been his literary tenet. In these lines, yung as well as chung represent "a process in 

motion," "an axis round which something tums"; Pound says that this center or axis is 

unwobbling but flexible wkh changes: "The master man's axis does not wobble The man 

of tme breed finds this center in season, the small man's center is rigid, he pays no 

attention to the fimes and seasons, precisely because he is a small man and lacking all 

reverence" {Con GD 103). 

In the first page of "Chung Yung," Pound translates: 

The word chung signifies what is bent neither to one side nor to the other The 

v^ordyung signifies unchanging. What exists plumb in the middle is the just 

process of the universe and that which never wavers or wobbles is the calm 

principle operant in ks mode of action. {Con {JD 97) 

It seems to me that he puts more emphasis on the chung, for he discovers the pictonal 

element of chung—almost looks like a vortex—specifically as an unwobbling, yet 

dynamic symbol in a vertical, still line. Suggesting Pound as the first user of the yortex, 

through the influence of neo-Platonism—as in Pound's poem, "Plotinus" (19()X) and 

Allen Upward, Materer sees the vortex as a kind of "patterned energy" "The presence of 

a 'vortex' in both DNA and the Andromeda galaxy indicates the kind of patterned 

energy' that Pound could trace through such disparate objects as a plate of metal filings 

and a rose "(16) 
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Pound's awareness of the vortex, as pattemed energy, is clearly presented in his 

poetic writing: 

Poetry is a sort of inspired mathematics, which gives us equations, not for 
abstract figures, triangles, spheres, and the like, but equations for the human 
emofions. If one have a mind which inclines to magic rather than to science. 
one will prefer to speak of these equations as spells or incantations; it sounds 
more arcane, mysterious, recondke. Speaking generally, the spells or 
equafions of "classic" art invoke the beauty of the normal, and spells of 
"romantic" art said to invoke the beauty of the unusual. {SR 14) 

Pound's equations of poetry wkh mathematics are extended to those of the fusion of the 

quofidian words with "a force like electricky." In "1 Gather the Limbs of Osiris" (first 

published in The New Age, 1911-1912), Pound tells us: 

Permk me one more cumbersome simile, for I am trying to say something 
about the masterly use of words, and k is not easy Let us imagine that vyords 
are like great hollow cones of steel of different dullness and acuteness 
Let us imagine them charged wkh a force like electricity, or, rather, radiating 
a force from their apexes—some radiating, some sucking in. We must have a 
greater variety of activky than wkh electricity—not merely positive and 
negative; but let us say +, -, x, -r, +a, -a, xa, -̂ a, etc. Some of these kinds of 
force neutralise each other, some augment; but the only way any tvyo cones 
can be got to act without waste is for them to be so placed that their apexes 
and a line of surface meet exactly. When this conjunction occurs let us say 
their force is added one's to the other's, but multiplied the one's by the 
other's; thus three or four words in exact juxtaposition are capable of radiating 
this energy at a very high potentiality, mind you, the juxtaposition of their 
vertices must be exact and the angles or "signs" of discharge must augment 
and not neutralise each other. This particular energy which fills the cones is 
the power of tradkion, of centuries of race consciousness, of agreement , of 
association; and the control of k is the "Technique of Content," vyhich nothing 
short of genius understands {SP 34) 

Pound's "primary pigmenf—the first adequate equation and Vorticist colour extends 

to the mathematical expression such as a- + b̂ = c- and (x-a) -' - (y-b) =̂ r* {(JH 88, 9|) 

Stating that Vorticism is an "intensive art," he argues that mathematical expressions 

equally become the same level of intensity The equation a- +b'= ĉ  can be applied to 
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many facts, to many arbitrary situations, while the analytically geometric statement (x-a)-

+ (y-b)2 = r̂  governs the circle, not a particular circle, but any circle and all circles He 

even states that "the difference between art and analytical geometry is the difference of 

the subject-matter only" {GB 91). His comprehensive, inclusive concept of the "primar> 

pigment," the Image in poetry, breaks down the boundaries between art and analviical 

geometry as between art and polkics in his failed attempt. Actually, his application of 

mathematical expression imbues the Vorticist theory of representation with anaUiical. 

schematic facets. He suggestively shows a possibilky of representation that is "the 

universal, existing in perfection, in freedom from space and time" through his multi-

applicable mathematical expression {GB 91). Pound says: 

Great works of art contain this fourth sort of equation. They cause form to 
come into being. By the "image" I mean such an equation, not an equation of 
mathematics, not something about a, b, and c, having something to do with 
form, but about sea, cliffs, nights, having something to do vyith mood 

The image is not an idea. It is a radiant node or cluster, it is w hat I can, and 
must perforce, call a VORTEX, from which, and through which, and into 
which, ideas are constanfly mshing" {GB 92) 

Moreover, his quotation of H. D.'s poem in Blast! showing an example of the Vorticist 

poem indicates the ambiguity of gender in the Vorticist Pound, in that she juxtaposes the 

feminine, dynamic images of "sea" and "Whiri" wkh the masculine, aggressive ones of 

"pointed pines" and "fir" 

Whirl up sea— 
Whirl your pointed pines. 
Splash your great pines 
On our rocks, 
Huri your green over us. 
Cover us with your pools of fir (154) 
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In my two quotations. Pound first shows us that the Image is somewhat flexible and 

changeable to the circumstantial variables, and, fijrthermore, universal This universal 

principle of the Image is, for Pound, taking another name, that is. "the primary pigment." 

forma. Materer says, in terms of H. D.'s juxtaposition. Pound intends to show the 

"primary pigment" of poetry (111-2). This "primary pigment" is, as Wees notes, a "sense 

of abstract form in art, and the recognition that an 'intellectual and emotional complex.'" 

—node or cluster—"depends upon the relation of the formal elements of an art, and not 

on reference to facts, ideas, 'tmths,' or anything else that lies outside the formal limits of 

the art kself (188). Wees' observation of the primary pigment as "a sense of abstract 

form in art" appears to be related to the forma. Robinson also suggests that the forma, 

cuk of form or "pure form" is implickly associated wkh mathematical "equations," and 

"could create from this disorder [the otherwise ugly metal] an image of a worid of more 

permanent value [an expression of order, vkality, and beauty]" (214-5) After all, this 

forma can be seen as Pound's form-creating force as in his spermatozoid brain but vyith 

and from the chaofic disorder, fluidkies. 

The "particular energy which fills the cones,^^ forma, rests on juxtaposition 

wkhout neutralization. To keep their angles or "signs" of discharge avoiding 

neutralization is to retain the charged cones—as the symbols of cones suggested- in the 

masculine aggressive position as in H D 's "pointed pines" In The Found Era, v et, 

Kenner notes that "a Vortex is a circulation with a still center a system of energies 

drawing in whatever comes near" (239)' ' The vortex's energy with its mshing, 

whiriing—or sucking—image can not be specifically gendered masculine,'' vyhile the 

sharply coned shape apparently evokes the masculine, and its aggressiyity as in H I) s 
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above-cked poem, "Oread." The vortex—pnmary pigment, the Image, and forma— 

might show a masculine inkiated, but rather gender ambiguous or androgynous locus 

through these processes of blurring or blending of gender. 

Despite his statement, "art is science," Pound sfill distinguishes the scientist from 

the artist; in his river metaphor, the "scientist is concerned with all of these things [such 

as the river bed, banks, the color of water, stationary objects reflected in the river, and the 

quality of mofion] the artist with that which flows" {SR 8). If we think of this river as 

the factual world, we can get some definkions in that the artist's, poet's concem, "flows." 

can mean the fluid world in which there are no fixed categories such as gender but 

possibilkies of "going beyond," excess. Perhaps the relation of the things/fiovys in the 

river can be rephrased as that of Confijcianism/Taoism According to Levenson and 

Schurmann, there has been no irteconcilable contradiction between Taoism and 

Confijcianism, the binary of soft/hard, in Chinese philosophical tradition, because these 

two opposkes are the attributes of one unky or worid as in Pound's river metaphor It 

seems to me, therefore, that his river metaphor may represent his vyholeness or oneness 

wkhin his ambiguky or ambivalence. Perhaps the worid, for him, is one unity vyith the 

coexistence of contradictions or binaries as he tries to adapt the artist into scientist m 

terms of his pursuk of objective poetics. ' 

In many ways, I think, the feminine fluidkies are not consistent with Pound's 

masculine pursuk of the Confijcian dictum, chmg mmg " lEfi " However, ue have 

seen, as in chungyimg, 43/f , his appropnation of Confucianism vyith its attendant native 

Taoism, at least in Pound's translation, might have an "implosue" power which disRjpts 

and subverts static gender identities as vyell as boundaries Noting his (\mfucianism 

file:///mfucianism
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beginning wkh the concept of the individual, Mary Paterson Cheadle argues that Pound's 

Confucianism varies according to Pound's subjectivky at the time period.'^ This variable 

progress of Pound's subjectivity, in a way, shows his subjective efforts to get masculine 

hardness at the expense with the feminine soft in him. Even though he pursues 

individuality from the start, he eventually arrives at the totalitarian politics and poetics, 

ching ming, through Confucianism. Thus, Pound's appropriation of Confijcianism— 

despite ks attendant native Taoism—can be said to lead to the masculinist, fascist Pound 

I would argue that Pound's scientism, by contrast, presents an attempt to obtain the 

mystified implosion of subjecfivity and objectivky in his poetic writing, in order to 

come to terms wkh his own ambiguous oscillation between hard and soft 

This mystified implosion is realized in Pound's vortex, the ideogram, chung, the 

rose pattem, and, above a\\, forma. While Pound transforms "rose in the steel dust" into a 

masculine inkiated androgynous/or/wa, H. D suggestively brings a feminine initiated or 

T O 

oriented androgyne in her "rose in the dung" Despite the explicit indication of 

masculinity, the forma, a rose pattem—having an opposite interaction from H D s dung 

rose—can, finally, show a mystical implosion of subject/object, hardness/softness, and 

masculinity/femininky evoking androgyny, the sexual means avoiding both extremes of 

sexes in terms of the pictorial presentation of vortex itself 

In her last page of "A Cyborg Manifesto," Haraway proclaims, "1 would rather be 

a cyborg than a goddess" (592). Somewhat reminiscent of this proclamation. Surette 

underscores that the dehumanization of women is negatively doubled in Pound lor 

Surette, women's dehumanization is, first, from the traditional courtly love binarv of the 

male subject and the female object, and, secondly, from women's loss ot humanity in 
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order to take on the aspects of a divinky; moreover, Surette acknowledges that Pound 

was inevitably influenced by these doubled dehumanizations of the feminine (101).'^ 

Thus, Surette's observation seems to present another objectification of the feminine in 

Pound, even though Pound places women as goddesses. 

Through Pound's reluctance to discard his old gods, as Robinson notes. Pound, 

perhaps, maintains "a Janus-faces attachment to both old and new", howev er. this 

heskation and unwillingness fijsing the mystical with "avant-garde" appear to make 

Pound a more typical modemist poet (236). As a conclusion to this chapter, I think. 

Pound's fijsion of old and new or his reluctance to abandon old gods may represent his 

own inheritance of late Victorian values. The contradictions in his attitudes tovyard 

gender, race, and polkics, fijrther show his inability to accept a more modemist or 

progressive gender concept of androgyny or rising of feminists and their suffrage 

movement which he inevkable had to observe. Nevertheless, actually, as his 

appropriafion of the fluidkies also stems from the recognition of old, mystical, or 

sometimes musty old values, in his gender representation. Pound is always haunted by 

old gods, "patriarchal gods" wkh the long forgotten ghost of matriarchal myth, Eleusinian 

myth. 
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Notes 

This passage was originally published in Vladimir Mayakovski's magazine 
Strelets in \9\5. 

Seeing symbolism as the residual and continual element into Vorticism, 
Robinson argues that Pound's scienfism is imbued wkh mysticism: "While Yeats after 
1909 anxiously resorted to spiritualism in search of reassuring confirmation of his 
emotionally indispensable, but now undermined, mystical beliefs. Pound tumed to a 
scienfific mysticism" (170). Wilhelm also notes that a vortex or Vorticism is '"mystical in 
ks origin but pragmatic in ks manifestation," and a vortex can be usually defined as "a 
swirling descent of ideas and forces from a spiritual Absolute into a worid of time" {Ezra 
146). 

Pointing out the combination between the electro-vital polarity model and the 
moralized discourses of sexual and gender differences such as masculine-gendered 
poskive pole/feminine-gendered negative pole, Clarke suggests that this misogynist 
paradigm finds ks premodemist heir in Otto Weininger, the author of Sex and Character 
{Dora3\). Indicating Pound's aesthetic electro-vkalism from Marsden, Clarke notes that 
"Pound eventually took sheker in the ostensible inefifablky and unfathomabilitv of the life 
force at the back of artistic expression. . ." {Dora 113). In a different way, this polarity 
has also been pointed out by Irigaray, but she rather seems to appropriate this as sexual 
difference, she sees that masculine sexualky is isomorphic to the first two priciples of 
thermodynamics which underlie the model of the libido according to Freud—"the 
akerations of tension-release," "the required conservation of energy," "the maintenance 
of a state of equilibrium," "operating in a circuk closed and reopened by saturation," and 
"the reversablky of time, etc" ("Subject" 81). Feminine sexuality is rather harmonious, 
and, as an scientific model, this feminine sexualky is evoking "what Prigogine calls 
'dissipating' stmctures that operate via an exchange with the extemal world, stmctures 
that proceed through levels of energy": "The organizational principle of these stmctures 
has nothing to do wkh the search for equilibrium but rather with the crossing of 
thresholds. This would cortespond to a surpassing of disorder or entropy without 
discharge" ("Subject" 81). 

'^ Surette even says, "Even if Pound began the Cantos without any clear plan, he 
had, from the very beginning, at least the elements of a mythology that he could expect to 
provide him with a themafic core" (57). Nofing the importance of Eleusinian mysteries 
in IJje Cantos, Hatcher argues that "Pound praises the feminine power to grant renewal m 
the quest, particularly in the encounter wkh Circe, which is overlaid vyith the descent to 
the underworid, or the nekuia, and in the representation of the Eleusinian mysteries" (84) 

' For the details, see Surette 50-5 

^ Surette says: "D H Lawrence sought to elevate the ordinary sexual experience 
of men and women to the level of religious ecstasy in his novels Pound's more historical 
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imagination leads him to adopt the ancient mythical formulations of religious ecstasy, 
whose metaphorical base was human and animal sexuality. Lawrence is frequently 
misunderstood because his readers confuse his intention with that of the much more 
numerous novelists who deal in romantic erotica. Pound, too, is frequently misunderstood 
because his readers mistakenly assume that the mystical apparatus of the Cantos 
fijnctions as a network of allusions to classical literature, when k is, in fact, an effort to 
reach back to the pre-classical religious sensibilky" (222). 

In Thinking the Difference, Irigaray says that "This episode [the Eleusinian 
myth], like many others, takes places at the fime of the shift from the matrilinealitv to 
patrilineality" (103). 

o 

Pound says: " For the Westem worid Plato is the father of this sort of prose 
rhapsody. And deleterious students can, I suspect, net vast tracts of the same sort of thing 
in the orient, even (and/or especially) in non-Conftician China" {GK 222). 

I think, the ideograms, ^M , (the Mean or Pivot) anticipate rather an 
ambiguous pose in gender matters while the ideograms,lE^, (cortect naming) explicitly 
represent the order of patriarchy. Cking some of Pound's version of the "Chung ^•ung" 
["Zhong Yong"] ("The Unwobbling Pivot"), Carpenter criticizes Pound's arbitrary 
translation, ignoring the original meaning (Carpenter 688-9): "Those who knovy hovy, 
exceed. (The intelligentzia goes to extremes.) The monkey-minded don't get started" 
{Con GD 105). For Pound' translation, the excess in chung yung means extremes that the 
intellectuals can do; these extremes, in this context, allude to his conversion to Fascism, 
yet, as commonly argued, these ideograms, chungyimg seem to be similar to Eliot's still 
point described in his "Burnt Norton" ("At the still point of the tuming worid / 
Neither movement from nor towards, / Nekher ascent nor decline") (cited in Carpenter 
688). 

°̂ Cheadle uses zhong yong for chung yung and zheng mmg for chmg mmg based 
on her preference to the Chinese pronunciation (Cheadle 7-8) 

'̂ Wees notes that "Blast set about establishing a new, virile civilization based on 
hardness, violence, and the worship of energy" (165) However, citing the above-cited 
passage, Robinson suggests that, in continuity with his Imagist poetics, Bla.st vyas "an 
iconoclastic tract for the times of partly transient relevance, designed to shatter public 
complacency by a gigantic 'blague' and stimulate discussion" (197) Although Robinson 
tries to avoid the gendered argument, he also indicates that the Amygism was at some 
point democratic: "Each poet would be allowed be allotted equal space, their names 
would appear alphabetically and they would publish as a group of friends with similar 
tendencies rather than dogmatic principles" (198) Rather than dogmatic, monopolistic, 
or elkist, this Amygism seems to be deftising and rather diluting Imagist tenets and 
principles so as to pervade the more broad literary mass 
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Materer sees Vorticism in continuky wkh Imagism; "He [Pound] wTote to 
Harriet Monroe that an article on 'Imagism' would appear under the altered title of 
'Vorticism'" (eked in Materer 20). 

^̂  Materer adds, "Lewis may have fek" this flexibilky as "vagueness" (23). 

As Materer ekes, Lewis says that "Gaudier Brzeska, the sculptor. I regarded as 
a good man on the soft side, essentially a man of tradkion—not one of us" {Rude\2S) 
Moreover, Lewis notes that "But the stones that he [Gaudier-Brzeska] carv ed are there to 
prove that Gaudier was a placid genius, of gentle and rounded shapes, not a turbulent or 
'savage' one at all" {Blastingl09). In fact, the notion of vortex or Vorticism seems rather 
different and personalized even among the Vorticists. It seems to me that Lewis' vortex 
puts more emphasis on the masculine and the totalitarian than Pound's. In a letter to 
Violet Hunt, Lewis said, "At the heart of the whiripool is a great silent place vyhere all the 
energy is concentrated. And there at the point of concentration, is the Vorticist" (cited in 
Wees 161). After all, as Wees says, "For Lewis, the Vortex was a whirling, artogant, 
polished monster of energy; for Pound, k was a stable, strong source of creative eneruv" 
(186-7). 

^̂  Yet, Gibson notes that the machine is gendered feminine {Epic 189-90) 

^̂  For the concepts of mechanics in about 1850, the vortex atom forms matter of 
permanent, tiny vortices in the same ether that mediates eletromagnetic interactions and 
propagates light (77?^ 1995 Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia) According to this 
encyclopedia, the vortex also means a spirally rotating, high-velocity wind that is made 
of small turbulent air masses—a whirlwind or dust devil In some ways, the second 
definition seems to be close to the Ikeral meaning of Blast, while the first is similar to 
Pound's notion of a vortex as energy 

In "A Cyborg Manifesto" Haraway says cyborg figures as colored vyomen's 
subjecfivity; "women of color might be understood as a cyborg identity, a potent 
subjectivity synthesized from fijsions of outsider identities and in the complex political-
historical layerings of her 'biomythography'" (586) 

'^ Kayman says, k [the chain of signifiers productive of certain positue 
"knowing- effects"] "is evidently in the effect of subjective values inscribed in a 
discourse of apparent objectivky . " ("Model" 81) 

'^ These binaries from the opposite poles can include the pnnciples ofvm and 
yang derived from /Ching Yip glosses \/// andyang from the summary bv a 
contemporary historian of Chinese philosophv, Fung Vu-lan 

The wordya/7^ originally meant sunshine, or vyhat pertains to sunshine and 
light, that ofym meant the absence of sunshine, i e shadovy or darkness In 
later development, the yang and ym came to be regarded as two cosmic 
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principles or forces, respectively representing masculinity, activity, heat. 
brightness, dryness, hardness, etc. for the yang, and femininity, passivky. 
cold, darkness, wetness, softness, etc., for the>'/>?. Through the interaction of 
these two primary principles, all phenomena of the universe are produced 
(eked in Yip 96) 

°̂ The aether or ether also "called LUMIFEROUS ETHER, in physics, a 
theoretical, universal substance believed during the 19th century to act as the medium for 
transmission of eletromagnetic waves {e.g., light and X rays) much as sound waves are 
transmitted by elastic media such as air. The ether was assumed to be weightless, 
transparent, frictionless, undetectable chemically or physically, and literallv permeating 
all matter and space. . ." {Encyclopaedia Britannica Online). Thus, Pound's text is all 
tied into the theory of the aether as the fluid medium for the propagation of radiant 
energies. 

^' Pound says that "That, you see, is very much the kind of thing a biologist does 
(in a very much more complicated way) when he gets together a few hundred or thousand 
slides, and picks out what is necessary for his general statement" {ABCR 22) 

^̂  Douglas wrkes: "A very interesting consequence of Pound's approach stems 
directly from his adopfion of both a biological and a chemical paradigm The tmth 
is that Pound wants to have k both ways to compare poets to chemists, critics to 
biologists; to see poetry as a slide-making activity, and the critic as assembling his table 
of elements" (193). 

^̂  Materer argues that Pound's Vortcism is a leading factor to his Fascism, for 
"He [Pound] thought the 'form sense' he possessed in the Vorticist period could be 
applied to the polkical movements of the 1930's" (46), Schneidau also points out a hint 
of Pound's fatal lure of Fascism existing in 1914 of the Vorticist period (157) Materer 
also asserts that the vortex has a continual influence on Pounds' poetry and poetics in his 
early as well as later period (133, 138). 

"̂̂  Pound writes: "We have about us the universe of fluid force, and below us the 
germinal universe of wood alive, of stone alive Chemically speaking, he [man] is 
ut credo, a few buckets of water, tied up in a complicated sort of fig-leaf As to his 
consciousness, the consciousness of some seems to rest, or to have its center more 
properiy, in what the Greek psychologists called the phantastikon Their minds are, that 
is, circumvolved about them like soap-bubbles reflecting sundry patches of the 
macrocosmos. And wkh certain others their consciousness is 'germinal ' Their thought 
are in them as the thought of the tree is in the seed, or in the grass, or the gram, or the 
blossom. And these minds are the more poetic, and they affect mind about them, and 
transmute k as the seed the earth. And this latter sort of mind is close on the vital 
universe, and the strength of the Greek beauty rests in this, that it is ever at the 

s 
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interpretafion of this vital universe, by ks signs of gods and godly attendants and oreads" 
{SR 92-3). 

If forma can be viewed as "form-sense," this "form-sense" seems to contribute 
to Pound's and Lewis' Fascism: "Form-sense 1910 to 1914. 15 or so years later Lewis 
discovered Hkler. I hand k to him as a superior perception. Superior in relation to my 
own 'discovery' of Mussolini" {GK 134). Tracing the neo-Platonic strain in forma, 
Robinson writes of forma as. 

Pound's metaphor . . . of the artist's "order giving vibrations" transmuting 
phenomenal contingency into a pattemed form (or rather Neoplatonlc forma) 
analogous to that produced by a magnet beneath a plate of iron filings, derives 
from the Theosophist notion of thought-forms. The metaphor's scientific 
aspect is obvious; what I wish to emphasise is ks latent mysticism. (171) 

Robinson argues that the "idiosyncratic combination of science (although 'alchemy' 
might be more accurate) with a Neoplatonic animistic cosmology became the comerstone 
of Pound's poetics"; nofing Pound's term, "equation" or forma as a poem or scientific 
formula, Robinson also sees that "A forma to Pound is a Platonic archetype" (174) 

"The dark petals of iron" is strongly reminiscent of the second line of Pound's 
Metro poem, "Petals on a wet, black bough" with its attendant death image as in "The 
apparition" of the first line {SPo 113/ 

This immortality through a mystical, spiritual experience of death is a vortex, 
forma, "the rose in the steel dust." 

^̂  Observing Pound's oscillation between Confijcianism and Taoism, Dasenbrock 
sees that in his strong polkical interest with Confijcian orientation—after World War I -
Pound lost "hold of the still point of vortex "; he cannot see any order in the chaos of the 
world longer, but proceed to give the chaos orders (277). However, in Pisa, "Pound is 
back at the still point, in the unwobbling pivot," and he "is surtounded by the exploding 
chaos, fragments of a worid that is blowing up" (Dasenbrock 227) Dasenbrock 
maintains, further, that Pound's aesthetic coherence rests on Taoism through vyhich he 
can go beyond the materialist aesthetic in Vorticism, noting the Taoist mystical 
conception of the work of art (235). In The Pound Era Kenner also tells us "The neo-
Confijcianism from which Pound tmstingly received the Four Books was an aspect of 
Chu Hsi's syncretic mode of thought. That mode, nominally Conftician, had assimilated 
much coloration from 15 centuries of Taoism: from a tradkion of thought that talks of 
harmony wkh the universe rather than of modes of government, that indeed tends 
towards anarchy in distmsfing modes of govemment, that is quietist, not active, intuitive 
not intellecfive; that produces as model not the mler but the hermit " (456) 
Zhaomimg Qian, then, argues that, through Chinese painter poet, Wang Wei, Pound 
appropriates the Taoism/Chan [Zen] Buddhism into his Imagism Vorticism (SS-109) 
However, Cheadle insists that the connotation of the Taoism in the ideogram, )fl 
suggested by Kenner, is overemphasized and mystified, indicating the term, lao or diio. 
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J I , can be taken as Confucian, Buddhist, Legalist, and Taoist interpretation with the 
same term. In fact, Cheadle seems to deny the mystical element of the Taoism in Pound, 
she explains Pound's poetics and poetry as the Confucian coherence instead of the 
disorderly, chaotic Taoist notion (91-3, 291 n i l ) . Yet, Qian and Cheadle both agree that 
Pound's appropriation of the Taoist or the Confucian mean is unique and idiosyncratic. 
"This [Pound's equation of Wang Wei's Taoism/Chan-Buddhism wkh his 
ImagismA^orticism] is possible, as Dasenbrock observes, 'perhaps, only in a cosmos 
organized by Ezra Pound . . .'" (Qian 100). Cheadle also writes: "The circulation about 
the invariable' kself, furthermore, is a positive value; what is unnatural, according to the 
Confucian system, is 'mnning counter to k.'. The idea of a circulation around the 
axis is the resuk of Pound's clearly pictographic reading of 4" {zhong) as there is 
nothing in Legge's or Pauthier's translations or in Mortison's dictionary that suggests 
such a reading. But Pound's sense of motion around axis has the virtue at least of 
cohering wkh his idea of an active rather than static worid, the idea that Fenollosa 
proposes in The Chinese Written Character as a Medium for Poetry as being embodied in 
Chinese writing" (94). 

^̂  Miner presents several meanings of chung, ^ , and Pound's use of this 
ideogram in 77?̂  Cantos (150-1); for Miner, chung means "the middle way or golden 
mean of Confticius," "middle," "center," "mean," and—for Pound—"just process," and 
"pivot," and Pound's expression of this ideogram can be "an intellectual complex" (150) 

°̂ Under the Italian title, Ciung iung, the subtitle, / 'asse che non vacilla, means 
"the axis that does not vacillate," "UtTwobbling Pivot.'^ (226) 

^̂  Pound writes: "Center oneself in the invariable: some have managed to do this, 
they have hk the tme center, and then? Very few have been able to stay there" {Con (;7) 
105). 

•^^ Kenner also observes that, as in a National Vortex, a personal Vortex can exist 
such as "Vortex Lewis," "Vortex Pound," "Vortex Gaudier-Brzeska". especially he says 
that "Hierafic Head of Ezra Pound" is the sculptor's reservoirs of power {Found Era 
239). 

" See my introducfion's note 1 in which Yeats describes Sophie-Brzeska as a 

whirlpool. 

'̂̂  Showing interesting observations on The Cantos. Dasenbrock argues that, 
akhough Confticianism is obviously the philosophy of the Middle Cantos, the philosophy 
of The Pisan Cantos is Taoism; if Conftician philosophy represents a mling ideologv. 
Taoism is "a philosophy for a man out of office," and, moreoyer, the Tao is "the ordei or 
form the worid has that one can see only after the acceptance of or resignation to disorder 
and fragmentation" (220) Surprisingly enough, for Dasenbrock, Pound "include^ the 
character tao [ i i ] in his Conftician tertninology that heads his translation of the Ta Hsio. 
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The Great Digest, translating k as process" (221). Kenner also comments: "Such a 
Confiicius, uttering maxims of statecraft, underiies the Comprehensive Mirror or Aid m 
Govemment which was the ukimate source of the Chinese History Cantos, and the 
Confucians who arranged the materials from which de Mailla worked saw millenia of 
history as an oscillafion between unifying Kung and disastrous tao. the carriers of 
disintegration always the mystics whom the Cantos teach us to call taozers'" {PoundEra 
454). Liu sees that Taoism and Confucianism has been existed and intertelated with one 
another; "There was therefore no irreconcilable contradiction between the Taoist and 
Confucian concepts of Tao, but only a difference in emphasis: The Taoists emphasized 
the importance for the individual, in his relation to Nature, of apprehending the Tao and 
living in harmony wkh k; the Confiicians emphasized the importance for the indiv idual. 
in his relation with others, of following moral Way which the sages had established in 
accordance wkh the Way of Nature" (16). Utilizing Dertidean strategy, Chen argues that 
"Taoist philosophy has ftinctioned in Chinese culture as a 'supplement' to the Confijcian 
mling ideology"; "we may tentatively conclude that even if Pound was not avyare of a 
Taoist tradkion, through his use of Fenollosa's manuscript and his acquaintance vyith Li 
Bai's poems [widely considered a Taoist poet, a 'lover of nature'], he drew closer to 
Taoism than to Confucianism in the process of formulating his modernist poetics" (94, 
96). 

^̂  Pound even compares the poets to the biologists: "The proper METHOD for 
studying and poetry and good letters is the method of contemporary biologists, that is 
careful first-hand examination of the matter, and confinual COMPARISON of one 'slide' 
or specimen wkh another" {ABCR 17) 

See Cheadle 9; "During the early years of his career, he admired 
Confucianism's respect for the individual and ks sense of social responsibility During 
the 1930s and first half of the 1940s, Pound emphasized the 'totalitarian' 
comprehensiveness of the order Confijcianism prescribed, an order that begin with the 
individual and extends first to the family, then to state. After Worid War II and fall of 
Mussolini's Italy, in which Pound had placed great hopes for the West's nearest 
equivalent to a Confijcian revolution, the shape of Pound's Confticianism changed again 
this last phase of his Confucianism is marked by a return to what he regarded as 
Conftician fijndamentals, wkh a concem for precise verbal definitions at the center of 
them all." 

^̂  Robinson argues that, despke Pound's description of poetry as "equations" in 
mathematical terms, curiously Pound's concept rests on mysticism rather than scientism 
(166). Pound even says "the equafions of alchemy" as "a spiritual chemistry" confirmed 
by modem science and mysticism (cited in Robinson 170), in this context, Robinson 
contends that "The new scientific terminology is being employed to describe a 
Neoplatonic universe of vital energy of fiuid force" (170) 

38 For instance, see H. D's "Notes on Thought and Vision" ^̂ '̂-100 
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Yet, Surette indicates that Fenellosa "expressed the subject-object relationship 
for Pound in terms of free of sexism" (101). In other words, Fenollosa's discovery- of 
Chinese character—the language of the things themselves—blurs the traditional binar> of 
the subject and the object in terms following "objective lines of relations in nature 
herself (Fenollosa eked in Surette 103). 

"̂  Irigaray suggests that the abduction of Persephone is the first exchange or trade 
of woman because Jupker, Kore/Persephone's father, trades his daughter's virginity for 
affirmation of his male omnipotence wkhout the consent of ekher his daughter or her 
mother {Thinking the Difference 103). 



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

Yet to understand dung chemically and spiritually and with the earth sense. 
one must first understand the texture, spiritual and chemical and earthv. of the 
rose that grows from it—H. D., "Notes on Thought and \'ision" 

The flesh of the rose petal—sensation of the mucous regenerated 
Somewhere between blood, sap, and the not yet of efflorescence Joyous 
mourning for the winter past. New baptism of springtime. Retum to the 
possible of intimacy, ks fecundky, and fecundation— Irigaray. An Ethics of 
Sexual Difference. 

In terms of his rose-pattemed form or energy. Pound seems to settle and 

determine his oscillation between masculine and feminine. His former lover, H D , 

suggests a very remarkable reading of Pound by way of her reinterpretation of and 

interaction with Pound. In the first quotation, H. D.'s "rose in the dung" appears to be a 

female response to Pound's "rose in the steel dust." As in her jellyfish metaphor, her 

"rose in the dung" explickly shows ks female oriented representation opposed to the male 

oriented representation of his "rose in the steel dust." These metaphors are, in fact, 

representations of spiritual creative energy, and H D's "rose in the dung" presents the 

feminine and chthonic relation to the matemal earth This comparison also literally 

shows their highly contrasfing metaphoric use of masculine hardness /feminine softness 

Further, as we have seen, the dung, faeces, as the objets a—filthiness and defecation 

can be signifiers for the abject or repelled (m)other After all, as a feminine version of 

the androgynous spiritual creative energy, the "rose in the dung" clearly expresses the 

chemical, organic, and earthy process of the feminine pattem 
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This feminine pattem of the "rose in the dung" is, for Irigaray. "the flesh of the 

rose petal." Reminiscent of H. D.'s jellyfish metaphor, Irigaray's wet and mucous 

sensation appears to be more sensuous and close to the bodily perception In Irigarav. on 

the other hand, this flower pattem seems to mean defloration—rather traditional—as well 

as feminine fecund procreafion. The rose pattem from Pound to H D to Irigarav is quite 

cmcial, because in Pound this flower pattem leads him to connect the masculine initiated 

energy pattem to the very feminine symbol. In H. D., "the rose in the dung" expresses 

the reproductive feminine initiated energy. However, to Irigaray, the rose petals are not 

merely metaphors but also the flesh, the body, and, moreover, symbols of feminine 

sexualky. 

For Pound, sexualky was a very mysterious concept in that he accepted the 

Renaissance medieval courtship and mystical, mythological notion of love. In their 

courtship, for instance, he called Hilda Doolittle "dryad," and later gave her the name, 

"H. D. Imagiste," rather like a mysterious hieroglyphic {End 40). Although this 

mystification makes another objectification of the feminine in terms of dehumanization. 1 

think, for him, at least, this mystified woman can also provide him his own conception of 

gender and sexuality. Perhaps, this mystification can offer him a kind of aloofness 

distancing himself from actual reality. It seems to me that Pound was clearly avyare of 

women's intelligence and their suffragette movement, and, despite his literary 

involvement of them, chose to retain the old values and felt some uneasiness betvyeen the 

new progressive values and the old ones Thus, in his conception of sexuality and 

gender, mysticism appears to fill the gap between the new and old yalues Xs I 
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mentioned in Chapter 'VI, the mystical implosion between subject and object might be 

said to show his attempt to settle his discrepancy and oscillation. 

As Pound explains mystical sexuality in terms of analogies of electromagnetism, 

H. D. remembers her ecstafic moment of the first kisses wkh Pound as electric-magnetic 

vitality {End 4). Oderman argues Pound's sexuality as ''mediumistic," in his preface, 

and Robinson sees Pound's sexuality as having a focus on ecstasy based on mysticism 

(Oderman xi; Robinson 164). More explickly, Gibson says that Pound maintains "a sort 

of mythical-erofic-ecstafic stance" (196).' This ecstatic experience is also indicated in H 

D.'s mention of the flame or "fiery moment.""̂  However, this flame is not jovous but 

very painful to H. D., for her fiery moment wkh Pound also reminds her of a torturous 

experience of "rigor mortis'' This term indicates how her frozen, or rigid feminine self 

penetrates through his masculine gaze {End 4). This masculine gaze can also be 

understood as light, and Pound's life seems to me to be strongly influenced by light as 

indicated in his childhood first name "Ra." ̂  Despite his assuming of the masculine 

poskion in his courtship with H. D., yet. Pound surely shows his fiuid experiments vyith 

gender in his use of masks or personae. 

Interesfingly enough, as Lewis remembers. Pound was a theatrical man—maybe, 

easily guessed in his use of masks or personae {Blasting 271) H D also talks about his 

theatrical aspect, "gadfly hieroglyph" and a "zany,'"* which may foreshadow his tragic 

incident in Pisa. However, I think. Pound's orientation towards Fascist politics, denyes 

from his aesthetics as well as his own selflessness—perhaps, here, vye can recall his "no 

man" hood in the Pisan Cantos and his selfless or self-annihilated reflection in his early 

poems such as "On His Own Face in a Glass"—in order to revive the artistic renaissance. 
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which he has always dreamed of Several biographers have noted Pound's selfless effon 

to help the poor or unrecognized artists. For instance, H. D. tells us that 'The strangest 

thing is that Ezra was so inexpressibly kind to anyone who he felt had the faintest spark 

of submerged talent" {End 10). 

In his "First Meeting with Ezra Pound," cortecfing his sarcastic criticism of 

Pound as a "revolutionary simpleton," Wyndham Lewis says that Pound has brought 

about profound and poskive changes in our literary techniques and criticism {Blasting 

280). Although these changes might Ikerally mean Pound's achievement in literary 

history, Lewis' observafion seems to show Pound's deployment of the fluidities, 

particularly through his life and Ikerary career as in his shiftiness among literary 

movements as well as his wanderings from America to London, to Paris, and, finally to 

Italy. However, perhaps. Pound's wanderings may come from his own alienation from 

his own age or his own rather harsh culture in America. In this regard, again Lewis tells 

us that "Pound arrived as an unassailable and aggressive stranger" {Blasting 215) This 

estranged, unwelcome, and rebellious artist. Pound, was claimed as Jewish and declared 

as a "crypto-semke, of the diaspora of Wisconsin" in the first debut of London's literar>' 

society {Blasting 273-4). As in the feminine and oriental nothing/lack to the \\ est, thus. 

Pound's Jewish-like appearance may foreshadow his continual wanderings and his own 

tragic victimage in both Pisa and St. Elizabeth hospital Even though Pound made anti-

Semkic and pro-Fascist radio broadcasting, I think, perhaps. Pound himself was a 

wandering, persecuted, and estranged Jew Similarlv, though he made some of sexist oi 

anti-feminist observations, he appropriates, deploys, and retains the fiuidities ot the 
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feminine. I dare to say, therefore, that Pound himself was the reincarnation of the 

nothing and lack from his appropriation and deployment of the fluidities 

In "The 'Mechanics' of Fluids" Irigaray says that, despke their innate energy, 

these fluidities are related to nothing/excess in a way in which the fluids themselves do 

not possess "motive force," and, then, "form"; the fluid cannot enclose k in a / its total 

form: "Thus fluid is always in a relation of excess or lack vis-a-vis unky It eludes the 

'Thou art that.' That is, any definite identification"(r5 117). The appropriation and 

deployment of fluidities accompany the inabilky of possessing "motive force" and 

"form," and can signify the point of blurting or mixing wkhout "any definite 

identification." I think, this lack or nothing of sustaining a form or a definite pattem and 

excess of inability of enclosure wkhin a form are exactly presented in Pound's gender 

representation. Pound's appropriation of the fluidities, thus, results in his own 

nothing/excess as in the Orient and the feminine because these fluidities blur the 

boundaries, and this blurting and transgression ukimately create his own marginalization 

and victimage. 
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Notes 

Gibson has termed Pound's vision as "erotic-ecstatic" one with the feminine 
and nature {Epic 196-8, and passim). 

2 

3 

See End to Torment 8, 26, and passim. 

Carpenter notes that in childhood Pound's parents called Pound "Ra." 
pronounced "Ray," which can be associated wkh the Egyptian sun god; during the 1940s 
Pound wrote to a German aquaintance concerning his first name: "My present position is 
that the name was Egytian, Ez (rising) Raa, proper divine honorific, and that the goddam 
yitts pinched k as they did everything else" (9). 

H. D. writes: 
I do not know who wrote The Gadfly It vyas a novel about Italian patnots or 
partisans, as we know call them, or some Risorgimento incident The word 
"zany" came in. I have never seen k before The hero gets mixed up with 
some travelling actors—or fair or circus'̂  I don't remember Disguise"* 
Escape? It is a bitter, tragic hero, this Gadfly Does the story predict or 
foreshadow the last episodes and the Pisan legend. {End 23) 

^ Parker observes that Pound's own "irteducible Jewishness" can be "deduced 
from Pound's 'proper' name," and Parker, thus, expounds the biblical interpretation of 
the name, "Ezra" for the explick evidence of this (119). 
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